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Concepts "lhleh are defined and discussed ln detcdl in chapter 4.
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£orm pre-empt a terminology which could be used to analyse the '£orms o£
particular contents' ; positivism,in treating 'genius' and • creativity'
as ahistorical concepts and ascriptions o£ value.
I have used Antal's

wor~

because his view o£ style matches my own in

that ,he moves away from the style of the 'indiviollal artist' or the style
of an • oeuvre , (both dominant bourgeois categories) to discuss the style
of a social group. I have described this as'visual ideology'. (Antal uses
the notion of'outlook on life' rather than the concept of ideology.)
A rather clumsy term,I will admit,but one which nevertheless allows us to
distinguish visual £rom other,political,religious,economic etc., ideologies
as well as demonstrating the connectedness of these ideologies to each other
and to the ruling class ideology.

Also,in the field of art history,I have

found Tim Clark's critique o£ the ideological components of pictures most
use£ul.

Sir Ernst Gombrich has been kind enough to engage in correspondence

with me,both by directing his immense scholarship upon my historical errors
(details and dates of particular objects) and developing,with me, a
theoretical dialogue about the emergence o£ cartoons/caricatures in history.
Aspects o£ the discussion between Gombrich,mysel£ and others appears in
chapter six of this study.

It is important to stress that Gombrich is one

o£ the £ew art historians to study caricature and visual satire in dptail.
ypt he is still able to warn me,in one o£ his letters, not to tAke the
genre too spriously,to be care£ul not to give 'ephemera' more status than
they deserve.
Such ascriptions o£ value,expressed through everyday assumptions about
high and low culture,must be interrogated and questioned on the basis o£
some of the cultural analyses already outlined here. Hence,in this instance,
it may be possible to say that the ascription of 'low' value is made not
on the basis of one cultural product - cartoons/caricatures - but as a
relationship o£ dominance against the possibility o£ visual satire operating
in

~

cultural products.

One remarkable 'example is

Winston Churchill's

attempt to force his Government,o£ 1942,to take on far-reaching powers o£
censorship and suppression o£

~

films in order to stop the production o£ the

£ilm version o£ David Low's cartoon character 'Colonel Blimp'. Even though
the £ilm, 'The Li£e and Death of Colonel Blimp', was made in 1943 an
uncensored version was not seen until 9th October, 1978 at the National
Film Theatre. (See the file dated 8.9.1942 in the Public Record Office,Kew)
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This example points to some of the difficulties associated with all
high/low models for the relation of CUlture/cultural products to society.
In this respect I have tried to suggest that edueationalists in general
and art educationalists in particular accept the contention that works
of 'popular culture' are worthy objects of

stu~

and as interesting and

revealing about the social relationships from which they spring as are
works of 'high culture'. Further,this study makes the proposal that the
judgement of value implied by the high/popular culture dichotomy cannot
be sustained with
cultural works.

refe~ence

to the intrinsic properties of particular

These categories are judgements that reflect their

relationship to social processes that are external to them. The need to
develop

new principles of cultural classification(as opposed to the

meaningless high/loVl principle) which are based on the intrinsic
properties and connectedness of cultural forms,can be seen to be
nO\vhere more urgent than wi thin that conventional area. of cultural
production: art history.
Al though this study is bas'ed in part on moving out of the area of
art historical discourse,the important effect of this mapping out of the
ranG~

of 'ideological traffic' which crosses either single images or 0vsn

wholr Gonros is that is that it returns us to art history/criticism,to i~s
cur~torial and individunlising role in culture,producing and onsuring
particular

constructions of art,the artist and definitions of

art education. Hence,this stu~ contains a numbEr of examples of where
one or ~ number of cultural products have suffered from cultural domination
and downgrading.

For example, in Kenneth Clark's book 'Rembrandt and the

Italian Renaissance' (Clark. K. London 1966) there appears a description
of the Rape of Ganymede

as trepulsive1and 'disturbing': obfuscating and

individualising metaphors applied as moral vocabulary rather than an
analysis of meaning. The effect of this is to remove 'art' from historical
or

te~tual

analysis by representing it,in criticism,as a moral valuation

articulaDed as an expression of personality:in this case of the artist.
This becomes a circular argument which can downgrade one cultural object
within a whole formation of cultural production,here mythological
paintings in 17th century Holland, simply because the painting does not
match up with dominant ideas about the artist.
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Hence,crucial questions have to b~osed,particularlY within art
educational criticism,about how art history works to exclude from
its fields of discourse history,class,ideology, to produce an
ideological and ,with the Kenneth Clark example in mind, moral 'pure'
space for something called 'art' • But we also,in terms of the focus
of this study, have to examine radically the 'impure' space of satire,
and within that the sites of cultural consumption and practice of
cartoons.
certainly, the mistake of taking the artist's personal biography
,n.n individual history/psychology,for thp. biography of the work,'t-lhich
exists at the level of gemeral history,is a main project of both art
historical practice and literary criticism: a project which hn.s
widespresd currency in the field of art education.
An important example here is the downgrading of the formal narratives
n.ndldeologicn.l themes of satire,where it

~s

a common Victorian

assumption thnt n noble work of art could not proceed from an ignoble
mind. Thus,within the field of literary criticism,it is now held that
Thnckeray downgraded the '\-lorks of Swift and Sterne because he did not
npprove of their personalities or lifestyles. (T1artin R.B. The Triumph
of\Ht,page 77,OUP 1974)
From such examples it is possible to develop a broader analysis,
supported by theoretical work Whjc~ShOWS hmv differences in form anr'l
effect refer to differences in social role and function rather thFl.n
differences in value.
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It is also possible to see how even whole authentic national cultures
have been subjugated, throughout history, to a Euro-central cultural
imperialism - which has written whole cultures and cultural formations
out of history. (See Pilsworth M. 'Cultural Imperialism and the Threat
to Authentic National Cultures', a paper presented at the British
Sociological Association conference on 'culture', April 1978; also many
of the essays by A. Sivanandan, Director of the Institute of Race
Relations, London). One example here, related to the critical visual
ideology of satire, is the positive valuation of Greek sntire and the
almost total invisibility of (one of the origins of modern political/
moral satire) Irish satire.
In this

st~dy

I have tried to understand the broader functions

of visual and literary satire, because they do overlap, in the following
ways: the authors/artists as producers, the politics of the inferior
knmvledge status of social satire, the operation of a critical urban
cultural formation in ancient history through to today, their audience,
their means of communication and relationships with other forms of

co~mu

nlcation, thC'ir place in the history and politics of liter[1.cy, nnd last,
but most important, their symbols and Innguage.
Language (visual, literary or combined) is a major factor not only
as

0:

main carrier of ideology or the crucial ingredient of an 'authentic

national culture', but because it is "Tithin a whole tradition of linguistic
thought (structuralism). So it can be argued that experience, including
intentions and feelings, does not exist outside of its embodiment in
signs. (See Barthes R. 'Image-Music-Textf, Fontana 1977, and Burgin V.
'TvlO Essays on Art, Photography and Semiotics', Robert Self

Umberto Eco 'A Theo~J of Semiotics', USA 1976.)

1976, and

From such a perspective

we can see that it is not experience that organises expression, but the
reverse - expression organises experience. In art historical terms which I develop in chapters 3 and 4 - I make the fUndamental proposition
that it is through the public forms of (art) cultural production
that \"e see feelings, not that through feelings we come to forms.

/'/-"0
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-' This view gave me n £rash insicht of the disablin8 concePt of language
" ,
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,
',~ ,opornting within art nnd
other
disciplines
in
education,
where
langnage
,
viewed throU8h a rationale of the 'creative individual' - is seen as a
; utilitarian\, ,"tool'
,the individuaJ. Whera' the"speaker' simply Uses
lacguage to express'teeliDgs,intentions ~dexperience.'Indeedt ,it is a
menou.ra, of the degree of Dritish onti-intel,lectualism in the arts that the
,nbtions ot 'personal response' or 'immediate ~sponsel cn.rry SllCh currency' ,
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, found ' it necesoory in this study t~ challenge su~h notions of 'natural I ,-.
.responso with'tho more critical/radical concepts of representntion anel
mediation •
' '. ; , "
..
Part of r:I3' interest in c,artoono, nod c~icatures derives from thisa
, becaUse ao idoological, phenomena. ot n peculiany public nnd identifiable kind
they not' only "'provide ,a useful means for ~tu~ the pro.ctice of visuo.l
ideology, but elso point .to the) WD3' ono cross-section ot ideology -stereotypes
,- a.ro articulated
at both D'Ystematic end cotmlonsense levels of meaning in
,
reprosontntion. Thera
vcr:! few studios as to how' stereotypes function
" aesthotic'oJ.ly/iconogrQ,ph1cally and I om aware that in attempting to' provide
'..
0. limited 'study here, other, "omsions end problems have been created. The
"
'" .
most s~rious of these nrisos because of ~ decision to analyse sterootyp~
:'\'~d in pnrticulc.r clnoll stereotypes, within the structure t.nd iconogrnpl'v of
o'ne cultura.l fom I cartoons/ca.r1cntures. Decallse.in order to ~1'ully
.
'
.
, 'understand the structural operation of stereotypes, other 'locations must also
.' b~' ~sed (es. :rilms.bo~ks.ndvortisements,paJ.ntings, ·~tc.,) as well as moking
\' .:somo thcoreticQl distinctions ,between 'social types and, stereotypes.
, (See Dyer R. tGll\Y's and Filin'·,~itish'Fil.I:1 in~tituto ~blications 1977 end
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'natural', given.

If you like, the need to launch an attack on

the concept of art can be seen as a vitally positive act ,·!hich
would ultimately clarify what can be included as legitimate knol'lledge and what must be excluded as illegitimate myth.
The two 'Peanuts' cartoons rp.produced at the beginning and
end of this study are simple but profound. The more so in that,
for the many 'cultural institutions,6 who are given the tim8 and
authority to take policy decisions on what is or is not 'art'

...

the 'Peanuts' cartoon would in most cases be excluded ••• and
this raises the more complex problem of what is 'the cultural'.
Even within the subject matter of the cartoon genre there is
an astonishing persistence of visual jokes and bitter satire
rtbout 'art'.

'''ere it not for the intensity and frequency of the

rl,ttacks of cartoonists on concepts of art, it might be easier to
dismiss their 'critique' ns just a minor part within the vast
repertoire of the cartoonist.

I am convinced thrtt the cartoonist's

intervention in this rl,rea points to a problematic of art practice
frtr more complex than the

occasio~~l

cries of public outrage

against pf'rticu1nr art movements or paz-ticu1ar works, or the suggestion by George Melly7 in 1973 that:

• •• 'l'li thin the las t five ye ars or so, art as
a subject for jokes has become less and less
common. • •• In consequence this exhibition is
trueing place at the very moment vlhen the
tradition it represents is at an end.

Perhaps, in view of the "Tate Bricks" controversy (see illustration)
of 197h, Mr. Melly would revise his assertion.
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J ean-Frangois Hillet, Ha:\rrnakers Resting, 18.19 w Oil on Canvas
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Gust2~ve Courbet, The Stone B~akers
,Oil on Canvas
Formerly State Pict'.lre Gallery,DJ::'esden (destroyed 19 Lt S)
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the c:atalogu-~ £or'the exhibition or lIorrnung's cartoons
held at theUniversity'orLondon Institute or Education,~ 1978.
Many of the cartoons,which showed household objects as musical instruments,use the convention'or •condensation , humour,where two separate
elements are combined into a meaningful hybrid.(see chapters 5 & 6)
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Also, to my surprise the word 'creative'

occurs only onco~ as.does the word 'artistic'.
not occur at all in the texts
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critical;

society;
symbols;

production;

The followins words do

history;, ideology; Genre;
codes; politics; conventions;

distribution;

contracts;

patrona{,'c;

publisher.
This is not just to sugGest tha.t had I written the Hoffnun,; catalo.;',:ue,
or anybody elno t I would have done it differently.
Thc~,n;atter is far
more serious.

'ilhat both these sets of words (mir.e and Paine' $) rcpre::;cnt

,is a particular 'bias' within theory - within idcoloL7.
The difference between the exhibition list and oine is that. in tr.c

former set we have prescriptive propositions about the -. nersonal
~

ex~ression

of the artist and in the latter list an emphasis ~thc descriptive roaGinr.
~Qf tho work (i.e. pictures) itself.

, Or

the two tidcologics t I would sueeest that the latter, founced

in social 'theory, has more to offer teachinc strategies/in art education.
This is not to surrgest that the fomer Vlould die.
Not at 'nIL
(:.'his fOrI;;
of possessive indivicualinm (possessive economic individualism.) supported
.
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as it is by popular psychology will keep the oore archaic' sections of the
callery system going for centuries more to come.
Th c

.

.

po~nt ~s

.
::U) tnh
d
'
nos t scrlOUS.
~ e
om~nuncc

0f

the

discipline of psycholo[,ty VIi thin
the field of nrt.
,
Art beine a. thine of the !:',ind, it follown that any
scientific study of art will bo psycl:01o;;:y.
It ir.r..y
well be otl-lGr things as well, but pnyc~olocy it "Iill
e.lwn;,/s oe'21
and education:

;/

:,ry own oplnlon is that p3ycholo ej·cal in:)iehts incorrorated
into educational philocophy and.t::ethQdn have hud

0.

sinictcr

effcct- 22
'crhnps this second quote could be extended to art

education.

I wish to make one more point about psychology no it. relates to tlw
.tlo of the Hoffnu.ne exhibition.

Then I wi!:h to proceed to cxn.:::ine the

y words and their concepts are used in art und art education - often
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and

irresponsibly/:'leceptive 1y, because
affects the

; and this directly

that are being

"''''\''''''''',"" here for

throughout the thesis.
0ne of the things a limited involvement with the
of philo",""~'h.... has established for 11:119 is
need to establish 'criteria of
relevance' in the applioation of oonoepts.
Returning to Paine's oatalogue for the
exhibition .. there
are many features
disturb me, such as the extensive
on
'form',
interpretation of ·content' as 'themes' and the <:iI.Uilli::l..I:un
separability of the two - bat the moet disturbing idea of all, in
opinion,
is this ooncept of Umaturity in an artist's style.1I
lies the
problem~
for here we see the
thesis in its
developed form,
that in order to explain or
a work, we
where it is
1
have recourse to the picture s produoer.
is implioit to this theo::t"Y",
therefore, that style is seen to I
'mature' in the Saill.e way
as the 'artists'
grows physically .. and indeed in the I-aine text the
'organio· 'natural' associations of phrases likel
the ~'tanlorphosis
yolJ.n6 man
are used to full effect.

the child into the more mature

of this, in
view, under-theorised conoept of style
'\d.ll need to be examined in detail
later
I
espeCially in our own discussions of the cartoon and caricature lJenre and
the moment I
to do
of lthe artist's

of -the

as a common

110

more here than indicf:1.te the lim tatio:us
f

as it is here eX&1.!ined and
method in the

of

•
"'...-.:~.,."r

is :ilinse,paJt"&t)J.e
lj su...'1J.ly,

as in
through -the
A.

artist haa his o,m
has its
in and
of the uniq.ue character of' ~e individual.

exhibitiol1,
is
versioruu
art
oauses to develop several
in succession
that in reality only one· of
is
personality and has a right
be called
s-tyle
f par
I •
the one consid_ered to
be typically hiS/hers are called t
or
followed his mature period
1"eJr.'reIQ to as 'latera etc.
q1.,1.ote
one
•

D. If an artist causes to develop several styles
the greater
of his life, then only
considered essentially
(disregarding the other
oo-existiD4~ styles) is
the artistts
'variety of talent' r:..a:y be
e.g.
rare case
never
to
thesis,
oannot sSp!rate t112
from ,the man because it considers that the strle is the man.
necessary excUi\toion
art histor.;r is
LUAJ'~-LX".",

his
stYl~

exhibition as a focus
to
of particular t
pattern - the specificity
fact t1;...& t,
are u.sed in a
the
to a particular
or articulated.
In one instance

ill

the general
way,
is

as orea,tive,
She
the
of times in rJY view.
artist t without
of

later
ification or source
such
the gifted
and the creative artist are

upon u.s as a

self-evident,
reality.
In the only descriptions of
actual pictures we have such banal
obvious (in,j¥ull
sense
the
i.e. in this case what one could
.!!! for oneself in the pictures)
as:firmness, solicUty,
with :~
all
crayon
the
a
line
and strong 25
the lines arc
·oolour 'contributes fully to
In a later section Vie are told.
the emotional Tn"""''''''',"''''''
possibility of a'sooial messae~ is consoiously or
narrow use
the
•
SiJuilarly,
I personal' and 'individual'l
thus exclu.ding the possibility or the mv<........-J.'t'>
of sooial/collective
an indirect reference to society we have:condi tiona of existeTlce.
existentialists or even
( viz. the extreIIlS su.bjectivist
romantic theor.;r) - and later a reference to "the
view
culture?)

hw~
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vIe

are told that, through the expressiveness of the cartoons Itthere

,vere tensions cased and fears allayed". 25
I see no proof for this. And even if I did, I 'WOuld ,·/ish to
critically examine such tensions and fears in relation to the concept
of the 'neurosis of the alienated creative artist,.26

MY point is that the language and values used in the Paine text
are a tyPical example (i.e. this is the general case) of descriptions
of art practice. These values represent a simplistic and impoverished
view of culture which when transmitted, here as the dominant view, to
the mass of people - is rejected.
That such values ar8 transmitted, uncritically, in an educational
context is, in

'my

view, nothing less than coercion. In this constant

violation of the language and everyday reality of the great mass of
people, the real casualties are the works themselves - for they
literally becomn irrelevant. Let me m:1.ke it very clear here, in

C~S0

I run misunderstoo"d, I am not suggesting for one minute that people
should not paint, draw, photograph, etc. and engage in critical studies
of 'art'.
Tl,y point is nntirely ~bout the dominant cone ept of art 27 n.nrl the'
l~nguaec

of n-rtists and A-rt educationalists - in relation to simplistic

vie'vTs of culture.
Of course there 8.re many who will attempt to reject this vieH on
the liberA-I grounds that "well all art was controversial in its day".
Let us be clear about the phenomenon I am attempting to describe. I :un
talking about a

hostility and even rejection of art in toto by
the great mass of Horking-class people. 28 This serious 'accusation
~ss

Hill be substantiated and further examined later in the study. The
importance of class relations and class language can be seen in the
following cartoon which through the joke mechanism of ridiculous
analogy, depicts the absurdity of the dominant art ideology when placed
in the class context of other kinds of work. The'trutW of this cartoon
lies in its implication, anchored through the caption, that this
ruling class language is the common terminology' used in the arts. It
is a terminology which is seen, quite rightly by the cartoonist, as
preventing us from ever gaining a knowledge of art.
Equally, this study operates in a particular languAge fieln and
discourse. In

t~ring

to make a communication
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IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

· with ;rou or someone else, I need to be at least aware of one
important barrier - myself.

own position,

politics, baokground,

even my
none
call
accent Our communication therefore, is
like TV, a
which you hiW0 little
and I like to believe
identity
Sadly, 1 cannot say the sallle
Over a u.eH';l:iI.IJLt:= spent entirely in
of my l~ouage.
academic world llU)1AI;'D for a
t;rpe, even traditional
ation; e.g. a teacher
through a l#t:iblCl.!.t:J:

you know"
process to
some of my
for
and

schoolteacherl

a certain sentence

,!.anrualii!6 nov,

inclination
some of which can be accredited to my
in
itself.,l
used. j.n
it is

seen here) f()l.~ .... v,"..... ,."""""
all

is checkable,,2 at a general,

la.nguege
level:

& CO::~!LlOn "'V""~:""Tn

my professed

to try to
IDarJAer, a sort of basic common voice is an
only would I be required to TriG:}:e

Silllply

would be inoapaoitatil~ violate
the tenses,
and loodes (even words) peculiar to certain disoourses.
that I am
to the de-mystification
1 shall be
a similar orj.:me in the field of eduoational theory.
Indeed, my next point of focus in this exeg'esis on
is to
art eduoa.tion.
ticularly my

nature
This

theory and pra.ctice
to clarify

of' 'specialist f

"

outlook, par-
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s

social life -

from
about the symbolic
in a more

have to

way.

give us

to the

between

8ib~t

themes that have their roots in
the

inetitutions.

of

theory is that it is at the

becomes
the
the
This is a necessary
sooial f:u1d
interests
to exeroise theoretioal
about,
si tuation in tilat it is
matters in sohool wj.thout
the institutional
say,
of

the theory
teaohers

it is ll1teresting
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the curnculwn
as a Ql'actic! •

i.e.

in the

issues.

their

to enoceag'e for

the
COtlXf3 f~

'I7i thin uni versi ties

betvleen it and

grave

of

in

is transmitted,

i.e. partioularly tho
It

that

.EL-'-"'U

violate the

carries with it

tiona and values e;x:pre:sseu. in and

as sumpour social and material relationtheory, in the

If

Ships.

a cause for

e~~~

divisions within

arts tef..chers

teache.1's,

].'hi8 is a

Elany

practice a

who
"Gneor:v in

anaJ."chist

'1;0

deny the val1..1.8

the arts

to a British anti-

intellectual tradition
is not

the

the
base.

'l'11e real

to relate

I

recent

of one
lies if.!. the
eclucational

such as art to

frOli'.

cOtlIl1ented~

on :proof 1.5 minutes a
issues
immedia;i:;e

1.3
it
teachers
about
terlllS

",.£,.I,,!.'I;U"'·"",

.u. . .

U!'-IL.L.I.b

is not

the

in the schools.

most

check on all

In-

tectchers

stitute to see what
on full-time

here, as

would not be
to engag'e in

have

I

teachers

pure I

in the event
valued

is

aud the

educatio:1. 1:Tn.ere
more flexible.

even
I could s"l;·111 be seen as a privileged

IIJ:3" own cE;.se. I am

of every Yleek

I

•

in schools,

•
'I;eachers have a

of
is only

in

vmrld ..

and ·theorists who are eo
recently th,3, t I read an

involveii

on the

for the real

is a.
in which so

to theory still stands as a

socio-

is it

s work

the

the
InCi.eed it

the

teachers who
Muer the

hr;.ve to oXl3.;lCine

, the onus on

education

operates

the

to

,
lecturers
The

in

ITi&nY

that
teaohers a

to
theoretical

of

one
beoatU!ls there

it is clear

teachers - to their very
experie:noes.
is

'llhe

within
is no easy way out

to

other

this

that -the

to

witllin the

tha:t teaohers

to

tXla.1'l hi therta

in ed.uoational reforL;s ... which
alluded to here are

ra;!;her t118..n

which is
abou.t t11i;:;.
to rna-Ite

be ca.u.se •••

structures (in this case

art education).

such we are in

is

a sha:t'ed. experthea 'bre, concert,
OJ::' actually in

(the
ne,t:;u.-e of Lueh of the

It is because
education .ancl

of

~hiucati'm

ani

that

needs to be

exell1ined
of :l;oollomics, in a

recent

t

and their pm'ler ..

as

out that I

a

l

However,

a.bout

I

mind. ;:ry ea,rlier COillment3

and ed.ueational

serve as

to th.e

of values we already possess;

values tr.e.t I am

to

in the field of art

serious
that those whom some

flaS

to illvoke lli~derstand

their educated

is

but

to the
of

is

to

as a

a.

as

ness

ca~J.tioUSllf::;SS

disorders out

its

'\Je 'mow' b7 direot referenoe to experienoe that#

things equals 4 thi~"8.

Suoh

2

plus 2

is called a priori.

However

from the evidence:J5rown and 1;lillimllB are two, Roberts and Smith are two, we C8l.!ll.ot
deduce, a priori, that Brown, \ililliarns, Roberts and

are four - and

we eannot understand the pr~position at all because we do not know these

people in experienoe.

We can aee, therefore, that entities

as

relations have a different being from that of physical objeots.
problem of relations was developed
justice.

:Bertrand Russell in an example about

If we ask ourselves what justioe is, it is llatu:ral to make

referenoe to experience to proceed
I

conSidering this,

the other

aot with a new to deoiding' what they have in oommon.

all partake in a common nature which will be
in
the

fhe

else.
essence.

common

must

in whatever ia

v ju.st'

will be 'justice' itself, i.e.

word will be applioable to a number o£ partioular

is the word lart t

)

all partiCipate in a common

nature or essence, as defilled at that 20iSt in histun.
":herefore, the idea • justice' is not identical

Very

inl'nn,,,tlt1.'1fj

particular

many particulars and haa characteristics w!uch

from other universals suoh as
AWel.reness of universals is called conceiving and a
universal of
~~ are aware is called a oonoept. 45
However, the insistenoe un nea-I; definitions to permanently fix the
categories ot

was seriously ohalle:ri,l.::;ed by

as developing organisms.
view of concepts as ooherent entities
la.nguage.

A, by now, famous example,

la ttgenstei:n who

re-fooussed the debate
~Ol~al~de

saw

trom a

ooncepts as diverse uses of

iSI'~ittge:nsteiuts

concept

•

Consider for
the prooeedings we oall f games I •
I
mean board-games, card-games, ball-games, Olympio gaInes and
so Oll..
is common to them all? t sayr I
~ be sometllirlg common, or they would not be oalled
1
_ but look
see whether there is
cummon
at all if you look
them. yuu 'dll not see some-that is oommon to .!:!!. but similarities, relationships,
a whule series of them at that.
dontt think, but look! example at
their multifarious relationships.
to
card ~nes; here you find
correspondenoes with the
first gTOUp,
out,
others

,

·50

is
appear.
~:\I-hen we
next to
,
common is retained, but much is lost -are they all
chess
noughts
orosses.
is there alw~s winning and losing, or competition between players?
of patience.
ball
is
losing;
a child throv(s his ball
a.-I> the wall and catches it again,
disappeared.
Look at the parts
luck;
and at the difference between skill in chess
skill
in tennis.
now of games like ring-a...ruJ.8-a-roses;
here is the elem.ent e·f' amusement but how ~ other
charaoteristic features have disappeared!
we crul
the L'J.&l'lY, many ether groups of
in the same
we can see
similarities crop up
disway;
appear.
the result of this eX&.lllinatien is:
1;1ie see a complicated network of similarities overlapping
oriss-crossing.
similarities of detail.
I can think of no better expression to
these
similarities than family resemblances; fer the various
resemblances
of a
features,
colour of eyes,
• etc., etc., overlap
and criss-cross
I shall ~:
a ... "",........".w
Here questions about the
about • £raJae §
t ask for the
as a word, and its use in the _:."""'I".....a.iI:lU language. (i.e.
ask for the use).
Wittgenstein does not indicate whether his doctrine Vlill apply for
all words or only some3

a huge oversight,
;JVi thout
how such conoepts are learned.
is important
the

vro learn

that

nor
into

in
detail here, it

philosophers and psychologists belieVE!
is

bizarre contradiction of this

I

abs traction I

"

is given in f GulliverI s Travels f

at the Bohool of Language the Professors declared that. as

were only

the names of things, it would be much easier for men to carry about their
v£.....,,<eJ,Q in bmdles.)
earlier point that, when tallr.1ng of concepts, we should not separate
the language we speak. also

applies crucially to abstraction.

abstraotion itself needs to be ci~llenged, in n~ view, when it disappears into theories which cease to have any location in
real
words grow and

1

_ 5. .i

he

not explore the details of' such growth.
ling,'Uistic philosophy of ',Ii ttgenstein.

others did not fully

the implications of their understanding that
concepts, etc., is a process in the world.
l~s such words and particular concepts and their

words,

in history, particular words, concepts and eftn

sections of
moments in l1istory
• 'flus

can be seen to .have

at particular

the special su.pport of 'interested
given, it is not too difficult to
that
certain areas of the oonceptual
work ~''''.....,..... people's
•
Abstraction itself,
theory·
in
uniits rarefied location as •
work in this way.
the
versities,
Certainly, it is lilY
art,
its treatment in aesthetics
to a a~zre,e psychology,
become a bleak taken.for-granted abstraction the
and social role of'
concept and .l..l!:l.!nl£'A~rll:l
of
The fact that an,y
to develop a aocio-historic
the art concept, or the
of
for that
meets
opposition, serves only to illu.strate J in my
extent to
have become -the
which the art concept
cf particular
power
If, as is implied
this proves to be
It

classroom

at the

case ... then it is

purpose

IJhenomenon (
century onwards), to '"'u,"".....JL.""~""';."" its reactionary
so doing, we shall need to
to offer a way forward.

my next

section to examine

and uses of

ticular

par-

- in

of
, our very ........,."".~,'""
proolaim that Art i! a - sooial.
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by
this seation can
vlhere it
in relation to the values of a university
defining th.e oontext of tlus
Our

in the
the late

I am particularly

of a qt10te from
the University'

.. Leavis- in his book lJ:;;du.oation
In suah a piece of work it wou.ld be p:t'1ee,n::l:r.ten
t.U.l.io1.~:';\4.<I:>1!LJ,.v virtues that woul'i be
the courage of enormous incoma DlI0n~te:l::"l
to
the best
pleteness; the
the inevitably
and sketchy
ohart
one
knowledge that is all one's opportunities
intuition
to
select
and
to acquire; the

drastically a.-rid make a. little
to

an.d

to

;:;>"'eLm",

not
Lea.vis I S

Ollvn

seems just a little tragic.

l~'otes

'1.

to Chapter 1

'.A sIna1l

of this research is of the utm05t sib,mficancs. bu.t
for the most part
material
ou.t, weighing
floor,
stuff for
more researoh. I
Polyte ohni

°,

2.

Education
u.el!laIl,u. for, and
operate
as these.

20.1.
"""'i"''''''''',? of

t :mu.lti ...ethni0 I eduoa tion will
through such informal educational agenoies

the moment crudely

..

of gxoup

5.

tl~:minantt

6.

I am here 'Il5ing, SOl1'lewhat unoritioally. the definition as it would
to thot3e bastions of •
oulture' such as museunm and art
galleries, who
have little alternative but to interpret Art
History as the history of individual
•

does not necessarily mean po1itioal1y dominant.

to

George £:.'.e11y in the introdu.ction of the
oartoons exhibition I
of Six
8.

.. p.

Ill'll5ion' ,.

11.

Ibid. p.292.

12.

I do not

to give the
in a popular art
- far
that
latter-day t'lifuili.omr;ry
U""'fr-"" painted and drsy
olasses
for political journals,
,
catu:'es and aristoorat.icfrunily portraits.
Introduction

14.

Ibid.

Art,

University,

carioature had its origins
do I wish to imply
yorldng-olass.
and was
in
cariCourse,

t

12.

p.50.

15.

the noun 'aesthetioV, I mean a theory or
the
of beauty.

16.

worth noting here that, within the
, is
taken
of

'art'
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Childhood to

li~aturi ty:

'l:he.::arly -LI.~·'i:l.W';U"·";iZI'
of
l1'1sti tute

to
early art history
a scientifio

would be

Lecture 1973
College of Arl.

20.

21.

the existence
oontinues to flourish
d.e

Art

Kunst a...'1d Yelmerschaft 'l'ranslatiom
l"riedllnder
.. t
and Connoisseursldp, Lon.Clon 194:5.

, iJ!he

:\\~arshak

ctnd Art p.80.

:F'rancia,

and

1973
23.

I am comrinced
partioclar
or pictures.
However, I alit not at
that the st;v:l;.Et .~l! a,;, ,!ork can in
any
be connected with
Rersonal style of a l~ticu1ar person,
• e.g. liThe psychologioal study of art has hitherto folloffed
but one
two
either
psychology of
oreator
was studied as it revealed itself in the work
art, or the psychology .of the receptor (viewer) was investigated.
imperfection
and fu.tili ty of
suffioiantly obvious'.. '11 he Psy-Art.
I!i.I.T. 1971.. P"5~.2.2 i

24.

(a
conference
exhibitiol'l 'Art

as
drawings were
this view ViUJ3 given, despite

25.

?aine,

OPe

the floor.

cit.

I

scribe' ..."

often
article

ideology.
No •.,~., r described
to the

Supported by popular
28.

is

uncritically into
art
I

in that

op.cit).

recent and significant y~~C£~~I&l'~LL\~L!.
took art aJ."1d '~he
front pa.ges of every
However.
the '[late "iva,s given all. opportunity
the purchase of this and other
a

the 'Tate Bricks f
to art to the
director of
behind

phrases like fall modern art is oontroversial'.
His semantic smokescreen left
people in no doubt that there
no criteria of
selection in art.
1917. a Robbie Robertson
described
the
exhibition as a (Fart'.
(Interestingly he tarred art
education with the same brush).
The ensuing furore
the
was exacerbated by l.iichael
at the 'j~ate,
to adequately
upon which he had selected the v1forks ...
the pai1:1.ter,
calling members of the public, who
not self-eTidently perceive
the value of a
of art,
Aware of tlLis hostility,
were
tJ!.rt
the
Gallery and almost by way
answer. tArt
at the ',rdtechapsl ... all exhibition in which I 'fas

I am very critical of
stereotyped Tiew of WU.I:IIl..LU,"'-':';Li:i.i::5

on
in

in

is.

Society

30.
and

31..

fasseror.i..

e.g .. A sentence ca."! be described linguistically, on """"''''''' ..,''

(phonetic,

•
• J?atterns of

•

are
course to a

al\V

.ua,nf'!;ua~e

re-

difficulties - these carL be
'::'Qcial
Culture and the Curriculum'"

It

1971 •

..

wv.l-A..JC,"E"

38.

week averages

hours'

Idck
Roya~

in

at the earline.r on
College of "~t~ London.

.2.18.

39.

lOur Conversation with things arid places'.
C. COrnIord, Art &
:i.:::nvironment Course. (:eAD 292) Unit 2.
Open University.

40.

I believe that at this time there is not an explicit body of theories,

conceptual frameworks or even systematic thou.ght about the structure
of the knowledge domain in art education - or as Professor Perry
recently suggested in an k.Phil seminar - there is not as yet a
i'heor;y of the :liscipline.

41.

I '.Lihe rise of an educational class I
Higher £du.cation
, 14.1.78.

42.

Though my tutor, Dr. .F .. Dearden often raised the
really rJ.S.d leanings towards sociology.

43.

""e do not do a bit of theory and then do a bit of pr&ctioe.
Efficient practice precedes the theory
it!t
G., The Concept
of lcIind.,
1976.pp.30, 31.

44.

It is my view, suppor"ted by this stlldy, that because the concept of
'art'
excludes certain particulars of contemporary
practices (e.g. photogTaphy, video, film) as
of
repertoire the concept itself P~8 become an abstract universal which has little
validi ty in oonterD.porary social reality.
Indeed, some "rould go
further and suggest that the art concept in the last
centuries
has so specifically COllie to relate to the practices of a particular
class group (cor~wisseurBhip?) that its continued use violates
historically located existing works and the inclusion of new and
different works in the c a t e g o r y . , m also need to be aware
that it is contemporaIJ
art tXlat has itself
to
question the tart' concept.
p.28.

Dahrendorf.
-t;hat I

Russell, 'rhe Problems of Philosofhy', C.W.P. 1916.

46.

aittgenstein L., ':f'hi10sophical Investigations,l Gxford, 1953.
It
is interesting in terms of our later disoussiolU3 in this study to
record Wi ttgenstein' s work .on I pioture-larlguage' and • schematic
pictures I , i.e .. L. Wi ttgensteil1., Zettel, 13lackwe11 1967.
Also
B. Russell's 1 picture the or;). of mear...ing', OPe oi t. note (45).

41.

fhi8 is called 'linguistic philosophy'.

48.

i ttgenstei1l 1 s thesis and l2I.n interesting discussion of learning through
abstraction is given in two .U. texts:- 'Philosophy of
I
(1 and 2) A303 lini ts, 14, 15 and 30.
Open Universi ty,1973

•

I
i

Art Schooling and Contemporary Culture 1 article in the ILEA journal
Schooling Cul ture I , issue 1. I q -, 9 •
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of

the ivord in

versions~

use as terms

cannot

- as

the

-x.,H~

'll}}e

of

role of ideas, an.d ultimately,

OWll

of t;he tools of

interest, to develop an underthe practice of 91;eoifio theory ..
on

viell of

own

I

as the
build IllY own definition

1:'or the
v;:ord

I

visual ideolo€!;Y'

'lNe need to

Skilbeck

see Chapter

with the

of the

three or foar

Ideal or abstract speculation;
treatises as ,Flato's I
r or ~;'ells t s 'J:he :L'lrewil l , 1il'here it loosely riteans an
ideal soheme.
S1.Aoh authors are more

,

and

or a

of idea.s,
... this was the
of

or

•
'the events arid
life and the manner

interes'l;; in

only
like

..

n
,

as cenaan'\;
to use
for

who

in their

offers a more
'px3Xtioular
'term denotes that
€m:l;ations

more or
aooord with his interests.
way

ii:hese

oonsoious lies to half'-oonecious
to

which has
from the COllID10lltUmSe
senses.
I'tB
with the more inclusive
to 'the

of an
or of a concrete hietoric-social group e.g.,
of a class. when we are concerned with
characterietics
CO:ll( 'Osi tion of
total structure of the
of this
epoch 0:1;' of this group. 52
mentality we are talking about is not a transitory state of the
individu~

view (if'

though I

confess myself to not

has one) of

a theory of culture.

notion of

i

artist/art

However, in relation to art

art eduoational

~ (corpus) of conoepts,

methods of enqUiry into which the • fully-trained t

teache~3

been initiated.

a particular mentality (e.g. 'art l

The interests
crucial to

s

intention' within a broader notion

praotice, we are talking about the
atti tudes, beliefs

sure of

are

)

wish to offer an ideological critique - rather than just an

analysis of partioular ideas.rhis

shift

t

the

to

as to the

ideational' represents a oritical
of partiol..l.lar dominant (oore) beliefs.
here;

is

concept 'ideology' refleots
one disoovery whioh
from politioal confliot.
ruling ~~oups
can in their
become so intens,ii.vely interest-bound
to a si tua tion that
are.ub
to see
certain facts which would undermine their sense of domi:natiOl1..
t ideologyt the insight
There is implioi t in the
in
oertain situations the oolleotive unoonscious of cer'cain
obsoures the real condition of
both to itself
to others and thereby stabilises it~~~~A~d

54

A detailed

.,.,,,,u,
descriptive, i.e. looking at a

about ideology cannot here, as in muoh

politioal ·theory, go too far
of ideas,

if only beoause the oonoept of

be adequately considered separately from a

t

-W'AJ"",,,,".

~W~UJ~U~~

oonoept of ou! tu.re

t

cannot

-

a:naly·tio role is developed in the section on 'Art and C!ulture' and in
later sections.
However, this does not mean 'live can

CI.1,9'I'If!J!Cl~giL1"1'l

the

here. 55

A. a

of beliefs charaoteristic of a partioular

or group_

B. a system of illusory beliefs - false ideas or false
oonsoiousness - whioh can
soientific
•

contrasted

C. the general process of the produotion of

ideas.

true or
W.""i_~L.LIf",i:>

and

of .

60

one variant or '::,iarxislli, senses A
can be effectively
In a class sooiety, all beliefs are
founded on class position, and the
of belief of 56
(1l1usory~
all olasses... are then in part or 'U.''''''''4,".¥
general position has led to intense controversy wi thin "',Gl..I."A./i.DAU
itself; indeed, later 'Nilli9Jl1s describes the uncertainty that was never
quite resolved~
t ideology' then hovers be·tween I a
characteristic
a certain class' and fa
illusory beliefs - false ideas or false C~~S(i10USl~es
.\Thich can be oontrasted with true or scientific
(farx
, The Germa.n Ideology).
I t would be
if we were to opt for
~ven worse would be
view of ideology - simply as 'bias' or I distortion'.
to accept the notion that art
a socialist message - are
fidaological' whilst our own cultural products are not.
it needs
to be said
the provalen-t
of art, as
is an indication of the success of
dominant
Ideology

'poli tically
ill our own

•

Art I

a most
- who W1 ote very little directly about art),
an tautonon~1 of 'cultural' forms.
In a
lRisconceived view
of ideology _;~~rnst
actually
not only can art be
Q

from politics,
ideology, but
is fundamentally in
opposition to it.
is early work, 'The Necessity
Art·. there
are subtle clues to a submerged theory o.f art as Soine
ideal. F'ischer
talks about tartiste of genius I and the 'artistio personality' as if
are spiritual gifts. (p.142) (a version tfithin the
He also. in a later
work of art' (po222).57

, seems to support the concept of a 'universal

, we see
Jiowever, in Fischer's subsequ.ent book 'l\rt ""5,CY.Ul::I
his earlier persuasions have now davalo-ped
a more explicit
And if we I,lUSt use til, military terminology, literature and
art are not parts of front which has to
into
line with economic, political, administrative or inner
party activities:
are reconnaissance units sent into
~UU~'W~L territory,
often bring back
or
unwelcome reports.
fact it is best not to 11se
tenninology;
to deploy art and literature along
fronts;
to I'sfrain
instructing thelli in
or tacti080

58

.

61

or

.
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ideology conceals, since for Althu8ser 'knowledge' in
the strict sense £leans scientific knowledge - the kind
of knowledge of, say, capitalism which
s I Capital'
rather than Dickens's 'Hard Times' allows us.
The
difference between science and art is not that tlley deal
with different objects, but that
deal witb. the same
objects in different wa:ys.
Science
us conceptual
knovlledge of a situation; art gives us the experience
of that sitbation, which is equivalent to
But
doing this, it allows us to 'see' the nature of
that Ideoloe;y and -chus
to move us towards ti:lat
full
of
which is scientific
knmvledge e

59

diffic~uty

lhe

between art as

is how to express this
This

production and art as ideology.
where

I

is the point

art' criticism (theory) has to f,,,,co the sjjecifici ty of art practice.
which we shall ex-

paintings • ••• And this is

e.g., say,

amine later in the section on visual ideology.

I

further definition of the concept of 'ideologyl

us

detail, I

t

t vdsb. here to offer
what I have

~Titten

the deeply

to

works we -,!ill return

su!?;ges ti YIi} and cr,;,.ci8.1 work of Louis Al thusser

/

to any discussion of the art. /

to later in this

ideology

relationship.
Ideological Hegemony:
As I shall through this section use the term
referrinc,' to the art concept, it is

i

that, when -we

its powerful influence, ~egemon~ we realise that the
logical power (hegelilOl1Y) is also to a

dominant ideol og;:r' when
COIiLe

to consider

with ideo-

extent a political

•

,:ork on the concept of hegemony is most usefully articulated

Stuart Eall.
'Llhis gdeological hesernon~
, not because the dominant
classes can prescri:be and.
in detail, the mental
content of the lives of subordinate classes but because
they strive and to a dee;ree succeed in fraJrIi:qr$ all competing definitions of reality within their ran~~, bringing
all
wi thin their h:Jr'izon of tbou{;ht.
set the limits mental and structural - within which subor{iinate classes 'live' and make sense of their su.bordination
in such a way as to sustain the d.oIJiinance of those ruling
over them..
Gra!~i.sci makes it plain th2,t ideological
must be won and
ideol06ies ,
and that at a...11.y tirue this will represent
.tt.el,Sl
(not a single univocal structure),
traces of previous
ideological systems and sediruentations, anfl complex i(ieo10
notations
to the
'
c~nnot be
a single unified 'ruling class ' but
a particular conjunctt~al alliance of class fr~ctions;

63
thus the content of dominant ideologies will reflect this
complex interior fOrlIiation.
is accomplished
through the agencies of superstructures - the fa.ru.ily,
educational system, the church, the media, and cultural
institutions as well as the coercive side of the state the law, police, the army, which also in
I work
through' 'ideology!.
It is crt~cial to the concept that
it is not a given and permanent state of affairs, but
has to be actively won and secured: it can also be
108t·

62

Bourgeois Ideology:
Cut of the 'agencies of superstructures I listed by Eall I have 8elJ:hese

of particular iliJ.portance to our analysis here.

ected trJXee as

are the educational system, the media and cultural institutions.

I have

chosen these three, not only because concrete data on their practices is
, but

this did have some practical

publically available

because it is my view that, as agencies involved in supporting a dominant
ideology (of the concept 'of art

63 in this case), their

are

L.10re pervasive ..
One last point about terminology.
this study (not
ideolOGY a,nci. the

one or two oCCaSiOLI.S

tbrou!~;hout

this section) I sIlall maKe COXlXlGctiol1S tet',;wen art,
I

bourgeoisie I

lightly of the

this is not a "or(l that trips

..

tongue.

(;learly in this
dominance of the
/.s

lill

s-~and

t

as

has

of the conce,;:)t of art the
bourgeoisie is very
•••
art is what the high bourg'eoisie calls

ar-I;'6~

rha insit;ht and clarity ;;>rovided

the

use of the concept of 'ideology' in conjuncticn vdth the concept of the
'bourgeois' oan 'be illustrated perr1aps by the

, uiJon which

I have drawn freely.
'J:he first is l1iade in an his tori cal vein by
who has written extensively on the

Arnolci. l(ettle

society relationsrap.

the first consideration v(hich "rill
us
towards a
clarity is to recall the nature of the
bourgeois revolution itself.
It was not, in the commonplace sense, a sudden revolution.
was not a
feudal country one year alld a
one in the
year.
If we take certain dates a8 decisive 1649,
, 1832 - it is to ir~dicate that at these
revolutionary points the 'bourgeois clase (or sections
of that class) became establish.ed as the dOl:linant force

64

concern is not
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I hope to

that, to

or engag2 in a

constructecl in history and theory
that our

S311Se

the extensive use

I

the

move our
instances o:f

, in
o:f

'\'Jill emerge;

consequence
is seen

~ole

the real
CO~9

So

arc;

t~.Le

core

:;ontem-

practices
betueen such
and

Fine Art versus Community Arts:

is
Conference

66

of a.
in

s

I

..

to dismiss:

67

means in terms of
excesses
e:r::01EE3Cl young

I,d th

800io-

no more
the,t is.
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cu.re

and the

68
is

of'

O.t' arUt

of

the I20clerns

and. showed.
ones -

to

"*
in

book

69
:'1odernism

- or in

o:f

.,
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earlier point about the supremacy of 'fine art' over 'community
~~t

can be linked here with Sweet's

nature of art's appeal.

pessimistic views about the specialist

The continlled dominance

persistence of this

facet of bourgeois art ideology can be perceived from a text
Just compare the similarities:

in 1920.

the artist of the new
is
into a sphere
more and more
froIii that of the ordinary man.
In proportion as art becomes H~~~ the number of people
to
it appeals
le8s0 6
7
underlining)
"lhilst

~1ry

registers no alarm at this

:;;,weet a.cUvely

tries to prolong it one or two contemporary critios (very much in the
minority)

have attempted to critique this most

damaging doctrine.
a brutal
has been driven between so-called tfille art'
on the one
and 'community art' on the other.
disUncUon, which signifies that there is a
art
of interest
to aesthetes and a different, rather more
rough-and-ready art for the rest of society,
be
fiercely combated.
It is an obscenity to imply
only
a certain lclnd of art need bother about
involvement-

71

It would be all too

to be

to develop this

an art historical critique.

with

inasmuch as I should not wish to pre-

prOl)osi tiona ,vhich 1 have yet to put forward in subsequent chapters,
it is clear that some reference to the informing context cf cultural
production is necessary.

Indeed,

is by following the formalist tlLread

of the argument through Sweet's artiole, in 'Artscribe i

,

pose the instability of the premises on whiCh it rests.

that we can ex'Illle 'Artscribe'

article ends:
It is rather to establish which cultural regulations
(note my earlier point about limi tUlg
) SllOUld be
im-plicitl.x observed by the competent (
painter.
He still has to be creative (78) within that context,
to have abilities beyond those of a brilliant pastick;,eur,
to engage in the perennially difficult
of
finding within the resouroes of the present - some
duplicating the paato79
Art and Sooial Context:
Yet

we exarnil1.e the art of the past, which Sweet sees as the

bastion of those universal values of quality, ,ve see that art
founded upon a kind of social function

e .g:t

71
fifteenth century
is the deposit of a social
relationship.
On one
there was a painter who
the pioture, or at least supervised the makir18.
011 the
other side there was
else lfho
to
it and, after he had made itt reckoned on
it in
some way or other.
Both IJarties worlted within institu.tions all.d oonventiOl'lS - ooremercial. religiou.s, peroeptual
in the \videst sense social - that were different from ours
influenoed
forms of what they
demonstrates the specific and detailed
'pictorial style', 'cognitive style I
social
economic plJrpose.
1~s an art historical
is ircwumsely useful - a1 bei t that Baxandall is

a pre-industrial society in whioh the relations of
own.

were more cohesive

l:eohanioal Reproduotiom
abou"1:; the differenoes between the
The point
in pre-industrial and industrial
sooiety

of'

is nOW!1ere more

olearly refleoted than in the differenoe between the
':C•.u.LUOC....

reproduotion of
(and art eduoationalists) has shown little

the art
awareness
- this
of
in the
the

the nature of the oomplexity of
oOlllmunieation processes in

society

the fact that many

the technioal/iconographic conventions
have their history
located
production. (J-ohn F'11;'!-I"'J,rl'l'r has elucidated

cOIUleotions

the traditions and conventions of oil

•
The art oommuni ty

our social practices are
communication tlIan just the t fine arts I

seem not to [Lave
nTno.~ media, other
•

'rhe means

of mass

mediate our sooial
sooiety.
revealers

for the
access to
realityp

of
•

The following quote \q1ll give some idea
the low level
response
over the
to such
I'he context of the
is the recent
Arts Council's exhibition of the
'"'W''''' l:.in.s.
.i ..

'qualities of
was over
Colin F'ord, Head of Photography at I'he ~,ational
Portrai t Gallery t
Art Council
the best
If it is not printing
be

quali ty but the subject matter
are a.e.mOllls·&ra
then w~r are they doing it at all?
not the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty
Children?
61
were many photographs of children in the exhibition).
, hat I am trying to do here ia to make oertain key oonneotions between
we are meant
what are normally oonsidered to be
at the :i:,ationa.l u""'........"...
to take note of the
of the
.. let us compare his view with those of a man desoribed by Peter de Franoia,
of ilrt, as one of the most
at the
Professor of
the 20th century -~alter Benjaminl
frout its
a
of art is
in the fabric of tradition.
ition itself is thoroughly alive and
• An anoient statue
Venus, for
r::''¥'''>ll'>lI,J:j, wlla
in a different traditional context with
olerios
it an object of veneration, than ~~th
idol.
,
viewed
as
its
however, were equally
uniqueness, that is, its aura.
of art
tradition
the oul t..ie
that the earliest
in the servioe of a ritual:first the ~~~~
religious kind.
I t is
the work of art with reference to its aura is never sntirely separa:ted .from its ri tu.al funotion.
In other \'fords,
the unique value
the !!al.lthenticli
of art has its
basis in ri t1.l.al, the looa:!;ion of its
use
•
£his ri tu,alis·t;io basis, however rf!lmote, is still reoognizable as secularized ritual even in the most profane foms
the cult
beauty.
seoular calt of
developed dt~ing the Renaissance
prevailing
three
oenturies, clearly sho\ved tha,t ri taalis tio basis in its
decline
the first
orisis whioh
•
the
of the first truly revolationary means of reproduotion,
sinlul taneously
the rise of
sooialism, art sensed the
orisis which has beoome
evident a century later. At
time, art reaoted with the
dootrine of 1 r artEour 1 t art t
is, i\ri th a
in the
form
the idea of "parel! art,
not
denied any
sooial funotion of art bat also any oategorizing
subjeot
matter.
(In poetry, kallarme was the first to
'this
position).
An analysis of art in the ag~ of meohanical
must do justioe to these relationships, for they lead
an all-i!;~portant
for the first -time in
meohanioal reproduo-tion eI,l,an(~J.
parasitioal dependenoe on ritual.
To
the work ofaxt
becomes the work
for reproduoibility_
a
for
for the
example, one can make &1:3 number of
ins tan'" the
"authentic"
makes no sense.
But
to al:'tistic
ori terion of
oeases to be

intelligent critics
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the
function of art is
Instead
based on ritual, it
to be based on another
practice - politics •••••
'J:he
the artistic value
of

snow
11Tork {)f

thesis is extensively

the critical

in his book f']!elevision, Teohnology- and Cultural
book f
in
and some of Victor
e.g. 'Two
on Art Photography and Semiotios'

83 ;
s essays;

Yet one of the most

books in the field

and interestingly used
mentions none of these

art

in

Q~~CV1Q

photoexaminations,

or the critical tradition they and others

repl'esent..Phe book I refer to is Aaron Soharf's tArt and
Scharf - l'lowhere in his book (loes
li.rork

•

make a orucial link

a short note at the end of the book -

:-

Peter de Y'rancia for

of one view

All of this oould be no more than the liberal
) were it not for the faot

another
such
L\niversity~
'Uj~~Xj.

status figures as

Portrai t (}allery.

at the

of 'art' to

a formalist approach of the
than a more complex

one upon the other,

1

infl~encEl
I

view

spiracy

overview.

t

what is a very

pluralist

of formalist

any socio-.historical theory is

could be less

oon...
on an

'pure tolerance' one

that all we are really dealing with, in say the
theory.

of the

I am here offering no more than a simple

it

equally

Pr{)fessor of Art

the

this is essentially
COW:'SEI

~charf,

and li'ord., Head of

Scharf does

as it is

ideology

vasiveness of the doro.inant

or further frorn the tru.th.

social

of 'tolerance' to
sooial or
entirely

...;;.;;;=;;:;,

CA'''''',,,-,",",,,

aims, and oan be

the aims \'1hioh it is meant to accommoctate,

a society to a nre-em
{
.

some

\.«:IS 111

as to

suoh an

framework

su.oh

oomplete nihilism?

befell the fate of the Dadaist's

- I see no reason,

to the

•

the enOl"1i10US successes

University

a

version here.

one would expect that, it

we

or associa.ted

in

of

of

bet1J1feen

level,
to
a balanoe

based oourses

studies.
Thi.s is not the case.

in Photo....

at

not
of the social-political-cultural
seem to have
I (, t level art exam.inations
( i. e.

atter

deolared

he

photoe,'Taph;y paper which included

oontext

at a recent t;eachers I

~

the practice.
the
and P-rl:ll.ctioe

the Craft and

and

reoiation).

to

an BlII Art
~.~.,,~~

observe a

of

t

will 1.'.18.va a
in the field
All

within
I m.ust

to being just a little perplexed as to the

author of the document

deploy to extend

sheet to '

ora,Itsmanship

':Iowever, my

not so much about

oontexi;s has

but more the

activities as

value

be
at all.

~vers~~

for the

... .!.J.........

c~o.t.vu.

and

the

prinoiples of
video

which in the right

of all

.....,,,, . . ""'.•• r
of film and

v art I

one
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a
the

valU2~le

is

essay to

.•

.. ....

IIIcLul1an

is

that

.

have
be
as

is

1

"

It

svic1ence;
to be
art

I

all

to

I can move on

3,
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The
, of

little to list some of the more glaring features of the
which leads to this classificaticn spans the

I

social history, art history, linguistics,
Such hybrid permutations of the
and economics.

may, in

on in the

being classified so

I do not believe

our analysis.

classifioation later

that
the
are
have
it is rrry p1.U'iJose to denlOnstrate, as ue:nnett and
~·l.fter all
beliefs of the art
, that the
shown in ·their
into the
are transferred alm.ost without check or
conflict and bias is
view
it is
educational
more firmly

in our schools than. in the art

the consequences

that one of the most positive aspects
radicalislli
- its

tradition
'rhe

education.

I

is

education and art

to the institutionalised

castrated on

art

coruidence

becomes a

cul tural life' of ow:'

on the masses - valo have to pay for its excesses -

trick

which is corumi tted to a racial aJ.1.d class viel,{ of the

an education
life'.
to the ethos

is of

SlY}

the
of tIle

has not come

in its curriculum,

curriculu..1'

r:Lained subrrussive to the
V~~~AO,

, but from.

in
the school - vrl th

especially the

to a

the

of

and
Juliet ;d tchell has
.~ach
has
of
own culture which are
relatively autonomous.
This fact is illustrated
class culture' ~ I
I , etc., and
the

such

f

rOO.rulers
but not of
don t t think of I Tili ,idle clas 8 ctll ture t i],S
it
is the
, within
these isolable other cultures.
bour,s-eois
is not on
with the domination within the economy
class.
It is because one of the
since the 13th
and

f

cuI ture I are ""....xuv'''"

attributes of
!

culture has

art ... indeed the t,lQ wordS '

synonymous - it is because

art'

this complicated

77
2xe

cultLtral

this

.

2.
real

as

are

art
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i.g.. the
tra.inee

of

I .... VJ;U.kt.i..l..;::lil:,j

Ed:;

Ohristies .. 95

( I.. e • the rru:trke t
social class:

is

on the oontrol of the

when art is a

I

taste'

as an

it is not - other

'ifi thin the

of this most

are
can be seen in

art

in the Seventies' in
f:Phe twin notions

&1

article fA

in Art

form and content

one to

val~e!

the

Jomina te, '

is attributed.

The

is

stlle to overall

the

ill

as is:

within

itself.

6.

described with a limited and

of art are
controlled

not social or
Creative;
In

IJany

inner

Genius;

i'ensions and

and art eductrtional documents, rorw.:urtic

exhi bi tion

to romantic
commit

seem not to understand that
a. forrl

rape when they describe 'I;h.e

one

with the

and

'Ilhe direct

of al1.other "

as to the source

can be

as beulfj

of art 1:1nd
is

O"U.l?

calling friend

.".

Crea:lIive Az't *: ... "

in
;ihis class view

vx:ford

(e.g.

) of art is
the

L.a.lcolm.

uch :figu:t'Els

Art

director of the .2,ohoo13 ;]o1.lllcil's .irts

l1.0S8,

ar(~

SOL.a of the classif"ications as 1 see

doullt, there r:;.ay be others.

eva,luation of

.301:10018

8

otJ.X'

point here is to

tr~em

-

the
no

that in any

culture ar:.d
to clas8, education

and art education

"*

it is ttds - the effects

such variants of the

This letter is discussed by Hilliams Re in 'Culture and Society'.
iJilli2_1lls ~ conclusions parallel my mm.
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dominant bourgeois art ideology on eaucation - that I now wish to pursue.
Art .8-d.uca tiom
first reference comes from a recent C.S.S. paper:
is olosely involved with the development of the individual
and the course must cater for the individual evolution of
each child.
The oourse is
to
f~ll scope to
art education's many faoets, and it is possible for candida,tes
to enter lj'iOrk of any kil'ld, of an:! size and in any medium.
r:Che areas of visual and aest:netic experience have widened
considerably in art education, and it is
wi thin
the broad framework of the course will be found ample scope
for creative experiment and much lively and expressive
activity.
It is suggested that the discoveries that the
pupils will be
through their art should be rela-ted
to the large world of art and
both past and present.
and the interests and discrilLinations that call be exercised
in all kinds of ways in the course of their daily lives.
The following general qualities will be looked for in the
assessment of the
i t is not eX}lected that
all the, work will necessarily show each of these qualities.
1. l1he ability to express
through personal imagery.
2. ;:vidence of an awareness of
'lorld arotl.."ld and the
world within and the sensitivity to react to theE, expressed
through creative work.
3. Clarity in communicating emotional reactions and ideas
through crea.ted work.
4. Sensitivity and understanding of materials.
5. J':;vidence of exploration in subject and
6. Capacity for sustained effort; and
to
continue froIn inception of idea to comple'ted work.

,~rt

£~ere

we can see the old grading8 being carried through.

old correlations between social class allcl the arts re:Glain.

The equally
CuI ture is seen

implici tly in an ace the tic rather than an ttll.~il}polo€,ical sense.
In this C.3.E. paper, which is not unrel?resentative of the general
category of such papers, we can see represented the 'values' maintained
by this sector of art education.

On a point

point basis, these could
be described as: Art is closely concerned with the individual, Art constructs
a defined area of I aesthetic' , 'visual' experience.
Art is about expression of feelings
Art is about personal
Art is about sensitivity
.ll.rt is about creativity
i;.rt is about emotional understanding and 'ideas'.
As in the art
so
in art education:
domains of both emphasise the

the knowledge

of individual practice, and of' the

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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It creates
Both present an identical view of consciousness.
individu.al.
the following OPl:'osi tiona:
That 80rt is abol.lt the emotional ancl felt rather than the cognitive
and thol.lght, with the individl.lal as ~-";8.ins.~ the social,"I'a th the
Art is scen as an al.ltonomol.ls self-referring
rather than the ideational.
activity sl.lpported, in my viewt with

theoretical concepts

in-

dividual psycholog;:r that, in most cases, wOl.lld. no longer be supported
are two·
Arnheilll anci
the psycholog::r disoipline.
examples in point. 97
,alliams has traced the

of the concept of the lin_

dividual' and 'society' as separate, absolute abstr::cctions.
underta.lcen here:
add clarity to the

liia CO:mIfJ.ents

xhus we can trace our concept of 'the individual' to that
complex of change which we analyse in its separate aspects
as the ILenaissance, the
, the
of
capitalist economy.
In essence it is the abstraction of
the individual from the complex of relationships by wrdch
he had hitherto been norrnally defined •••• fhus we see
the terms of the relationship
out, until
'individual' on the one
'society', 'conwunity' and
'state' on the other, could be conceived as abstractions
and absolu.tes.
rhe
tradition of subsequent social thinking Las depended on these descriptions.
In
from Eobbes to
theutilitarians t a variety of
starting-point; man as a bare x'.wnan being, I the individu.al!,
is the
starting-pOint of psychology, ethics and
politics.
It is rare, in this tradition, to start from
the fact tha,t lllan is born into relationships.
X1he abstraction of the bare hUClan
as a separate substance,
is ordin1.'irily taken
Granted!
In other
of
the
would be the axiom, ano. the individual
luan the cleri vat i ve •
Here indi vidu.al man is the axi 0lJl, and
society the derivative •.~Q
';)u

As

to the present

has
which

there is a history of sd.ch ideas through
connect at certain

doruinant traditions of western intellectcial thought.

with the
;JUX

eJlllmlina tion

paper is but one example.

is necessary to offer further sll.bstcu'ltive
references.
~hroughout, it should be
to
an imp1icu
theory of artistic expl'ession.
But im.plici t theory contains contradictions
and
, ana it is SOlTie of theSe we shall attempt to identify in
the following quotes:
J:he idea that
of response
diviiual

is concerned with the IJrofuotion
er2eriellce iu the context of inhas often failed to reach those v,ho

deterrrdne the priorities and structure of the curriculum in
schools.
'fhis central idea ha.s also been diluted by the
introduction of other issues such as the tra..l').smission of
culture, questions of taste, and the role of the artist
in society.
'rhis ciilution of the reasons for teaching art
has d.amaged its status as a sub j ect99
underlining) •
Considering that t:'llS quote comes from a book so-calledly reviewing
nev, developments in art education - what is said is ir.,credibly reactionary.
Here we have a prime example

the claim for the autonomy of art not

only from the rest of knowledg'e but, as I shall show in the next reference,
from the rest of education.

1'1'1e following two

Society of Art .:-education reports.

100

Colleges ,joining the Polytecb,l'l.ics;

come from ];Jational

l:he first concerns the issue of Art
the second with

G.l~.A • .A.

valiuation

of art courses.
C·ur long- experier~ce has sho,m that art education can prOs ~er
only in an academically and aCiministratively autonomous institution, and if any
evidence of this contention
were necessary, one has
look at the failure which
most
of art within tecrmical
have experienced
in fulfilli.ng the conditions required
Summerson Gouncil
.C.ll.A.D.) for recognition of ~}ip.Jl..J. centres.
In our
view, any
by ru1 L.~.A. to merge a colleGe of art
wi th others to
a unitary r:rajor centre would be a 'w-holly
retrogres&ive step.
And:

.l.'here are no doubts that the creative aspects of art education
fit into establishetl patterns of formal education
for art is a subject with its 011m particular cnarbccter and
disciplines.
Its more personal su'bjective requirements do
not lend themselves to those form.al inductive processes which
characterise teckmical education, necessary as some of those are
for
who will work in the various
of .i!roduct
or pu-olicity •• .l!he f ..~ture of the creative artist
education in this new
(the
of
is uncertain ana. D~ay cor~cei va-bly resul t in a
unless the title and energ;:v saved by such
is devoted to those
measurable
are important comp:nents of the vihcle
101
l'he olaiL for the autonomy of art
has its basis in a view of the
do not

which reinforces a subjectivist, a-social dimension of 'private'
'irmer

f

consciousness - a seL,;regCi.tion which even one of the "lost 8l:.inent
102
aes thetic thooris ts, Louis Arnau.d iieid., would not support •
.ttowever, the blanket use of the

~::;eIT:l I

crea ti va I is

within a subjectivist mode - but here used as an
ind.ustrial culture - as represern;ed

the polytechnic.

to the teclmical/
if we
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simply take a brief look at those

I

less measureable q i).ali ties t and this

implied preference for the 'natural l rather than the industrial world
I

Art in

;;3 chools I

-ife

can trace an exact art concept - in the DES Report

:

'llhe qualities and skills which the art teacher endeavours
to encourage are often emotive and intuitive, intangible
,and difficult to
and
natural rruaterials are more important at this st~5e.
:they
experiences which connect children directly
with the bTOlild...'1g cyclic, organic world of which they
are a part'I03
I have elsewhere examined the disabling notions and contrEcdictions of
101.
tide particular report. Lt Suffice it to say here thatbotil the J.~SlLL and
~he

the

j1l~S

t~lil1f_s

references implicitly sup}}ort al1. idealist view of culture as some-

above the ever;y-day I ived cuI ture.

world from their ur.J:fleasureable

Beth divorce the materia.L 'real'

SlJiri tual' world.

Tr...at such views have little

,:;ither frolli current researches

:i.n educational theory or for tl.1.at matter

~he

concrete f1edagogic practices

in the art stu-dios can be seen, I -believe, in tbe following reference,
gleaned fron a recent student magazine from a polytechnic fine art departmente

I

find this reference particularly apf'Qsi te - not only

because in our eagerness to legislate for others we rarely quote Ol..U'
students views - -but also because the
in this case, is far more theoretically advanceCt, in my view, thaI} either
the

D~3

or the

NS~G

reports.

I

shall, therefore, quote at

A considerable lUlY<p of the art sectors educational content
can be sai,:1 to be ideolOGically based, deriving a;;; i t ioes

from
and doctrine -vvL1icn is administratively preserved and transllii tteci - innocently or otherwise.
Ideology,
understood this wa,;, finds its opposite in
S:here
is a l:arallel need for
, in that such bareat.lCratic
constructions may be disIilantle(i to secure the prevention of
the entrencl1ment of vested interests.
(Ref. I CuI tural j,ction for l:'ree dom I , }:au.lo Freire,
})arallel to the laissez-faire liberalism ctU'rent in
there exists a strangely inept terminology to describe the
works .;?rcduced in them and the methods by which such ,:;orks
are proclucell.
and:
In oux liberal art colleges, students are effectively denied.
any context for their activities wi thin art.
'ihe existence
of rtl.les is d611~ed. at all levels,
people are assessed,
necessarily
sorte criteria, ,[hose existence
basis no-one

84

0..

will admit
Un a nlOre serious level, however, a denial of
reality on the lines su.ggested is obviously in the interests
of those who wish to enjoy the continuation of the present
systerh.
Sonie
in fact argue that such a demal of
reali ty consti tutee the system as it is.
l'11.e I reali ty' of
one individual, their own context within ani towards the
wcrld, is relatively easily destroyed.
The problem with
destroyinfi -the reality of a [;TOUp of people w'i. th different
experiences is that
can cor,lpare notes and discuss t.~":ceir
J)u.t if they discu3s the current nonsenses of art school practices in the current ideolect of
the art
which is largely meaningless ('liould anyone
care to :iefine creative ability and ••• potential 8S artistsil
ref. Prospectus 'J:rent J:olyteolmic ;:)ohool of £'ine Art) - how
can Vii-e
for a:r..ything more r::eaningful ••
if
we hit the rt:.bber "(0[all of liberalis:: with the rubber hfk~Jiler
of its mvn i(teolect we 11 end up 11:i th a sore head.
0

,

sn,i later:
to
out the extrerilel;;r complex nature of fine art
education anc~ to shoc! the serious
of an a.rea of
education which, at root, is not concerned to
the
basic
on which it presently rests and
not to
its members with the necessar;:r eval'.lativc
for them to achieve a more
wi th art and. art eclucationo
lD5
Though in many cases it is all too easy to diswiss ;;:Ewh accu.ations
have some

as student protest - these

However,

jf contem.porary

the extent of s t~lden t
issues in art education can be

from an excellent study r.. ationally

of art students' attitudes,
106
of Art.

as an i..Ji tlesis at the ::::. 0 ya.J. Gollee;;e

1'!-

SU"blfci. tted

useful cormnent on the l;rj. tish art education trad.i tion in the art

colleges and upon the particular evaluative n:ec::.anisros tberein, is

in

the Art
If a student were to find e. n I
awa.re that this I 1'le chani sm' was an
one"
(so ! find I is ra.ther useless insofar as there will t;e no OIle
a:rounJ. capa·ble of recognizing this I
) •
.~he ;;social
sti[,ula attaC1JeCt to I acacceruicisr,'
tho forXi~a.l eCLucation
wi th the I sentimenta.l education'.
And. this invole a Ipro.prietary' relation to I the personal! to the extent of tb.o
eliminatiori 0f criticism •• "lO,{

Ehe journal has, on occasions, identified. a mainstream model of art eu.a.cation
as a manifestation of the theory of possessive L:dividualisI,l ';hioh rests
on tvro

traditions

The theories vmich support these traditions are, for the mas t
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case of
is

discussec:i. in

of the ooncept of

becomes

r"'t"'4~t

:"".1-

\.~o.

In so

it

oonfoun(~s

::>nd

ultiLiberal

:na.te nersonif'ica,tion

2,,nd

left alons fto
freedom oan

tl~

itself.

into a form

that,
a special status on

is

those who do not perceive the implioit
to the category of the philistine.
the

Council's

~~ts

& the Adolescent

experience
schools bears the
not wish
cra:],tors. V!8
S'uzanne Langer i 13

our
mar;}
in
::rlm

use of
less
into
feelings
,\i€

of the
as
and of developing the
drive to go on from

p~rience

rr,:;st-

IIerbe~ct

of all

need

vd th the envirol:"llnent. The
) person is mvare of t;n.'; torrent thE;;!:;

threatens to oveT.Vmelm him. Ee
stand
un~istressed because uncons~ious -
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llhe hope for a man is this strenuous standing still, 'chis
:laster;y- (
precariolls) of the envirorwent - the t:oansient
ordering of chaos and the cl.efending of new territories .I'an . '
:.L.~'b

I shall later attend to the (letail of the -~heor;y \,,rhich is ];.,rolllo~e~
the author of tl:.is report, Jalcolrc ;;~oss, (and tho book

pro ject -

i tkin i

8

I

Intelligence of l<eelingj

However, this passae8 was
the IL,'A journal

I

: from "the

quoted 8...l1.d cri tica.lly

chooling a..'1d CuI t·~lIe I

•

As a inanclate foX' the value of . .lrt wi thi11 mass sta.te eciucation this lia8suge conts.im,' ;:)).eny of the
tions of
:::'OL:lCX.l.ti c r t
It
to knowlecige
and inlplies that SOLe
I lii'e of t:U8
1
can be
A key
.orr.a11tic conoe:;;:t based ufJOll the opposition of I
i
life to l:cle.cha;Qical Inanufacture, a response to tfle il1hufLan
of -I:;1:1e
industrial society).
Art is 'tile cre:itive act itself' (as;;n;tmecL
be a
act?)
I t is claiIile(J. that Art is a way of
it does not really tell us ','illat, al thoug::l
3.r€ told, th£.t t1Jis way of
a.oes not
o:n
of art.
'.Ohe passage also shmvs
any
ha:n6.ed and cruel
for the individuals
i t nOlt~
,
in a.ctuali .t;y lliUS t now be
80;':"001 pupils (not '~,0I:18xltic tienii) as t aesthetic
a reduction of 2Ul incii vidual! s life does t.i.1.:lS irrrpl;~rr /
and t~1e i
(-chose of us em'battled wi thin the
social division of labour and unable to see how we may be
saved.
a separate 'life of the feeling'S' during art lessons?)
,.,0
real
to understand tbe society in w:flich all this is
to ta};:e
is evident here - there are ~lerely
,)e-contextualised abstractions -109
The involved

of .. :08S ana.

itl,in

r~s1;;s

upon a

set of taken-for-granted divisions:

1.

Ihe 2 worlis thesis:

,:,orld existing

J.'he

the private 'llorla

ou.tside the individual, eog. zlistory and A.,aths

OeCr1.t.lse the individd.al exii:::ts - i.e. senst"tions are shar,$!d

exists
v[i tl1 no-one.

2.

-:i vi8iml of the

.::;elf ,shares in the.

person into

Publicorld.

C.'he

root of:JL(ch o f i tkin' s theor:r is that most extreme
Indeed, ',i tKin I s

its direct

artt8ceder~ts,

framework haS1;

s

in :l:y view, in

su"b~iectivist

itkin,

hOVfever, iJl1.1ike existentialists like ::5artre, does not d.evelop hoY," the sel!f

relates to tb.e world.
Arts v Science.

,:,cience and

~;aths

d.eal with

and i;ive

ri~.
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to object-form whereas the arts deal wtth expression and give rise to
feeling-form ..
l:hese three tr~eses rest on an accepted division ( divisiveness) of the

curriculwll. - Le. the arts against the rest of the curricu.ll)m.
~"i tkin andc~oss IS

, in r:,:y view, is

to locate art i::.ractice in the context of'
their
A.

to

all;)r

culture.

contempo~.f

attelJlflt

.As such,

is
on the abstracted, asocial, ahistorical lic.dividual' (th9 cult of
personality)
s0cia~.

unable to see the art's function ir, any way

in

exi~3ts

as

I

-,

a

as wor,,;: Aliah deIlies the

:}ensate

of art •

'use of realised forw.' - anQ not

IJiJ.ch

of

itkin and

's
of A::::t dis

theoretical
'hat neither

i t::in or :r~oss (nei tITer of tJ,lEHu

any

in

the arts or more imIJOrtantly in this case art history) .:.;erceive is tliat:
T,:tR,0U(;.}J

, that the

basis of their

D.

1-\.6

miSCOi~~ei ved.

an extension of the

th.e totality of

i.e. it is .£9.:b as is so often

.·.·itkin'

arcs - it is a total

arts.

Yet the

for all the

conclE;T;J.Iiation of . itkin's and. . ,oss I s theory

must -be its fai1uI'e to substantiate those practices wio.ich are supposedly
it is L,y view that Hiueh of the work

fro" the

C110018 0ou.nci':" i s

}1roduced

I\

practice

i:n. :,alcoID

iJocc~l

OS3

I

s book

i

(

wimzecl at tile nU.lllber of te",.chers and aJvisers

l~'oiut

be taken - it is

offer
sure neitIler of 'them. has

of

:::he ~rea ti ve "J.rts I (1978) COUL})

RJ:,:iX:?LiE;"'~.": 3Y

If this

in Art

Cuxriculw:l
of,
ana..., :m.uci},/ if not all, the

to

as.~

say

I am
bTt v,hat e-lse

in what sense, if aD.:Y,

original to the debate.

(':0

be

and in

88
first established in the 19308 by Herbert Heed".

true irony is, in

my view, that this is its greatest conder:.nation - for if

else, :li.ead

can be seen as a personification of the bourgeois art

here foJ:.' the ia.cological extensions

I oa"tIDot devote mu.oil more

of the art tradttion.

HOi'le"rer, I

'believe tttD.t

of the

,rill further confiri'i the

points about

are

!

,

I'ny next

v:~1icil

itself.

art
sonle

in

l1CCaSu.:rE:

berne

OL.. t

by

is an attitwle survey of heais of art Je:partrnents:

H1W·\,J)S CE' ART
;.~,uestion

4 - .hicll oi' tb.e

fuxictions

do J'ou Bee as

or purposes of art in the
.. iot
sure

s

a. To proViGle ce:!'tain craft
skills (e.g.
cerarfLic.'3, etc

88

strongly

6

7

b. 110
a servic~ in
graphics or :.tccJ.el:..aldne;
etc. for the rest 00: the

school.
c. As a

29

2!J
;::;.:::;=~":;:;;;':;W

.&;.:::";;;':;:=:':-.••

activity
a.nd cl"eative

ve,~ti'\fe:ness

61

work

2

72

12

12

2c;

3

2

develop an U11.C:erof tecllholo . ,·icB,l

processes
f

.::0

eXl'lora tion

-

opporttmi ty for
aJ:ld

(;

of ~~~;.2.
g. To teac~ principle! of
forlit and structure
Wlderstanding
fO:t"!lLS (art, arc11itecture,
etc. )

30

92

11

6

1

16

2

1

an
j . L c ..££.2.~d,inatio}1 of '"Gll(J., eye E:.lld
intellect

1

44

12

50

10

89
i.gree
strongly
k. '110 develop
sitivES! visual

IIlOI'e

Ilfot

Disae,Tee

sure

strongly

sen101

8erq~ption

1. To deyelop more ob:lectawareness

l;!!

2

31

3

71

3

m. 'To develup subjective
responses to extend. se1falll'arene s s

71

3

n.. 'I' 0 provi cue
for il1.Jiviiual or persorJal

3

!!1':pres::::ion
o.:i:'o encourage
AmagirJ.ati~

91

icteas

42

2

p. li.'o extEm.d ..:::;;;~::::.::.~~::::;;~w..
0.f own
other
feelinrs an~d. j;.def~s
Q.• Io eucol.:!.L'.5t",,:e
mind

11

t:;cXl ~;!;'.;:I.!:!::::;;;:'=~

1

:.10

r. 'rQ provid.e
opportunities
5 ..

1

-,

19

To build up the self-confid.-

59

~of

t.I'o
feelings or e;:wtiol1s

10

'7

19

13

10

7

1

2

1

1;;

1

I

fOI'

u.. 'l'o educate the ~esthetic
responses of pupils

76

v. '1:0 educate in
bility

w. '2:0

32

.:rowth of social, Aw}u:cmesg;

19

79

x. To provide

for
the individ.ual to work from
his own
..;;;0........,;;;;.

---- _--_. __._------- -----

1

....

... eira

~

sent to
8.11 hE-ads of
,
.
\ ~lnotner ;3Llrve,Y incluJ.G(l l'Lead
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al1.y
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of
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recognise that we are

dea~ing

with a real situation,

operational network of social relationships.
practices which

o~

an i1'llperfect

It is

social conditions in various ways

that those
not present

conditions as unoontradictory - for one of the crowning
of
the liberal pl~list position is to deny the extent to which theory 1tsel! can
in to correct empiricism.
In '!fry vie", the recently originated 'Artists in SChools'
has already fallen into this trap of bourgeois ideology.
Indeed. any
report spannins' the interests of two ideological state
like the
Arts Council and state art educational provision should be examined closely.
references here oome from the discussioll papers recently
at the 'Artists in Schools Conference' - recently held at the
Art Gallery on 28th April, 1978.
Though there is much in these reports
to be commended
in a general sense of support for the principle of wider aocess to a wider ra~-e of arts activities, when it oomes to
analysis there are
de!ects.
The quotes which follow all ooncern
the placing of one I artie t' in various schools ..
From -the artist's report (p.S) we have:
On my first half day at each school, I tried to
to know the
pupils and to find out what they knew and thougut of contemporary
~de did this
discussion and through looking
sculptl..U'e.
at slides of my own work which I desoribed in the simplest"tOI'll.lS
of volume, mass and gravity.
It soon became
that
the pupils
seen very little oontemporary art and they
diffi cul ty understanding !fry llork.
I t is
to &-enn;alise
but they tended to see m.ore value in well crafted objects, although their
and enjo;lrment of
music
would show that if ex-posed to contelIl:porary art and its recent
history they would be able to understand it; for I see many
similarities between the energy and naivety in punk rock
music and the current activities in three dimensional art
even if the latter is a little
sensational_Ill
socio-historical origin of I
is denied: i.e. its
and vandalism).
However, through concentra-ting on the methods
used to
the material Ill.nd on a simple structure I
pupils would steadily understand that the business of
,'6
objects is in the making, not 8, flash of thinldng and then
laborious exeoutiono
l12
(Another version o! the feeling/oognition opposition).
Il'he artist's report ooncludes;
Nearly all the pupils ended the
by making a far bolder
and less s"tilted a-pproach to the problem of
a .., ...."""'~....
.w<;W.........
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object
one material and it
be
that this logical approach is a w~ to solving their art
problems.
llut I feel
the bulk of the
expended at
sites was used up in dispelling firmly
rooted preconceptions of what art was or should be
it
sel::lms!u a great shame that
who are
art as a further
should haTe such fixed
before we could progress these ideas
to be open
to question by the pupils themselves.
If this questioning
of their ideas
art
what
ear! offer was
appreciated, then I feel some progress was
I was sorry that I could not work towards
the
pupil~l hOllY, through
the simplest problems of
three dimenSional objects in a logioal process of '~~.~J~
they could extend their own thinking 8J.1d express their own
ideas more clearly. As it was t we oould only ...... ,"'..,..... ...
this at the end of the second ~
I could "' ...,.. ,"' ....v
them to try it in their own studies.
one can see the failings of a forrrualist
wrenched
'l~rt for art I s sake v when
social context.
the opppsitional
t punk I
culture o£ the children, seems unable, and in some wa;:rs
matter
not be
experiences.
o£ connecting with their
¥,!i",H_U

so graTe were it not that such practices
rationales
are
upon countless nURlbers o£ young
•
The crucial points
about this sculptor's
£ailurs to oooolunioate to his t
are as
I raise them here merely as
•
1.
Traditional art praotices
their values now oonstitu.te a minor and
peripheral area o£
the visual field.

2.

oultural

made quite lu.oidly
exhibi tion • lhe ,artist r s
',Che sooial worlds o£ a

... espeoially in
the
•

pupils are necess-

arily different from
in
these practices and ideas have their
and development.
Ul timately the
in this oase did not meet the
above all it did not
them at all
students interests
to see their
or
it.
disturbing,
that
these POil"l.ts, t,t is
centres on the £ollowing: (p.9)
the art adviser's criti~ue
the
'.U.!.J.Y.

'-'-"'''',"J.LLL

Swmning u:r;

that the project a££orded a chanoe to
experience fresh ideas, t() is timula"te one I s approach to
to unde~stand
in the production o£ 'art'
lrlaterials
to terms with: (the
one
one is
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to make: (b) the constraints of the materials~ c) the
personal commitment involved: (d) the need for critical
appraisal.
As a follow-on from the project photo2::raphs and notes
are to be presented as an exhibition to be mounted in
County Hall.
I would like to express Ilry thanks to lvi.arilyn Carr for
all her interest and help in establishing the scheme in
the Island and to .iek Pope for making the project
successful.
I would also like to thank the Headmasters
and staff of the four schools involved for their assistance and work in ~ the 'Artists in Schools' scheme
a worthwhile experience for their pupils.
The request is made to repeat the project again.
Co-ordinator for Art and Craft.
Isle of Wight.
114
(my underlining)
The only point

~t

which any incisive analysis is directed at this

particular project, is contained in the Visual Arts Officer's report of
the Southern Arts Associationo
Along with her qualified approval of the Artists in Schools project,
she also notes:
One of the keys to the success of the scheme lies in the
extent to which the scope and potential of the project are
clearly defined and understood by the Art Department staff
and the Art Advisor involved.
This relates very closely
to the attitude of the art staff to their own role in the
school and the extent to which they consider themselves
teachers or artistso
l15
(my underlining)
Later, she identifies, in what could be a telling remark about art
education, the particular functions of the project
The scheme does seem very valuable in providing a brief
transition from school to art college and an insight
into the sustained mental and physical effort required
from an art student.
It may also have the effect of
making some students think again about the decision to
go to art college.
(p.7. of the conference papers).116
Later in the conference papers an extract from a report on a massive
'Artists in Schools' project in the U.S.A. gives us the following critical
statements:

(p.34)

Consistently, respondents stated that, in their expe~~~ with the prograu~e, performance and response
were unrelated to acadeLuc achievement.
Often it was
the I problem' child who showed the most creativity and
interest in the proe~am.117
And:

A small number of artists were critical of the teachers
and/or administrators they -,&rere involved with.
"if
ever there is a bad experience, the teachers are the problem".
(Poet) On the other hand, some teachers /administrators
were critical of the artisto l18
And from the Crafts Advisory Council (U .K.) page 36
Just occasionally a session has started flat and seemed
to remain so; when this has occurred the craftSIl1en have
felt that it waS the staff rather than the pupils who
generated the negative atmosphere; but even in these
cases, subsequent reports have been more encouragingel19
Of course the papers do contain some very positive and usefl.ll accounts
(there is little analysis) of current practice in this

particular project.

However, my point is not even about the quality of critique that I have
already referred to, even though the quality of thought is confused and
shallow th.roughout.

The real and crucial issues have been conveniently

sidestepped altogether - and these are:
1.

'Ebe concept of 'art' and 'artist' is taken as a natural taken-for..
granted 'given'.

Indeed the Arts Council abdicates any of its

origi11ating and defining role other than the recognition that the
scheme represents a form of patronage for artists - which will be supported
from l:iducation Authority funds.

The concept of 'art' or 'artist' is

neither questioned nor examined.
The arguments in favour of Artists in Schools are more
than adequately covered in the accomp~~ing papers.
-I'lhat is needed is an immediate framework for liaison
and funding that will allow the arguments to win further
ground. (P.37)e120
(The old bourgeois argument of bureaucracy rather than critical dialectic.,)
2.

..Nowhere in the whole 38 pages of the conference papers does oue report
examine the criticisms and the foundations of such criticism.

Ho-

where,with reference to the conflicts between artists and art teachers,
does the conference reports ask whl such conflicts occurred.

Indeed,

for the reasons indicated earlier, all such criticisms, including the
less-than-successful .Nick Pope project, are immersed in the general
missionary enthusiasm which pervades the Arts Council report, e.g.:
An ideal funding structure w-ould be able to accommodate
the long term involvement of an artist with an uldividual
school (see David Cashman's paper), as well as the briefer
but nonetheless valuable encounter between an artist and
.38)121.
a particular group of pupils (see ~ick Popels paper)
i;lY own view is that, though particular individuals (artists) would be

able to develop very useful practices, e.g. such as the Islington Schools
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Environment Project,

this particular projeot actually exacerbates, by

lack of any complex critique, the old antagonisms between the art

cou~unity

Indeed a recent review of the project in the Times
and art education.
Educational Supplement actually commends the differences:
The Artis'l;s in Schools scheme, in which a professional
artist works in a school for a short period, is being
tried out by four regional arts associations (I:U~As)
in cooperation with local education authorities and
individual schools.
Coordinated by the Arts Council, the scheme has been
introduced in recognition of the difference in attitude
to art between a profesaional artist &ld an art teacher ••••
But it is crucial that the visiting artists are not
transformed into art teachers; ~he pupils are in contact
with art teachers daily and seldom, if ever, with professional artists.
rhe artist must be given the opportunity to get on \vi th
his own work during the visit; otherwise he becomes
merely another instructor.
.llilost schools have understood this, although a few teachers have remarked that
if they themselves did their own work in the art room
then that ought to amount to the same thing.
This misses the point, however, that the professional
artist stands or falls by his work - the corr~itment
involved 18 of a different order to that which is directed
to a part-time activity only.
The success of the project
rests on the school recognizing and exploiting the
difference between artist and teacher. 122
Very briefly, I should wish to identify the core of what are extremely
complex oppositions, Art Teachers:
1.

Lany students who have entered teaching via the art college system

have done so as a 'second best I and often 8'I'Udgingly work in schools
las artists' - because they cannot 'make it' in the archaic gallery
scheme.

(Viz. the image of the Romantic art teacher)

I have often

been at a 108s to understand why i-I; is that, given some 60,.
reports) of fine art students enter the job market as te~cl1~:t:!, no
understaJ.1.dillg or preparation for this role occurs in art colleges.
Artists:
2.

In h1Y view the most fundamental travesty of knowledge is talcing place
in that the art community in its constant search for new practices
SI'l'E Oll' ART .PRACTIC];l.

(e.g. a consequence might be seeing 'art projects' hung in galleries at
least as frequently as individual works - of course collective teaching
projects have lind ted commodity value.)
This initial analysis

could, because of the size of the sample,

be open to the objection that it is iwpressionistic and unscientific;

but

I would

sco;pe of tr..is essay is

that the

show the rBng-e and

an intention

of the art

this I believe I have made a

progress.

objection could be raised about

flry

within
in

a more serious

implioi t use of the term.

art ideology· to describe

9

group - and

to even

lam

"

cul tural. unity.

well aware
is

~

there Llay be a cOllmon

r:::y pl.l.rpose in arry way to

caaae

\'lhich is not denied

art
·the intercorm.ectedness of

s views

reason that I

this
about

I

there is a

the

of

frhich is not a

•
here rests upon my own

for the

- v·rhere one asswnes

that, where

and

is common,

is no!;

that

:,'hilst I

deterr::li:nant of ex:oe,r1.eLlce, and that the a.ttribu"tions of one perS01! cannot
is

for the social STOUP,

be

between

In any event, the

levels

- as

seen in the work of neraer
or

the negative

far
culties

is without

that

not to

just that an

•
here has

beer~

to

the concept of art

"the core beliefs

its

This 'attack

as it does from someone

on art'
be

some, not

as 'biting the hand that feeds one' •

from the truth ..
if it is
",y
prevent the :rich l.llvolvements
it is the

forms

have critically

- and what

those organisational fonliS t
My conclusion to this

to
in

or

arts;

these activiUes which I hope I

A!

said is that art, as oue of

.
is a

exercise

~whicr.;.

I

to have relevance here) that I and others , have developed as part of a
theor,y reading exercise on in-service teachers' courses. It is particularly
importamt here because it does demonstrate historically the mostly
unchanging face of bourgeois art ideology since about 1900. The idea is
not only to identify the source,if possible, but crucially to identify
the theor,y and taken-for-granted assumptions behind each piece.
My concluding comments are drawn from my experience of teaching in

schools and based upon the way art teachers see themselves and are seen
by others. Despite my earlier remarks, it can be said

that for many

young people in school the art 1epartment is a 'sanctuary' from the rest
of the school:

not,as so many art teachers believe,from its rationalism

but from a liberal individualism, often unwittingly supported by art
teachers,

whj~h

constantly favours those who acquiesce to

the authority

of the official culture of the school. What the miscreants call the
'ear oles'. On this ground alone,the informal and often anarchic life style
of ::.rt departments has,importantly in my view, permitted types of
intelligent people to enter higher education who would ,perhaps, have not
oth01"\vise done so.

Hmvever, the non-conformism . . !!dch permeated the prnctice

of the Romnntics and the ]X1,daists is nomsis upon which to found the theory
of the discipline, spoken of earlier.

This is not to say that there "Tere

not valuable aspects ,the element of political challenge, to these Movements.
I~

point relates to the institution of schooling where,sadly,it is those

""Tho are furthest a'vay from the schools and "Tho have little practice in them
who are located in the centres of power in higher education or resources
such as the Schools Council.

This in itself is not particularly alarming,

given an understanding of careerism as a branch of individualism.

~fuat

is

alarming is the degree of _almost total consensus vli thin the theoretical
field. It is a consensus articulated as bourgeois ideology in the quotes
that follow.(next page)
It is this consensusvhich,being located within a professional field
of cultural institutions,quch as the National Society for Art Education,125,
neutralises opposition

simply by the claim of cultural consecration or

legitimacy upon which its Academy-like authority rests. The Academy members
~in

thiSlcase art teachers,are integrated and absorbed into the intellectual

field through an orthodoxy which,nevertheless, combines tradition and some
innovation.

}tr own commitment is to the social function and meaning of art in
contemporar,y lived culture,and in this I agree with Peter de Francia,at
the Royal College of Art, that partial solutions to the present crisis of
direction,in art and art education, are to
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of all cultures •••• Such ideas are accepted by most
students of art toda;}', although not applied 1'J'i th uniform
conviction."

10.

" In much of wha't goes on in classrooms at the moment,
indiv}dual consc:imsness, and particularly idiosyncracy,
are not highly valued, and however methods are varied and
made more interesting, pupils are aware that the process
they are tmdergoing is 'basically that of
towards
and solutions
mainly stepby-step logical procedure.
In art however, each solution
is personal and there are no totally
anS'fers ...,

11.

"The Ci,ualities and skills which the art teacher ende1:wours
to encourage are often emotive and intuitive, intang'ible
and. iifficul t t;o assess.
I.

v1.x Altri.JI)1JCA:I'IO,~T:

1.

}ierbert

2.

H • .iledley-Lens, formerly Senior Art

I

zine, June

3.

20th Century Code to Sources.

f;ducation ihrough Art I , Londom

Paber

'76.

Clive Bell (1914) lirt, 10ndolU
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Arnaud-Rei:i (196~;t) '>:eaning in the Arts~ London~

5.
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:rhe Arts
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reyer:;hapiro (1962)
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54.
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11.
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Art in Schools,

:;::urvey 11.

,Uepartment of .t;;ducation

Science 1971.

•

(:i.:'rom an

19'16) •

10i

50.

'l'he concept of I ideology I does not originate in 1.arxism a.n.d is not
restricted to it.

:)10

Skilbeck

52.

, Upen Universi·t;y, 1976.

., Culture, Ideology
, K., Ideology

53.

',e shall be able to see later, how Wlexa.J::lined beliefs
the 'art
community' establish a view of the 'cultural life' in education which
matcnes identically with a 'cultural life' view of eclucation itself.
As such the belief structures of artists ;;mel art
are considered together.

54.

Up_cit. note

55.

"\~arx

52.

is to be recognised, for his g:reat discovery that opens the way
for a scientific (materialist 8.!."ld dialectical) understanding of hlstory
as a history of the class strugg·le.

57.. Fischer' .. , '}:he
58..

Fischer
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.. , 'Art
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59.

of Art ,
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Allen Lane, 1969.
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60.
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63.
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On the connection 'be-t','EHi.m realism and the bourg~i6ie, see
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vThe Social History of ,~rt I , 1963.
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Chapter 3
••• culture, c1,rt,poli tics ••• ,~ne
is certain,
culture is reduced to art, and a people is persuaded it
has culture because it has syruphonies.
Frisch
The problematic
of the relationship between art and ideology
is central to any

at

the role of art edlwation in the

social/ cuI tural fori,ia tiOll.
the ver::.," exclusion of discu.ssions of
Gci.uca:tiol1El
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It is the :historical and intellec"cLtal shape of art and cuI "Cure that

l':11.stbe deb2::.ted here - for both are iifficul t words to u.:nderstanlL and.
d.efine beca,us€t in different contexts, they can aSSU.lJle different, even
contradictory

rl1eauings and the contradictory uses to v,hich. the conceJ?ts

of art e.nd cul ture

put are often signs of deeply held differences of

~"re

to us

Vi

ill be those aspects of the de'ba"l:;e that

developing and broadening the art
form and experience

assist in

111ay

that it i:.ay deal with the

30
~

contemporary culture.

(if

C£ irmne0,iate interest

in the debate.

outlook between various

.i:he

Vie

discuss here are inexorably tied up here 'with the

";,8

at the

'ro

08.11 art and cuI tel.re •

of vwrds and meanillf,"S

and institutions which

within our discussions of the

wish to
;,{ould
'"a :w.u.st

oa ve

recourse to historical sema.7J.tics.
and
CuI tare is one of

8

sr:;all

::Lt has a

~~~TOUp

of the

illOSt

complicated words in the

and. detailed Lis'l;orical developl:J.ent wi thin

Its uses. (iefinitions fmd attributions have ch.aue::ed dramthe centu:ries.

atically

importcJlt COhOel'ts w;lioh locate in a nurrlber of dizt;i:u.ct intellect(;Lal disciplines 8.l1cl in a wiele range of <iten
Ina.ee,::i., the very f;3.ct that the ",Jerd

of
I

cul ture I is a noun (li}:e art) can

decaiva us into thinking about culture as if it ¥Y'ere a

that it is

thin..:;, a storenO'_lse of objective values
to or possess, like

to

ble concrete

or books.

obvious, '
~ hi8tor~:'

beUef~,;m

cons tan

and.

refus-c! to

testa:Clent to such

excelle:nt wor]: v~hich eleale wi t1:1 thE:'

and

contemporary meaning of words 'ni thin cultural
illiaills's book

is
On

•

1::Uld"

I

'Iillia:ms

pa~"e

Cc.l ture in all its early uses waz a nOWl of process
tending of
crops or anirnals •••

.,'illia':Cs traces the ,,'iord to its precursor in La till
root

to 'cclere'

variations of

*

l~lrench

i

the

cuI tLlra I

~,nd

its

which included :t:teaniul€;;s such as inrl&bi t,

cultivate, protect, honour ,lith

and the

trans.f;orrna tions ,

lie indica;tes the less central

of 'culture' as worship (in
of 'couture l

•

~i.O\,iever,

it is to t.i:le

Footnote:which in Part 2 of this thesis is focussed on the cultural
production of cartoons and (;:aricature.
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of culture a8

dominant

I

cultivation' that'iilliarrrs

turns~

From the first part of the 16th
the
natural
was extended to a
of hmnau developrnent, and this,
the original
me.in sense until the last
the 19th century •••
a
oul tura of their minds I
• ... At
i21 this
occurred, first, a
tvw crucial
of ho.bi t~.:;,tion to the
whio::1 made tho sense of

direct;

hv~an

ar..

extension of

processes to a

prooess, whic:'!. the word coull'!
th€J latter
n0ur~ I cuI hu'e!
mont that
Cul ture B,,8 an
abstra.ot process, is not
is not comraon,

.....

which was to

culture

social process to

class

aBsocia~ions

t wisr to 'I'oduce

I

John ::) tuart , i 11 to
I

ct11 ture '

e.g. in the

others) and later to narrow the attribution of trds

writings of

of

prooess

8123

class ,groups.

- to

of evl.dence from, say,
. ~cichard .. ollheim to der:lOl:lstrate

1;1:113

l~O

of social class. )

and with

a fellT select

freet the trcdi tion.

. irst in

and state';
on a
~ut civilisation is itself
, if not
more a
an:,~
hectic of disease, not the bloo:rr: of
more fitly to be called a val'l'isYedthaIl
f \~'here this civilisation is not
in the
of those
hes notej.:

for an en:,owect class
~he terms of
1s
whose ~bLlsiness 8hoi.i1o. be I
cul ti vatic.nl' are \\fortl:;,
, or .ational
notinc.
t:e calls this class the
G11urcn... • -;:he lllai:t1ten€l.ll.Ce of' th.is Clerisy, 'dh08e care
for t0th
was thus the l!1eCeBsary antecedent
, perrJ.anency I ani I
, was to be
reserveu portiD:Ll. of the !1ational w€,al th,
a
calls the I. ,a,
Later in.

abOCi.t the

Coleridge's 'Constitution.of l;lmrcL. am.l

of thi;:?, class
~tate

•••

A certe,in 3m.all mmlber were to rel:!ain at the

.illi~;.::,B
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the

!~ulY.ani ties,

in

over
fu'1d moral science; being likewise the instructions
of such as constituted, or r,cre to constitute, the remaining
lflorn numerou.s classes of the order.
~~he memberflhip of this
latter and
more nUIT£rOQ6
were to be distributed
the country, so aD not to leave even the smallest
or division \;ithoJ.t a reside11t
, euardian,
and i.ns~ructox·j the
eats ancl fi:'lal i:c.tentioll of the whole
order
these - to 'p:.~ese:;:'Ve t:::,e stores a..'1d to
the
treE1SUrGS of
ciyilieation ••• l~""
))

CuI tl.:tre:
r['r.lis is but one of

tr.~e

defini tions of

the dOLiinant, and I would

faction, a
I ts

cul tux'c I

c·~,lture

cul t~e is seen as

an.

I

icieal' of'

order with reference to a
I

but it is

-

-[;::--le most

~iere

in e:de tence

1

l

of cuI ture, if it caIl IJe called

hW:,itUl

per-

hU1J.£lll COIL1i tion I

at all, centres on

the discover::, ciescri})tion anC'. a ttri btl tion of ' great vwrks I (see t:'le

;)f

'in thin our I cul til:ral

of

ca

cO:.lrse, this is the narrOi i version of cuI t(Lre wb.ich operates
it is the dominant

of

vie~T

of cu1 t,;,re as

this viei" is trarJJ;la;ted

SUC'~~

·i thin

culture.

3ri tis.:::1 'classical'

wi th their preference for a;;soli.:_te

of '

e.g.

and

tea., for inst;::'nce,
alile to rea,ch the
T .,:,.,cliot
to.: a.IilG S ;
of these
Vvhich are 7Jell within their g:ras.l::J.i'he
and
.honer, for L'lstarwe,
of poetry
and stories that are 'Nell ·,-d thin ·the reach of most of the
pi·ty is that
, horror comics and
, which 1a.ck the auali ties of
works of
a:r:t, see,,; to be more
:cea,i, (.p. 17
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i:eters in this book does not
references
i~u1es

I

'lie

d.iscuss

lifetir:.e.

lifot for

I

doe
to theme

cul ture t

<.::.,s. in the section on ')3asic

have

t:~eir

I

or

•

do

I

such as

2'lS

can be

and can be seen to

I

rests not; upon -I;he

in
to a narrow range

e.g.

from the
liould be

a vimi

of
as it is here liith an

tone to cultuxe

.
is

yieil! of '

is to
say no more

one agrees

a

~rie¥l

of

as

culturallife-,

of

either Peters or

'iTer:!

of
the schools th::: 'cuI tural t values
or of their

to

is
t·::.re 1 1tfhich

un

contexts are, say,
less
and
of

more
'cultural

v is

and
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(,."irr"T'"<r instutionalised eduoational
owes the speoifio
oharaoteristios of its structure and funotioning to the faot
the means
to the institution, it has to
produoe and reproduoe the institutional oonditions whose
and persistenoe (self reproduotion of the
are neoessary both to
exercise of ita essential function
inculcation and to
fulfilIllent of its function of
reproducing a cultural arbi trarj which it does not
(cultural reproduotion), the reproduction
whioh contributes to the reproduction of the relations between groups
classes (social reproduction).138
is, of course, impossible to attempt to specify the exact historical
social coordinates of the totality of • culture t •
HOilTeTer,
returning
to the llistorical analysis of the development of the word, its ideological
functions and oontexts
developed
Williams) we should be able, somewhat sohematically, to at
identify the v-arioua categories
definition
evolTed and are in operation in oontemporary
and prac-

tice.
,,jilliams ci tea the importanoe of the development in German
'Kultur,139 in the late 19th century.

the

Its main use was still as a synonym for oivilisation:
first in the abstraot sense of a general prooess
'oivilised· or 'oultivated t ; seoond, in the sense
already been establial1ed for oivilisation by the historians
of the :Gnlightemnent,
the popular 18th oentury
the universal histories. as a description of the seoular
prooess of human
In Germany
(oulture) still evokes associations of
grandeur.

for their ilupressions of •i.\ul tur' t most (}ermans
think of gothio oathedrals,',~~ert Goethe and i)ohiller.
J!'irst ,101'10., ar propaganda oontrasted German Kul tur
U""L,,""'''''

'Jestern oivilisation
Norbert
has
word
the conoeptt
is basically related to intellectluU, artistio and
religious fa"cts and has the tendency to
between
'facts' of this kind and political. sooiolog~cal
economical facts.
• lrhus the
of the word
is shaped - for the majority of
- by the
oultural heritag'El, the safe treasures of the PRsto 14l
(All this disregarding the oruoial empirical faot
masses in the oultural heritage is extremely limited).
Further examples of Gem.an t cuI tural life· could be
they all have one thing in oommon, that is the separation

the

the

tIl
experience, the segregation of culture from, what Berg-er and Luckmann would
call, whatever is 'experienced as social reality in everyday existence'.
~he

experience of everyday life and this definition of culture are seen to

be basically unrelated.
Culture is then seen.!!! the aesthetic (das
Schoengeistige), and is assumed to be value free C-'lertfrei). i.e. nonCulture is seen to be the gTeat ideal for which all must
ideol&gical.
strive and seek to possess.
}!:lias traces this tradition, as does "~iilli&ms, from the perspective of
liter~~ criticism, to the 18th century when the rising bourgeois class
to define h;self as a significant cultural force
the courts
and the nobility.
the bourg'eois elements are driven away from any political
activity.
At the most they were allowed to t think and write
poetry' independer.l.tly, but in 1'10 way could they act independentlYe142
As a group. this group took to art, i.e. painting, v~iting, etc., as
tIle only I status outlet· for political participation 'lITere
denied.
I say status outlet becauss this group, thro~.gh their arts practice, saw thel'JSelves as an elite in relation to the cOlumon people - a.nd
yet were regarded as second class themselves in the eyes of the nobility.
As the German nobility emulated the royal French court in manners, ceremonies
the bourgeois
olasses of: teachers, lawyers a.nd servoolts
to the nobility, developed the 'barbaric' GermaJl 4_~.~~,Q' speoifically
to discuss artistic
scient1f:ic issues.
Thus the,worde 'cultivation'
l~t

(to do with science a.nd art and the middle classes) and • civilisation'
(to do with the manners of the oourt) - separated.
In 1184
remarked3
.fe are highly cultivated by art
science, but we are
civilised to a.n unbearable extent with all sorts of social
niceness, decency and respectabilitY-143
resentment against the nobility was not resolved into action, but
liberty became an
was submerged in art
other • cuI tural'
l44
aesthetic io.ea
an intellectual indeterminism.
was seen as the
basis for communication~ Reason the methodology.
Williams has indicated elsev!here that !civilisationt and ·cultivation'
were in effect in
18th century, interchang'0able ter~s.
i

I

..d,\}h oarried. the l;roblel\~tic double sense
an a~hi~ved
state and of an achieved state of development.
~hei~
divergence has several causes.
First, thert
vms the attack on 1 civilisa tion I , as superficial; as \

\

1J2
tartificial t as distinct from a 'natural' state; a
cultivation of 'external t properties - politeness and
luxury - as against more 'humarl needs and impulses.
attack from Rousseau on through the ~omantic movement,
was ·the basis of one importw:rt al tSl'.".(Jative sense of
'culture t - as a process of 'inlier' or 'spiritual t as
distinct from 1 external t development.
The
effect
this alternative was to associate culture with religion,
art, the family and personal life, as distinct
or
to 'civilisation t or 'society' in its newabstraot
and general sense ••• Its (i~e. oulture) relations with
'society' were then problematic, for these were evidently
ts~cial! institutions and practices but were seen as
distinct
the aggregate of general and t external'
inati tutions
prac"tices now COI!ooonly called t society' •
The difficulty was ordinarily negotiated
relatil1.g t oul ture l
even ~:r:l€m it was evidently social in practioe, to the inner
'life t in its most accessible forms: ·subjectivity', 'the
I
imagination', and in these terms 'the

t
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lu-t

Culture:
Clearly the political, social and ideological forces which promoted.

~

such a view of culture also beoome one and the same
the concept of art.
And yet this view of art ~ culture has its specifioity and indeed its
origin at the level of history - to be precise the late 11th and early
lBth oentury ..
Prior to this period tart"had, as a word_ a completely
different .,'"""'............L6 and it can be oharacterised by an equally different
sooial formation and prao'tioes.
Art has been used in English from the 13th century and
comes from the root meaning of the Latin artem - skill.
It was 'videly applied, without predominant specialisation
unt~l the late 17th century, in matters as various as mathematios, medioine and a..'1g1ing.
In the medieval university
currioulum the ~ (f the seven arts· and later' the ""....."'.,. . .,........
(q.v.) arts') were grammar, 10b~0, rhetoric,arithmatio,
geometry, music and astronomy, and ~tis~, from the 16th
celltury
, was first used in tide context, though with almost
contemporary developments to desoribe
skilled person
it is in effect identical
artisan until the late
century) or as a practitioner of one of the arts in
another grouping, those
over by the seven muses history, poetry,
musio,
!Ehen
the
11th century, there was an increasingly
o~mnon speoialised application to a group of ~~~.~.a
hi therto f orrr.ally
painting,
soul'ettlre.
The now dOIuinant use of art and artist to
refer to these skills was not fully estabIiihed L~til~he late
i9th cent'UX'y, bu.t i-t was within this
thEkt
the late
lath century, and with
exclusion of
e~;ravers from the new
between artist and .artiSall - the
4
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need to
0 .1.4'"
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If:hel; and
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in
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on
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more
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or more
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so

not the ce,se.
'A:rt and

culture and

of

:..!...l..l....!..,;;l.l;:::l,

of c.ourse: ~

and to a

discussion of
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;la
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Documentary, Cultural History:

Culture

to be said
we have just been

exclusiveness

the

clllture

exel usnve in the

sense in

that it rei'en.'ecl to a

in his 'Ideas on the
speak of

I

(

cul ti~.rer:ll in the
, the

d.o:m.inan.t

has to refer

viEfltf

to a;.o::l onE:: of these

at

's

, to see the terms

the

used in the

I

savage? and.

of a.

SellS£! as

3iI0.ilar I natura.l

"

to

did

of historical

tradi tio11. were anci. are

of

l

valLi.e carl. be seen

attributions

the~ uropew1.

as historical

are

c,l1.ii

in the
is the

31.1..ch
of ·the historical (wld in some cases

spiritual) prooess (see !:~he Arts
Commission. for

in

as fine art and

other countries l!fere
docume:iJ:ts arl(i

bacl~:rard-

I.lsecl as a

to

been

I

, a

.:~.aoial

of oul hlre, as

in his two seminal '\Jorks,
and

and

I

~he

I

111 ture

erfl-

" b.as

barrassment to
his

that

I

In Search of CuI tural

him in a London taxi.

, :}ombz'ich relates5.ll

the driver

As part of a

the cab remarks that he hates the ",ord clll ture ~

C~onibriclL

continu.es:

I was

historians
history.

Both

to the
will
central contribution to
lecture.
'i'hus the re jection of the \jiord
oulture is a frequent oause of emto
what the
little to
out that
Institute is about.
recen-t date. (i.e ..
1'13 jecUon is of
illiar,is) "162
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IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

tradition:classified as 'fine art'
The Asian tradition:classified in the 'ethnographic! collection

T~e ~ropean

Photograph by Jean Iviohr,from the cover of John :Berger's 'Selected Essays!
Penguin 1972.
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To my knowledge, Yiilliams has never rejected the word or the concepts
of culture.

Gn the contrary he has devoted

of his energies to

defining their history and categories of definition:

of which Gombrich1s

view of cultural history is seen as but one of three main category
definitions of culture.
have already discussed:

The first category, art as high culture, we
the second category, which we are examining here,

is:
the 'documentary'. in which, in a detailed way, hun~n
thought and experience are variously recorded.
ifhe
an.alysis of culture, from such a definition, is the
activity of criticism, by which the nature of the thought
and experience,· the details of the language, form and
convention in vhich these are activet are described and
valued16S
~learly, Gombrich has worked finely, in experience, to discover and
analyse major historical documents within a

particular type of art history

and, I would argue, a particular view of culture.

Not that Gombricn is

for a moment unaware of the "-"",."""o ....."'b vievlT of I Ktutur' promoted by Gerw.an
propaganda or the alienating 18th century perspective of I high-culture' ,
cri tiqued by V;Uliar:-;s and examined in our previous section.

Nor is

Gombrich uninformed of the pluralist definitions of l.ierder (an attack on
thigh' nuropean culture) which were later to be transposed into Hegel's
metaphysical system.

Indeed, Gombrich d,aarly articulates the tradi tiol}.

from and within which he works:
cultures, according' to this tradition· which
probably can be traced back to Hippolyte Taine - CalL be
studied as bacterial cultures must be studied, without
ranking' them in order of value.
It is not my purpose
to add yet further 'Kotes towarQs the definition of
cultureJf~~~4) for I believe that, whether we like the
particulat ~erm, or prefer another, we all know what
it seeks to describe.
At least everybody
this
who has ever travelled from one country to another, or
even moved from one social circile to another, and has
experienced what it means to be confron.ted
different
ways of life, different systems of reference, different
scales of value - in short different cultures. p.2.
l65
And later on the role of the cultural historian:
Yet I do not think he should emulate his colleagues from
the departments of sociology in staking; a claim to a
For whatever he
method and terminology of his Oi~.
may be able to learn from tIllS and other approaches to
the study of civilisa·tions and societies, his cOl1cern,
I believe, should still be with the individual and
particu.lar rather than with that study of structures and
patterns 'wl.tich is rarely free from Hegelian holismel66
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lYluch of this chapter and the next vall be concerned with the type of
art and cultural histor! of which Gombrich is a brilliant scholar within
this tradition.

nowever, both chapters will concern themselves with the

alternatives to this tradition.

Such an exposition is crucial to the

establishment of the critical (value) apparatus we -vd.ll need to focus
upon the empirical evidence presented in the case study on cartoon and
caricature ..

;11 thout doubt, G-ombrich has made a major contribution to

the development of scholarship in art history in general and in particular
to the study of this genre.

Indeed, he has been kind enough,

others, to review my own stumbling efforts in this field:

with

and I am grate-

ful for his critique which is represented in the form of his letters to
me, as is a letter from John Berger and others.
But if I am not to make a meagre response to the cultural traditions
which these writers represent, I must myself articulate the history of
the theoretical perspectives from which their work originates.

This work

not only has its own theoretical imperatives - but it also raises fundamental issues about the nature and development of the

~

of critical

(art) studies that should be introduced in schools and higher education.
~.Ihat

follows is my own analysis.

tance I have just indicated,

However, in addition to the assis-

I have received great help, which has proved

invaluable t from Professor Pierre J30urdieu at the .aison des Sciences de
l'J'loI:iID.e in Paris who sent me a set of issues of their journal 'Actes de
- h erCle
1 en ::iCl.ences
.., .
' . ' 1 es·.
. 167
1a hec
;:JoCl.a

relates also to artioles by

~r.~ico

n'h
.,
1..
e ma-cerl.aJ.
1

1,'
h_ IO
~ 11 ow·s
Wlll.C

h ere

Castelnuovo in the Italian magazine

'Paragone', titled 'Per una storia sociale iell'arte ' •
ma terial appears in Chapter 4 ) .

(Some of this

If one steps back for a moment and looks at the range of lucinaries
withiu the field of cultural and historical writing, one cannot fail to
distin€;."Uish a G-erman/Eastern::cU'opean emigre fla~ing to much British
' th.£ f'l.e 10.: e.g. r'"omb"
'~~.1 l'evsner,
..
"
fs
ky
t . 168
tllOUght l.n
rl.CI1, .:Jd,.A.,J..,
l~·ano
ec
Though these ar-I; historians hold slightly different theoretical perspectives ,
some of their conceptions can be considered together as they generally
hold a view of art h.istory as a history of civilisations.
work can be traced, as Gombrich indicates, to Aby
and earlier=

..:.:uch of their
and rus school

from Burckhardt and Hippolyte Taine.

Taine's, Gombrich's and others emphasis on I individual and partic\.uar
concerns', are written from the belief that each person is sOL1ehow a

l23
reflection of society.

Taine's theory of the artist's milieu works as

the supporting structure.
The basis of the method herein set forth, consists in
recog~sing that a work of art is not an isolated p:o~
duction, and that it is necessary to
the condit1ons
out of which it proceeds, and by whioh it is explained.
The first step is not a difficLllt one.
A work of art a picture, a tragedy, or a statue - evidently
to
a group oomposed of all the works of the artist producing
it. (p.4).
and 3
The artist himself, considered in conneotion with his
productions, is not isolated; he also belongs to a group,
one greater than himself t comprising the school or family
of artists of the tinte and countr;y- to which he belongs. (p.5-6)
with:
'1'his family of artists is itself
in another
group yet more vast, which consists of the society around
it, a society possessing tastes and sympathies confonnable
~vith its own.
The social and intellectiAal cond.ition of a
community is the standard of that of artists; they do not
live in it isolated men. (p. 0169
e must not be duped by the progTessive tone of these statements
because, in wany ways, despite appearances, their view of culture is little
better than our 'high art - high culture' theory examined earlier - though
to be sure it is an improvement on the 'art for art's sake' theory.
Taine's analysis and indeed his mistakes proceed from an attempt to
relate pictures to three groups:
i.e.

The artist;

School of

.;

The social condition or

tSpirit of the Times·.
Such categorisation may seem a step forward, but in fact the reverse
is true.
a.

Because:
Art is seen with a capital 'A' as an abstract, universal
entity.
It carries its own implicit value and for the most
part, though considered against a backdrop of 'society' (as
another abstraction), it has no
with history.

and b.

All three

b~OUPS

relationship

rest on the

ideologies of bourgeois
liberalism in its central view of the 'creative artist' - with
creativity viewed as the province of individu.al consciousness

and positivism on treating 'the creative' as an ahistorical given.
In a sense, Taine's th.eory of tl~e 'lidlieu l is not a social theory at
all, because it cloes not recognise that clifferent viewpoints may relate
to different social gxoups (classes).
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more often supported by the already dominant discipline of psychology.
Indeed, as a theory of 'individual consciousness i

,

it could almost be a

psychological theoXJT of art.
,,"here society .i§. considered, this is not as a complex struoture of
ch~ging

gToups, ideologies and political forces

ideal whole.
theory of mil

but rather as some

is, therefore, rJ1U'dly sarprising that Taine's positivist
170 is deeply influenced by Regel I a '\u·itingsl71.
.11
Sadly,

the most fundamentally mista.lcen proposition in Taine' s thesis has proved
the most durable - until the present

daJ-.* Taine believed that, in order

to a,nalyse a painting ox' to 'ilfri te the history of an artistic period or
school, one had to tJ-I'n to the
his

~ersonality.

I

creator l and ultimately

. him and

rhis error, w.hich even Freud i'laS careful to avoid, has

persisted trJXough to the present day.
'raine 1 is work vIas extended by J"acob Burckhardt whose work here is
described by

ex-

.. a:rbl.U'g - mentioned earlier

plains:;
J"acob Burckhardt did not flinch from the effort need.ed to
open up a third
in e~firical
he
to
disoover how each work of art deti ved front i t8 conter:iporary
background, in order to show the tangible and intangible
exigenoies of the situation as causi tive fac·tors ••• either
studies of this kind on the connection between bourgeois al'ld"
artistio culture in Lorenzo de l,:edici I s circle will follow 0172
Burckhardt's work llad considerable influence, not only 'within art
history but held considerable sway with the early pioneering work of
Head.

~\I;}ad

is clearly

aWaJ.~e,

"~ierbert

however, of the narrowness of his theoXJT

and description of the 'individual ' in his
ective moralityl Head cites:

In

'0011-

Such problems are deliberately excluded from the present
book - not because they do not concern us, bu"t because 'Ire
have limited the purpose of education to the development
of the individual1s individuality, which
necessarily implies his social integration.
But to
esti.n1.ate the rela.tive social value of the "t;heoretical and
the social~ . t~le econoInic eonti
, the aesthetic
and the
attitudes - that c~m only be Clone
the philosopher of :history ••• I have not
the
fact that such 8-"11 estihlai;e of the lessons of
, were
I capable of it,
leave me on the side of Jakob
Burckhardt, who believed that the only constar!t factors
in history are the aesthetic factors"173
I t can be seen froD Ol.U' discussions so far that anx

of the

patterns of interaction (in the mind amt in active relationships, con*Footnote:Thackeray(1850's) some t"renty years earlier assumed a Ruskinian
type of identity betHeen the \vork of art & the personality/moral character
of~ the artist. A t:'rpical Victorian assll..rnption:the biography of the v!riter is
knoirm/quality of the \'lOrk judged vdthout reading iteoOR from the 1,10rk 1,1e can
postUlate the moral nature of its author;both fa$sely generalised empiricisms.
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v~mtions, institutions) which we would wish. to define as culture - must

take account and look closely at the crucial relationship bet-w"een an indivvlfilliams has outlined the particular problems

itiual and his/her society.
of description in this field:

.. hen Vie examine ac tual re 161. tionshi j::S 9 we s tart from the
descriptions we have learned.i,"hen we
of the
'individual' and of I society' , we are
descriptions
(abstractions) which
particular interpretatiorL'3
of the experience to wtJich they refer: interpretations
which
currency at a particular point in history,
yet which have now virtually established themselves iri
our minds as absolutese174
0abstractions'

my word ana. emphasis).
as

I'he great ciiffi c L,-l ty wi th
theories of art and cul tlll'e
f

society' 8J.1d

I

Arnold ancL even

is their constant atterr,pt to apply

J3urclu'1ardt, before
of

iNi th ~;'uskin,

011

to society rather

t~l.1?Xl

1

u.s taral' organic

to develop theories

cul tare I in 1lIlhich the practice of tart' is located.

Indeed, given that :Iead

his conception of the 10rgarJic society'
' 175.··
. . ceUS
' k'J..n anCl_. th
,
' t"ar:lan
as an au t non.
:lcLea anc1 po l':lcy, as d
oes
. e person I
consider to be his nearest conteml.)orax'y reincarnation in art education,
l:alcolB

~~oss,

project,17

6

:Director of the Schools Gouncil Arts arJ.d the .,.• dolescent

I am constantly H.lTl8.zed that his

sidered to be very

I

s) work was ever con-

left-wing' •

e.g. :
l'wo distinct psychic entities must be defirJ.ed, which exert
a ID.li.tual influence on each other: on tile OLle
the
artist's subjective egot seeking to
t to the outside
¥fOrld constituted by nature and society, and on the other
hand society itself co:n3idered as an or,Taxl;i~ which has its
ovm laws of internal and external adap tation.
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lIere the theory is fully exposed.
inner reality and form in

idealist! a"bstractions of society, stood.
criteria of value in art.

i

organic'

to the 'IT.echanicl3.l' (indus trial society)

external 'organisation' of society.
I

artist perceives

of course

alongside such

idealist stand.a.rd or

i'he artist's ideal standard for

the art educator's ideal standard for i(ead is the eq.i.l.ally ideal
of Beauty.l7 8

"md
!

universal'

I would not digress so !!ll;Lch here were it not for the

of such idealist views of the relationship of the individual, society and
art.

Indeed, we

c~~

5et some idea of the connectedness and dominance of

this view of society and cul tu:re ~ fron:: Burckhardt tllXOUgl:. to recent art

education writings, by examining one or two examples.
as 'Beauty'

Culture is defined

0

Drawing ••• less frequently there is a recognition of its
cul·tural and aesthetic value in developing an appreciation
of beauty of form and colour in nature. (Po2?1.).179
Or ',jociety' defined as

I

Nature' ;

J:lhe natural materials are more important at this stage.
:rhey offer experiences ldd.ch connect children directly
with ·the growing, cyclic and organic world of which
they are a part. (p.l5).l~

lhese descriptions are 'o'!ordod differently - but the idealist/formalist
through to
Society relationship is our traditional ways

The real problem of the
of thinking about theEi.
And ye"!; if ive return to
discover the

art history sources,

1.

believe we can

of a theoretical develo:pmont wrrich sustains a more

complex, dynamic view of culti..U'o - and one that has still to have ariY rea.l
effect on art education.
Burckhara.t establisl1ecl an overall view of histor;r and what follo";[ed

s enthusiasm for his work

from his 'worl<, as A'by

whole work of .;arburg and l~is sohool.

, was the

other art historical

schools flourished, in tho 19208, alongsicle the"

school, in par-

ticular J(ine YI/Ork of .lax .')v13rak, ·!Mho saw art

as a stcldy of the

history of ideas and, more importantly, Jieinrich ,:Cllfflin;81 "iv-he
history as a history of form
notion of an

I

aJ.'l.d.

S3.";

art

who even launched. the most

art history without (artists) names I

(WhiCh he la·ter re-

tracted after an 01.l.tcr;r) ,and. their stuCi..ies came very alose in the general
sense to the liarburg 3chool,

clear that their work car.cnot lliateh some
researchers 8u.eh as ji'ritz SaHl ~82

of the co:ncrete analytical vrork of
l~rwin ":anofsky - and, of course,

E

Gombrich.

'rhe remarkable work of

the ',;arburg School, and. of the three men just mentioned, can be best
understooc., perha}:ls, by refercmce to the methods of J?anofsky, who died
in 1968, anc. Gombrich,;{ho is iI~Ti ting today.

The art historical wodel de".reloped by these
tially views art as

a.1'1

insti tutiOll.

.J:~anofsky

tensive, scholarly, e:apirical evidence
which the artist

·\'!'or~ci:.~

"" ..... "'. j···.:'o,r,·.,,183
;"'__>'·'_.'.,d
. _

<M.~U.

men, and :;axl, e68en-

and Gombrich present ex-

the material conditions within

and l)roduces - the 'profession' of

''116
._
_. _
...

r.:Ji
'.. v
"'" l·

Cl'

, markeJcs,

e.g. GOllibric.h t s books

education, patronaise, intellectual ambience,
'N,T
~ orm

·~wo

~s J.'T')~t~o'''~
a
u q .0""
l . the 'rt~!184 and·'

a·~

.J,.

c~;::;;
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ranofsky, concentrating particularly on the alteration in meaning of symbol
or 411egory. whose asto1ll1ding erudition can be seen especially in his
-.
1 .•rts ,185 an d 1 ~"t u d':Les:.t11.
. I oono.Logy.
- '. I 186
major works i ~.eallinb in the .\/:Lsua
?'anofsky' s iupressive 'decoding' of Titian's
185
ia a particularly iIl~pressive exaTIlple in point.
However, the extensiveness of the analysis

I

Allegory of .crud.enos I

a~pplied

,

in these art

historical jig-saws should not s

the obvious vahle of such iconology

studies, impress u.s to the degree where

\Ifle

are no loneer able to see the

qefects inherent in the method itself.
iIhe defects are that i'anofsky and Gom'i;.rich:
a.

account for the alteration in meaning of a symbol or allegory,
but do not [:ive the reasons for such alterations or the
ideological

b.

backgToum~

froEl ",ifhic11 the s011egory originated.•

present us with a valua:ble tecfll1ique but one T!hich does not
have general applicatioI.!. tl1rou{;hout the whole disci.pline of art
history.

c.

presume i,hat art objects awl related historical dOCLUl1ents
cohere, through some a priori reason, at the level of
Jhey aSSllll1e a cu.ltural unity as 19iven l

•

:Jhis neo-posi tivism which asserts itself in the dom.aill of the social
history of art is characterised
And it is not

ideology.

the priority of the tecbJ.lillue over the

chance that an outcome of this

the one ':-ierre Bourdieu calls ilone of -the most beautiful
have been hu.rled at positivism!! J is 'sothic Architecture

~-,hict

a_~l:i

in 1951, but already written in

choL;',sticism'
187

.l:or several years, -the sooia.l b,istor:y of art will enrich itself with
intelligent ani volunt2uily limited contributions illstigatedby the roicrosocioloB~cal

approach.

several times

The leader of this

the years

the evidence of the L1Sti tutional

character of the artistic
its mechanisms,

arouuci
on t11e

~l.se

of scher[,e-types and of

focussing on the tra.di tion and trying to isolate a widely autonoDlOLi.D
system having

lind ted. and mediated cormectio118 with other

or

series.

d.

im}Jlicit 7al.u.e
of strt y{l:..ich is located

in the

of indi vi (lu.al

artists, their masterpieces, a.n(i a sup.posed cOl:mected.l1eSB i'ii thin
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art movements.

Their work fails to provide a i~Y of grasping the

· 'dua1
of "" cult,,~~l
supra-in'd J.Vl.
....... """"- S,vstem.
J
Without dou.1')t, Ianofskyt s and Gombrich' s work has lll.ade a n:assive con0

~ibution to the scholarship of the autonomous discipline of art history but therein lies the problem of the separation of art history from the
:Nevertheless f the 'fork of these

general social and. political history.

two m.en and the tradition they represent characterises, and perhaps ~
the dominant model of ar·t

in this country;

is bec'"ii..u.se

eminently developed by Gombrich.

'lye

a tradition now prewith a
are

dominant tradi·i;io11. and model wi thin art historical

that

' '(is

sr.i.Ould

and be aware of al~

clearly wlderstand any defects within the tradition
alt;er'(lative researches and critiCiue wi thin the field.

Before I li;8,ke a response to what I see as some of the theoretical
of cu.l tu.ral ~listoI'Jt let me firs'l; tr;y

difficulties of Gonibrich's

the practical difficulties encountered in concrete

to

aJ.1I3.lysis of, sa;T, a genre stAch as caricature aJ.ld

cartoon~

the C2,,8e

inclwied in this thesis.
Gcmbrich, who was :;::rofessor of the Classical l'radi tion i;l LOildon
University until he retired, 1113.s, over the last thirty years, made various
and if he

into the genre of

critical

I suppose one could reply

interested in the gerJ.re in the first place'?
that these are but a few of the theJilcs and
~~ombrich!

problems~lfhicll

s personal

define the sJ}ec-

equally entertain the idea

we

ificity of Gombrich's tnought
that this ge:£U'c is

should Gombricl:l be

Yet my point is,

',iould be the poorer for it.

t trlis stud;;r

and we are siL1ply abandoned

to the anarchy of his personal preferences.

};Joint, however, concerns

neither o.f these conjectu.res, but is to do with the social and historical
priorities imflici tly embe'lded in the method of analysis.

e 11ava already cited Gombrj.ch 18 insistence in compara ti ve

in more detail.

historical doclli'ILentation
prefel'ence for
genre Yfllicn

I

is~

Let me

Acros~

or

I

various cultural phenomena - and without

art values.

interdJsciplinary in character and origin, whose history

stretc;les froEiI approximately the 1 Tth centu:ry;Jt·~o the present

,v:rhich

operates within autogra,phic and mechanical reproduction (i.e.
prints,

, teleVision, fil1:18, newspapers and
well expect Gombrich's analysis to take account of

all these and.
to develop

*

, more
elaborately

according to Gombrich

, to

asi~

and huw- the genre come

such a wide ranee of media.

C:f

cou,rse,
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Gombrich does not present us with such a critique because the aspects he
chooses to discuss are from a

~e12ctive

And so we are offered the more orthodox

historical tradition:
1

fine art.

art' objects of' prints and dravdngs

with perhaps supporting references to their appearances in particular
newspapers.

'.;.'his is essentially the si tua tion in his book I Iviedi ta tions
188
on a Hobby Horse' in 1963.
However, in a later analysis of the genre,
'Art &: Illusion' revised edition 1917,18 9 we find reproductions of'dalt
Disney film characters and comic-characters from children's books:
not waking

on works from the past.

places f:rea ter

even this
~

though
]3y

enough connections across cultural spheres, taxt culture'

remains, in my vie\v, in the ascendant as an implicit mechanism of' continuity between artists and their products (masterpieces).
ideology

history-, this nethod hapr.cazardly constructs

from bits of psychology;
from the artist's life;

psychoanalysis;
evocations ane:,

and descriptions of 1masterpieces l

•

I

As a selective

s~'nthetic

vmrks I

author-selected social events
from conte:cporary artists;

.,Llhis ITli}:tu.re is tlJ.er.:. developed ei tIler

thro:,l.{~'h a bi.og:caphy (monof,'Taph) or more generally in the illSti tutional

context of Acade:mies, patrons 8l'ld other 'art movements'.
l'his said about the, albeit valuable,

of cultural history,

Ii ttle more can be developed as critique without reference and.

I

:placing!

of the theory which supports the practice.
Janet

olff has identified the problematic in Gombrich's areUlll(mts:

GOIl.ibrich (in his 'In Search of Cultural uistoryr) questionB
tlns asslliilption of
generally made by cultural historians.
As he says, I :i:he assuL1ptio11. is always that some essentia.l
structural similarity must be detected 1r{.hich permits the
interpret8r to subs;.JIae "the various aspects of a cul tetre under
one formula I (p.32)..
critique is of a particul~r school
of cuI tt1ral history - the metaphysical history of riegel and
his descendEmts, in particul[-;.r l~urkhardt,
IJamprecht,
Dil they and Reigle
'I'he u.ni ty of culture in all cases was seen
as an expression of the spirit of the age,
in a.ll
cul tura1
i1heir accol.illts \vere :G.ot
physical
'13, but they were similar jon tl:1is be.sic
prentiss, for I all of thelli felt, consciously or
th8..t if
let GO of ttle
that created
the atouls of past cul htres """ou,lo,
fall back into randoll:
dust
I
(p.25).
Gombrich does
the intercormecteetness of the IDal1.;'f
(uffarant aspects of cuI t;;cral life •••• :.i8 case is th~:~t the
jo'b of the cultural historian is to examine in detail the
f2tCtS in each
, ccud the 111.tercon...'"lElotions, instead of
workinG ';'lith I the
of
I , ox'
attemptinb" to trace the facts back to some postulated common
'Sfirit 01 the agel
~~his cri tio,ue is
, and exposes tile fLU'Hia0
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mental weakness of such cultural history ••• It stops short
of suggesting how one might go about examining the interconnections across cultural spheres, however, this, as I
see
, i s the crucial task of cul turs.l ids tory and the
socioloGY of Cill tl,;;.I'e "190
'clolff focusses on a crucial point in our diSCuE,sions.

tha.t,

by. adopting a different new of culture t we ma;:{ be able to establish a
different,

, I ,mulCt sugg-est, to art Whi.C~l would
clj.C:~i.Ctic,

critically vCllue its anal;;rt,ic8,1,
I'd. thin social life ..

.politica.l, ideological potential

Art histor;'l and art educationa.l theory would ha.ve a

crucial role to

iE the development of researches in this field.

ever, and des pi te thi:c de:;;;tl1 of scrlOlarship

Eow-

we have been recer:tly examining,

such a.evelopment is hindered by art historical schools and thejY45'lisl1 art10 1
:b..istorical ideolo&y./ which he,s:
a.

established art history as an autonomous disci::;:line
even frolh general social

b.

c1.:!.lminateo, "ltia the Gerr:!a.l'l art historic,,:! tradition, in the
virh:.al establishment of art l:istory as
v~here

of

I

I

t:Le history of styles' -

art Y!Orke are 1).,sed as dOc·I.l.l1J.ents to ·llnderstc;..nJ. tile

i

personal' style or some i1:r:pressionistic background

of historical material to support evidence of
I •

COj_~'(DUlljocatiQ!1 :.;~

conflicts of st;ylos,

developed the r.lethod of iconot,'raphy

Yvhich,~ihilst

a literary approach (e. f

.

, 192

etc., is rarely discusseCi. (e.g.1oubricl:!

offer detailed infortlatioll about the
(Note:

L.ove-

I

"tyle lIdthin the pc:..rticulal', concrete worz>': of art,

inch:;.clin.g tectUliqu0, context of the "\'fork,

c.

essence I

moments I in history or to support e,rclla.ic ];sycholoj§;ical

evidence of
:;~ents

!

)

able to

of .'.'''''''-'''''''"', did

sO

from

.~: anofsky) •

It is possible that b) e..nd 0) are also causes

of

•
'fhis is but a short characterisation of the narrovmess of this tracli tion

- and. one that you may think,

ven the desorip·l:iioll of art l,-istor;rl s
on a view of culture ilDIJlici try tra.:n.s-

autonomy, could have little
mi tted wi thin art education toctay.

fell e

followir~b

ctu.otes y:ill, perhaps,

give some idea of the l10wer of the dordnm'l.t viell:.
are from a conference paper on the
School i and the last froIl:. a recent
Education.

I
1," •

of J,rt

two Ciuotes
~.~istory

in the

~)econciary

.2hi1 thesis at the Insti t1.;Lte of
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The dis-tinctive value of art education:the role of art history:Others thought of the tvlO studies(iee studies of the qualitjT

of one t s surroundings and imagina.tive studies of things)
a.e different means to the same end; that the aim of the
teaoher of 1U"t l:l.istory should be to kindle an interest
snd cul tiva te the child' s powers of engagement in ma,:t
:works of art.

193

emphasis)
and:
Justifica-tion in breaking down cultural barriers between present and pasti
this issue too there wae a wide spectrum of opinion.
At one end there was the view that museums~ art historians
snd teachers discriminated in favour of I
Art', snd
despised other activities that were more a part of a child's
culture.
In strong reaction to this wa.e the view
we
had a duty to
children aware of an artistic
"194
'popular cul'turs I are
culture'
fact, such 0Pl)ositions of t
unhelpful - as Professor
Padro points out in the same paper ,
clearly articulated in an
University course book.

is

e.g.
In the discussion that follows we try to avoid t ~...u:;1<K
sides' on particular manifestations of our system of oulture
and we are not concerned with trating! the intrinsic valu.es
of different parts of it.
We do not argue, for instance,
that there is more richness of experience, more variety
of tone, more significance, personal involvement, 'meaning'
or vlhat you will in tl{ing Lear' by Shakespeare (high
cul ture) than there is in I :I!arzan of the Apes 1 by
Rice Burroughs (popular culture) or vice versa.
',/hat we
do attempt is to describe the ways in which the system
a.ecribes values to Shakespeare and denies
to
Hice Burroughs, and to argue that such a system is itself
a manifestation of our oulture, of its particular social
priorities, and of its historical experienceo195

Clearly, this is a theoretioally

cOIklplex but more

pers-

pective in that it recognises that the valu,! 'high' and 'low' derive
force frooa differenoes in sooial
t

cultural values

market'.

•

important point is that

tend to be extlllSically deterrrd.ned t in a kind of sooial

Certainly a view 'that perhaps

'teachers (ref.

Hoggart)*would support.

yet when we turn to art education, we

and a

that seem. to be at best archaic, at 'II10r8t liberal

bourgeois ideology.
J:he

.:2hil thesis

Ms, S.

ne :

the personal inner
deterlU.ine i:ndividualietic
solutions,
when consistent become
style is ••• evolved
in expression of a
inner being. (SiC).196

...

-:lfThot1gh Hoggart I s view of cultural massifica tion leads to another
ahistorical dmmg-.rading.

il ~2

.JL ~

we can see the same
atic of an

it appears,

Paine is conducted

the level

of
I suppose one

in such
and 1flC)'7jfm~
is, in my

a more

s conduct in ths world of
I

that

to the end.

to, or in
of iinner
has
that,
were such
one person would not be
to their occurrence in the

is,

such

near any
in

as some atomic
s

because,
I ~

t ~

nowhere

the
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and

these

,!,lOrds have

is

and

to me

hi~

course in

r>llrStl.e

on

8,

of the

one-wepjc
mode~"I:1

, much ,,[QuId

some

To

that the '\TOrk of

as much as one

,\fork has been

aLse muoh of

used in

and courage'

to

..

but

both
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Then

appreciator perceives style t
and effects
reciprocity
himself
the object which enter.nalises
experiences
in
Since his i;n,tention is not to im! tate what
the
feeling-response of
he perceives, it
the individual' is
governs the cycle of
experience
the object or
is conflicting evidence
notion
original style repressed or
by social
or institutional experience •••
is
that this
decline (in expression) is the result of institutional
pressures al though the writers
not explore causes in
any detail.(po130-l3l)e204
art is jealously caseeted in an asocial
f
It is my view
~V,~A';~., class or even stylistic oonflicts.
political,
a selective, coercive meoha:rusm
such art theory nTI,~~<'T.~'Q
en~athetica1ly*,

neuters
potential of the art subject in
withintsocial culturd.
, creative style and
the n&''Ile of
I)ern1cious olass forms.
dorJinant
its
itself
to minimise "I:;he diffioulUes of art educational. theory
I
not
tea t::i.many t not
researches
such as thiS, but r
of a

reality, but ofCtn

, incorporation into dominant

ideology.
If we are to develop a
the diSCipline', we must
tovfards a sooiology of
, a.J."'t alld oIII ture look. elselvhere And yet \,e must be wary of the
for real advanoes.
cultural historians such as .Jrnst G-ombrich, view such researohes.
to
There may be a
of culture, b~t
a.l'lthropol:t7
sociology.
cul iural
wants to be a scholar, not a scientist •••
research the cultural
really aims
culture rather
at feeding
academic
This industry, I fear, threate:ns to
an
oul tl.ll'e and
cul tural history ••. and
our lllajor and minor problellls of rese~cht the
of the past look at us reI)roaohfully froI;l
the shelves •• ",Ie surely want these values ('of our
civilisation') to be
and scrutinized, DLlt to do so
effectively their critics must know
I
not
we should feel apologetic towards those
urge us to concern ourselves with
ra;ther than
with the
•••
8205
0ue can understand the importance Gombricn would attach to say
U " I...... " ' ' ' '

famous dootrine of 1 sprez.zatura', the nonchalance 'll'11.1.ich
the perfect courtier
the perfect artist"
206 as an identif-

lI .... f".l.J~V...Lltll

I

Wll

IS

not trying- to establish a.J."'gwnent
was a description of a human quality).

tho~~ht,
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ication of valu~ within a special range of cultural products

201~

• but I

cannot believe (}ombrich would see the point of scrutinizing and probing the
concepts of value attached to the description 'our civilisation' - because
this would involve issues such as whose civilisation? - yours, mine, his,
It would require us to examine the in8t~tutional formations
the kids, etc.
and the axioms and postulates of a culture which reserved the concept of
'civilisation' for such a narrow range of objects.
However, on the last page of his 'In Search of Cultural History' ,
Gombrich begins to perceive the central problematic when he starts to
question the location of his own cultural values in the context of the
lecstre paper, \fLich he is giving, and which supports his reality as

I

scholar!

.dthin the intellectual field of the university~06 As Bourdieu has clearly
stated:
According to the pOSition he occupies in the intellectual
field each intellectual is conditioned to direct his
activity towards a certain area of the cultural field.
209
Gombrich appears to be aware of the power of his own cultural judg1l1ents
being mediated as a legitimising authority within the institution of 'scholarC.0

(l

tGli

neal

ship' - but he chooses not to eXBWane the relationshipsAin the theory that
supports such academic consecration. e.g.:
Adndttedly I found it safer to ask these questions at
the end of this paper rather than at the beginrring,
for I do not know the answers. (Po50)e2l0
Art education cannot make ~ real contribution in the field of
general education or higher education whilst many of its 'elevated truths'
operate from a narrow tradition of practices against the contemporary,
active, lived culture.

It is the importance of this definition of culture,

ruld by implication art history, that we must now proceed to examine.
The 'Social' Jiefinition of Culture:

Towards An lUther' History of Art.

Until the contrast is less disgraceful between the
fields wh.ere beasts live and -the streets where lnen live,
I suppose that the practice of the arts must be mainly
kept in the hands of a few cultivated men, "Who can go
often to beautiful :places, whose education enables tl1eni
in the contemplation of the past glories of the world,
to shut out from their view the
squalors that
the most of men move in. Sire, I believe that art has
such sympathy with cheerful freedom, open-heartedness and
reality, so much she sickey~ under selfisrmess and luxury,
that she will 110t live tht,S isolated and exclusive..
I
will go further than this and say that on such terms I do
not wish her to livee2l1
Jilli&l iEorris,

to
become

in concrete 8i

become

,

has made ::m

~12

Slnd
\;fall-

- Gothic

'Ttislecl

or

to
an(1

• but of eourse, d.rft1'i

as
;um to \rri te

in the Palazzo
W

Stones of

and

Gotluo

different

,,,here the uniyersal

on, say,
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IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

T'HE FIG-TREE ANGLE OF
THE DUCAL PALACE

Drawn by Ruskin in I869
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beautiful whole.

He looked back to a m.edieval period where he believed

all men to be happy simply because they were involved with a craft.
reality, as

etchings of workers

what

In

was that

skilled produced the plans, did little !uanL18.1 work and were highly paid whilst the rest became manual ala,ves (often

to poverty

and hard labour for the rest of their lives.
I~arx had an almost identic~l notion 'when it came to industrialism ..

production, selling.

that all workers i/ould do all

As opposed to

~,:u8kinl

in a

-

includir.g

.l:'.lO-a.,UJ..I..lO-LJ.6

s scattered I rural industries' IVarx assumed that

all mass production w'ould be located in cities? for access to energy resources (coal) and a manpower which, as 'craftsmen' with machines,
use thinking rather trJau manual skills.
hith hindsight we can see both
in certain notable respects.
11:usldn

s theory to be lacking

s

failed

to underttand that, through-

out history, most craftsmen had lived in abject poverty and that the
economics of mass-production (i.e.
quality of material life

would result in an increased

as a by-product,

an increase in 'leisure!.

people, other than that leisurely class, the aristocracy, whose
pursuit of the arts was one of their defining attributions, would gain
access to the arts for the first time.
to understand the relationship

(; f course, where Eusldn failed

economics and social relations - l"arx
advancement would

failed to understand the

project onto society, e.g. Larx's vieiv of tecrlllolo&'"Y \vas<t perhaps
unnaturally, based upon the 'forms of production
time.

He saw large f'ac(;ories
model of

il~dustrialised

in his life-

up in the towns and
society, i.e. as

water-powered, mill industries in the cowltryside.

not

s~w

this as the

to the old,diffussd,
But the crucial factor

is that the reason the mill industries were dispe::csed at all

WllS

because

their source of power was a 1 8 0 - i.e. water (rivers).
the industry

wi tnessecl was

systems or rail systems to
technology is

lc~ost

of

from coal - which meant canal
storage sites: the cities.
to reverse this prooess and we arc

seeing small dispersed industries appear in the countrysicle because they now have, like the water-mills before them, a dispersed
electricity.

i,power~

I am labouring these facts of detail because they lead :me to the common
point of focus in both menis thought.
Both Ruskin and £tarx, in Il,y vievi,
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"The tmm itself is peculi2Tly built, so that someone
can live in it for years 8~nd travel into it and out
of it daily 'VTi thout ever coming into contact 'VTi th a
'VlOrking class quarter or even 'Vli th vlOrkers".
Frederick Engels visiting Manehester,1844.

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

G. Dare. A View of London from the Railway Bridge, 1872.

Harx's vieu of creative industrial labour stood in
stark contrast to the lived reality of industrial
production 'Vlhieh imposed a monotonous uniformity on
the are hi tecturc_l structurG of the ne,'1 ei ties and
their inhabitants.
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of

is

as tcreative

view of 'human

'collective creativity'.
art, some

is the ethic
necessity.

..

L.ven

I

is seen

h1.UXl.an

... arx, as

aura, that

to other

methods he

art he

cul turaJ.

he sees art as some

tate or
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l

ll.t

does

no

t:.e historical nature

much

art and the

nature of its
the

Ihis

v.-ithout

Ltl. k6.c.s aX.ui
J: he

is the idea

c,anoer a tthe core
creativity

mc:..rxis·t aesthetics will illustrate the

works
his

that
of the :tom::::,ntic

their
and

r;;.ind.

theories

Such vie\,-s

to

the
of

i.e. Arf: we to

and therefore,

€lOIRe

t

are excludea.

that all art is

we to assume, like
of all the nev,

ax'a area tive

crea.tive?

creative

in

or are

I

Grea·ti ve Arts'

)

concludecl that the concept 1'laS

wil.ioh h.e

j.T'Ii"YlP'I"'':)!

(and

not be im;ll..1ded in the

Recent work in art
all of this deba:te and the

could be
}-'renkial' s
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is a centrally

to

1976

in

•

'a critical

his book on Lorrie, emphasises

whose early revolt was germane to the ,l:lIJ'UW.U
tradi tion,
have met l.0torris more warmly.
hu.t this
C&~lt be
off as a
disdain for Morris exemplifies
noted

worse than

•
that we

this

It is to the pitfalls

of

tifies

role of

the

,~'or

';:i11i&"

than

l::rdll

iden-

like

in

hwnan

e- Live and.
yea,;rs
to

the

to establish the 'social l

theoretioal tb.rust which was

of
definition

;;:;tu.dies w:ui ·to make

the
to

turn to under...

as the

to return to this

of

,

£iJ.,t

its aotive

as a whole ..

Je also

1.\'1U8 t

~iha t m&.v

be

art'.
it is 'beoause

the

that there is so
the reader
the

t!le next

the
ke, ill t;he

the oase

than
is

of 'the

has
thesis.
is

that
based, on

/:i-

is beoause

Dore original
•

researoh tradition

vital

tential for art
a..."'1cl. shifts

with the

I thiru: it

to
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POf music,
cartoons;)
y,)"ithin
and

"221
of

s
iCallt

of suc.c, a ai tuatiol1

'1'0

the
art.

"the SQ,:;ial

of all

el16

oi the

lithe

as

to 'vd:ich

1atter~

J1'1i-:

precise dein1ition which is
and. eri tical

very

in

about tha
Cne

to

·~:.l.e

social

of art on various

the

occasions, either

which

(acacLemies t

8.rtistic

\lfi th. the social

the ma:cerial condi tiona
artistic

~Eo

f'olloil'f the

i:nte~ntio:n.s

and

of the

of art, one mus t
L~

this

the space of a

years, three

1l'i/'orlts were

:;j'ranois

Art &:..nJ the

.il.

and its ::ooial
225

.2hc~: ocial

were not

vmrks

before the war; the roots
clirnate of the

of }erman culture at the

most oi Au·tal's book
fS,

a.fter the

of the .. eular

ilvritte:n.

the
and into
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But these works were published in ~~~.~~£~ at a
(Scheler, j;;,anr.h.eim.).,
time when there was an obvious and diversified interest in social history.
To elucidate the motivations and find the common denominator of these
uses to chara.cterise
tendencies, we can take the words ]l:ric J.
historians discovered at that time in economic
social
the
history: nthe exigency :for a comprehension o:f history systenlatically
different from the classioal approach of a Ranke.
All that interested
these historians was the evolution o:f the economy in the wa;y it enlightened the structures and mutations o:f the society, and in particular, the
connections between the social classes and groups:226
For similar reasons, certain art historians did not want to attend to
art history in Wolfflin's manner ~ more.
As a first step one designated
as social his "tory of art all the history which considered that the mechanism
of stylistic change was not autonomous and
not su:f:fice in itself, that
is to say clid not co~~ from the forms themselves, but was to be situated
in relation to the deep structures o:f a determined society.
Be:fore we push too far ahead with this account, we need to recognise
an important development wi thin critical theory - which has strongly influenoed the development of cultural studies (as practised227 at the Centre
for Contemporary Cultural Studies, Birmingham University) in
country
but which has only summarily touched trw social history of art.
I refer,
of course J to the Prank:furt Ichool.
The l!'rank:furt School is a title
given
the collective thought o:f a
o:f sociologists, aestheticians
and philosophers
were. at some tUlle, associated with the F'rank:furt
Institute for Social Research.
(I:lstitut fUr 50zialforschung).
'1'he
Insti-tute was :founded i11 1923 and because of its radical orientation, and
the Jewish bac~~ound of some of its members, was forced in 1933 to remove
to
York where it stayed until 1949 when it was lead back to l"rankfurtwhere it remains today.
50 many intellectuals were associated with the
Sohool that it would be di:fficult here to describe either the historical
In general, they were Hegelian ]Larxista
or theoretical scope of their work.
who took their aesthetics from G. Lukacs and their main theoretical spokesIiorkheimer, Theodor J~dorno and -jlal tel'
men were Herbert Jl:arcuse,
All I wish to do here is indicate the
broadness of their
228
its importance, without going into any detailed emphasis.
Lukq,s, like many of those he influenced, came from a wealthy, privileged
background and a li:fe of the arts.

Like IJ:arcuse he gives aCCOUl'lts of art
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h'
!U.s t

ory

.
V1.a

.
b
.
'.
229 an,
d '...arx, 1lukac.s
.'.. I
aes tl1e t 1.08u tal so 1 1.1I:e
lj!arCUse

of art is a priori rather than historical or empirical.

s

account

Lukifcs is in-

corporated into the dominant ideologJ of art in the name of Larxism •

. hat we are left with a.re his aesthetic confessions of belief in creative
spirt tua,li ty.
is

[~ven

A useful, if not complex, understanding of ~UkqCS230 work

by Duvignaud.

• •• the atteml')t of L~cs and his disciples would appear
to have failed,:
havo not been a:ble to
the
work
art
perspective of art
'illiams

a useful summary of the

ideas

a.t 'I;he

ScLool:
• •• more generally, the l"rankfurt ::3cnool was developi:ng the
idea of 'dialectical
" as crystallizations of the
historical ?rocess.
This concept is ve~r near one sense
of I
,
B, neYi social and rastorical sense of
'embleJ2lbatic' or ls;;mbolic' art •
I
obviously needs definition.
.i.'he idea of I
Adorno (232) complained tha:~, in
shands,
were often in effect 'reflections of social reality't
reduced to I
fa,ctici ty':
; he went
on to arg~:\e, !lare models not of social
, but rather
objective constellations in which the social condition
represents
can. "never be
tooe an
or in
a social'
depends on a di,stinction betw6E::HJ. 'tlle real
social process' and the various fixed forms, in 'ideology·
or Isocial p~~ductsl, which merely appear to represent or
express it.
real social process is
mediated.,
one of the positive forms of such mediation is the
genuine fdialectical image ' •
There is of course, still a problem in the description of
all inherent a:rld constitutive consciousness as !
9
even when this mediation is recognised as itself inherent.
Yet in other respects, this is a eru.cial
to\llfl2,rds the
recoe~ition of art as a
process-
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Ihe dialectical

to the ways art mediates the
neci.iates.6,rt;

of art and society' allo'" us to
cul ture and ·the:; ways the social

in short we can only begin to lL.'1.derstauu. the

closer
au]. ture

of

tha t I A cul tur"".l
lmowled.ge in art ifille
its full
only: when it is seen as a form of (knm\'Yl or knowable)
social process or str~cturel.
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It was to the importance ancl force of technological

the social structure, and upon cultural
much of his theoretical thrust.

Above all he

, w'!.thin
·that .,arcuse co:mmi tted

others at the l'ranlcfurt

School took up Gramsci's arguments that the seale and direction of tec11produce more control and.

nological change

!SIn.

increa,se in the per-

into all

vasive1l9SS and

It is

of the
clear that, if we are to uudG:rstancl the
of
",hioh art is one, we also need to 1)e cri ticaJly

aware of the

of

I don't mean content, is

(of wh.ich Tlsual ideology',

in

and

heg'emony wi thin those

,
becomes a
better than
.,hat

life -

lilllCh

, it militates

argues is that

instrWL1ent is ti:ie
lies in the restore,tion of all

itself.

But .. ~arcuse! s

to their critical

of

ttus critical fW1.ction

that the site

takes us nowhere because in

will be in the universities and the arts,

to

e~ist

outsiie

t~e

i:1eali8t.
-the cultural forltl of

to
itself.

the arts and education identify one of the

- we

need look no further than the

of

artists

, if not the art education-

- the

as

alists, are awaxe of the
the

in

a.s

the ,,,,odd.

and
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ACTION AND THRILLS WHEN THE BUYTONIC BOY DELIVERS A PRICELESS PAINTING)

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

Buytonic Boy Comic Strip,Krazy Comic 1978
In. tp..is comic, aimed at a 9-14 age readership, the dominant art
ideolo~J is transmitted.
Pxt is about mansion houses,armoured
vans, the mili tarlJ squire, the gallery, gold frames - and c~bove
all money. The assessment is one of economic valuation Onate the
word priceless) and class o1mership rather than any critical
value of its purpose as an image. In this comic-strip histor;;r
exists in order to be turned into cash.
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course, the
h,].ve

tht;i!t art
the

the

U1J"""'UJu.!UYl!:;

in
in

&rl(1

u,,;;'u,I,.;:.4.l:Ii..I.JI••J

some accusations
the centre, but
in ih

•
0:1' art and

precursor
on t,he
S
·,~118.t

I have

is not l!.ine - it

•

the
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Sh,ei19.

ago

works
':':.re

oJ: the

had

'i'!hich
I

to

of

!'t

the

.
in

_

of enquiries was not merely due to the growing expansion of the subject

matte~

to be

dom~'ted,
II..

but rather to the

1

collapse of the

phi1osophioa~

and more generally theoretioa1 attitu.des to the domination of the positivism
as paralysing id.eo1 ogy t . saw in the dimension i tee1f of the work a salu.tary
element of ru.pture with a whole form of soientific practice.
Amidst the accusations against this book. apart from those direotly
inspired against the fear, of which Schapiro talked, of using external
factors to study the artistic phenomena and thus reduoing the spiritual
to a

I

sordid. praotica1

the theory of

I

reflection:

-

they most

aim at the u.se of

the connections between

foroes are

ref1eoted in the -;le1 tanschauUllg (vision of the world) of a g'iven

historical

itself is reflected in turn in the artistic prociuction.

!Iloment.

liorkheimer and Adorno do not share the opinion of the accusors.

POI'

them,

i-iauser extricates the strictly aesthetical and social moments from each
a .:hethod, exempt

other, he presents them in their interpenetration

or of the recourse to a.nalog;r 9 which

from the arbitrariness of

enables him to establish the connection between the artistic forms .'md the
social

(those of work 0::: domination

cor.nections), anc: this by

restoring' all the m.ediations anQ analysing all the specific form.s of
this connection in the various historical

It is a defence against

the accll..'3ations of mechanism that one could accept,

, as a matter of fact rather seldom approached

the role of the
S

for what concerns

1tlfork.

~['his

so, there remain

points in:'auser l s work Y!l1ich are

worth -tt4rti1er discussion:

1.

The priority accorded to the production of vwrks to the detriment of
the distribution and the reception.

2.

'1'he idealistic character of the method in the way in which it cOI\.siders
its object - the art - as a trans-historical, therefore, natural datum.
'i' he fact of

whose

,

in history to established stylistic

dc.)

is not questioned (gothio,

The monolithic character attribllted to the different

wl:ich

makes one believe in the total domination of a grou.p whose plan tends

,.

to 'be

.., revealed
Last, a'"

all the

•
and. Adorno, the use of s cherila ti c and

immu.tab1e categories like those of the

of cult':cre of ;:'che1er

"for whom any nominalism was democratic and any realism aristocratic
conceptual", "hen the question is to il1trodLlce such cOI4'lections in the
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dialectic movement.
Hauser comes back on some points

Art

In. The

a synchronic unity is reaffirmed
If the requirement
to precis themo
a generation, or, to be more precise, 'by a
( I the vision of tlle
historioally and

closed ~croup? is not decomposable ( •••• ).

Philosophy, science,

art are

the

as

(I in

1:1C'

a.1Ild

various aspects of

through unitarian reality') (p.25) it is shaded
historical period, are the social conditions

more or leas

the same situation in all the

totally unitariall and

)

£ields of the art

remark one could make on tr.is \'\fork is

"Iii/here the

uni te.riwl concept on
stare wle III rz

that is to say to use for each
the model of the

I

civilisation' one, we find

of
mined social bTOUP.

, it must
T_o~

of the

but several st.,"les I

\J.""U..LVtL•. .L"'·I:ii~

l\

-Lio

the sentence,

comes back to the
moment~

a

•w.tal's book presupposes the
out the oonflict rather than the
idth

:lome ten years after the

in the sam.e way as there

•

alter the fact that in every historical

the

lund of autocratic

be done in relation to a deter-

several
Lt the end

/3,

talk of ttl.e i.,;1eolog;y of a historical period

is
is !lot one

sole position

I •••

this does ::lot

there is a dominant class' •
of
of the situations.

bl,1.t

pointing

J.:here lies

s work.
of i.ntal 1 s al'ticle, Karl
that

art
under
conditions and reveals the characteristics
;hat is true
,Just as in art we can date
of their definite assooiations with a parin
CWl detect \vi th
exactness the
to a particular
setting'.
I'urther,
of
structure we can determine when and 'I'ihere the
that
itself in such a
made the assertion and the
may
carried to the
where the more

~.annheim

be a.."181llere d,
sl).ch a manner.
As :Denis

L,~ay.

the world

itself in

in his , u5eftd "thesis has said;

IF'rom this theme

0,'l:;

;viannheim cons"tructed his 800io10g7 of kllolf1edge I • '-'"~J

~lla:nnheiID, together

wi th lYlarx and :Jurkheim. stand as tille founders of the sociology of

Like Gombrich (espeoially in the 1911 version of

•

and Illusion I, which

contains a sociological-psycholligical view of aesthetic exper1ance) l'annheim
states:

oan::LOt "be understood
an
of
their elemEmts.
"~very fact and event in an historical

and also like

s

of art based on a selection of those works
finest

vie';{

is an elitist

of art considered to be the

the culture.

the

he does not go on to say how class

specific notion of 'clas8
is unified across a.J.'1d in

within cultural
demonstrF-ted

he could have
or sectiofk of a class - and in so

110'1\[

of

in the

the

art.

prodl~ction

- albeit that their wide view

leaves the

lilte

of a collective

IOd
consoiousness is
.J

is the ver:y reason

s and

l~ntall IS

.. and this

illOSt

·Hork is so

in

the heart of the lila,tter.
Antal
woy'k of art is of 210 less imeleIi.ents.
each
of the elef!;ent::::
ele:m.ents offer an in;T.1ediate

:c'or the

than

as a
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is but part of the outlook, the ideas, the .pl.lblic, ex...
pressed tbrough the medium of the artist.
But the public
is by no Illeans ILl'lan1mous in its outlook on life, and this
divergence of outlook among its various sections explains
the coexistence of clifferent styles in the same period ..
SUCf.l divergence is, in its turn, due to the fact that 'That
we call the public is not a hOnlogeneo·..;Ls
bat is sji>li·t
up into various often antagonistic grouEin~.
Since the
public is merely another word for society in its capacity
as reCipient of art, what is required next is to examine
the structure of society and the relationship between its
various sections.
xo -chis
we must ascertain the
eoono:mic axlel social causel3 \'{hich h('tve
theSE>
divisions.
This should. be Ollr first concern, for here
f;',lone WE: have solid
under our feet.
ri'o sum up:
we CaIl understand the origins anr1 nature of c~oexi,stent
styles
if we
the vadoils sections of SOCiety,
reconstruct theh~ philosophies and thence penetra. te to

of this contribution is clear, for it

The

refutes the iCiea that the theme or conten,t of a

of a.

the

cont",lins and.

to the f",-ct

S:his is clone

that fOrr:1al properties are also part of

of the

day) aIlcl second that he stresses the

of

(philosophies of the

of social classes \

in order to w1clerstand ·the

and nature of coe,xiBtent'*styles.

aIlalysis revealz:

of

tb)~

art theorists who may

to a class.

disappoilltr1ent 1\ for,.ntal' s
the

of;~Yl tal's

work

'~·a8

Gombr'ich IS at·tacks Ol1.uause:r 1!ifhich, to a

is attribatable to

of th",

atI'losphere uniavot.:..rable.

histor;y

, dU1l1icat;e Antal;

, the ga.IDe was

i2.ntal and

, the political
d.ied soon \.

iconology, ~ther .possible

"*-* Peter

1955),

s ca3e for
the

(
ases these terms to describe the two
of Gombrich (micro) and .. 1el.user (:m<:!,cro) in his book
I.'Licro-sooiological view.

And

and

of the l..;icro-sociological approach"**occupy then the
art
Ct\ .
in the universities, their Iuethodological arser~ ~8 2uchbigger

and more sophisticated (in

*

both

a macro-sociological

At the
the

.arxist, a

viev.;, of Antal t B work: - it is worth raiSing

ception of .rauser, then or nOVi• .part of the

seem to

8 .. S

is not.arxist O.t alL.

, in
little

, for those

to clescribE: trds text

WJ.sn

is 11'1 s"fore.,

the question

II

conflictin~

styles see later$

olfflinis,ll history

traditions
'~he
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ground and tunling away from social

of forms, was

other respects, after l"ritz Saxl's clec';l,th (

a

t~nc2ency

certain aspects and. certain propositions which had had
portance in its work IIkulifested itself at the
. '0

In

SUCJ.l

to abandon

z. great iln-

Institute •

rLave to wait the end of the 196013 to see the beginnings of a

of orientation. which will coincide -,'lith the mutations of the political
clirnate and_ the

ir;,portunce granted to a critic of the cuI ture and

of the dO:Gl.inant

Bu t a t the beginning of

deal with a new :posi tivL31l.l, under tIl€:
of

L,

t~ie

19 )08, we fLaVe to

of the brillian-:. an:, erud te

.El. Gombrioh.

I don I t wish to ent6r here into any of thE; details of the Gom'brich,
-'!
t 111eore
t·
.t_auser
'2ca1 confl'lC t

for 1- b e 1"1.eve .....9....E:
btl. persJ!ec t"1.ves

LtO Id

par-

i:l&,.use1"s and Antal!:3 contain the greatest inplicatiollS

ticular Garits for

S; 250

practice in art ectll.ca tion.
In order to fully und.erstand the ir:::po1'tallce of Antal is contribution

we neej, to ;,love avray from internecine positivist qllarrels of art
and its unwilliu€rness to receive the critical thea=:'7 of the i'ranki'urt 60hool,
to the recent developmellts in theories of ideology v/"i·thin the fields of
cultural studies

at~d

our

theories of education;

SllCh studie3 are

of the development of

impo1't0~t

to

history and our

.priori ties "Ii thill the cLll tural field.
Since socioloe;ists joille;i. the

of the carricululll,

in tho

the p1'oblen of ideolOGY has been

to the forefront.

discu.ssecl, ._am:ilieim had developed. a vie,1f of ideology in the narrO>'i
sense of a false view of reality of the ruling clasa.

tbis developing field of the sociology of

a more complete itiew
is given.

of the 1'01'0 of

pioneeri!!£:, work of
that all

do

obvious truism)

bur

a.nd Luck:m.a.:nn j.s

import~'i.nt h~re

because not only

is socially constructed (in a sense an
tlla t i t involves .( COl~tJn.onserwe

I

as well as

r academic I

all llu.:ruan
is develolJeci, translI.ci tted and maint&iEed ill eooia1 insti tJ;:tions
the
G)f ~:.;::c,o·,
must seek to understand the frocesB8s
done in such a way that a taken for
concef:ls
tr~e[;Jall in the str8et.
In ot:c.er '\i;ords, we
contend that the
of kLo'de
is concerned with
the
of the social constru.ction of reality. 251
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Berger and Luckmann in suggesting that reality is interpreted
differently by different social gTOUx.is. establiBh the basis of the per...
ception that the construction of knowledge on the basis of in.stl tutionalieed 'educational knowledge' (academic knowledge)
be no more than
the perception of its own reality.
Against the 'superiority' of
educational knowledge, Berger
Luckmann
recognition of our
I commonsense everyday world' of knowledge.
, they suggest that the
sociology of knowledge must start from ~ world in order t·o
to
perceive how certain priorities within educational
have become
established at partic1..l.lar points in history.
The implied sU{l;t:,~stion iB
that education itself operates fundamentally in the field of ideology cuI tural hegemony.
as a legitimating (ideoloe?;ical) form
Guch an insight has provided a core to much of the theoretical thrust
of Itl.F.D. Youngt s work - and a fundamental oppOSition to the theories of
.Peters. which
based on an absolutist conception of a set of distinct
forms of knowledge
correspond closely to the
tradi tional areas of the academic curriculum and thus
justify, rather than examine, what are no more than the
socio-historical constructs of a particular time. 252
There are problems with a view of knowledge as cultural relativity as Dennis Lawton253 has pointed out.
HoweTar, the importance, I belieTa,
of
s contributions and of much of the researches that have followed254is the invaluable insight, 'that the present structure
organisation
of education in our society serves to preserve the status quo in an u:njust
society - this level is particularly concerned with questions such as the
social distribution of knowledgel.2 53

Hirst

Clearly, the debates a:bout

fpop~ar

culture' and 'high-art oulture't

upon
we touched earlier in this stu4y, have their location here and indeed rather than art educators seizing on Young's work as vindication
of the view that 'subjectivity - feeling - art knowledge' is now to be
,); art·
, scienoe
valued equally with 'academic knowledge' (e.g.
educators should u:nderstand that the desoription 'academio
refers equally to all subjeots in institutionalised eduoation struotures GiTen the. t this is the case - we are then
in a position to ask if ~ or all of the practices operating witrdn the
art sGlbject are there as class :eractices which haTe simply developed
through complex forms of cultural domination extending throughout history.
GiTen u~ earlier charaoterisation that, since the fou:ndation of institution-
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more

vis the
the

to

as

e

in

other
'evidence'
the
of

in order to make ant gains over and above
oounter-aoousation, we must intervene with theo-

their control.

level of accusation
retical discourse.
The implications of a theory abstracted from within the sociology of
Bourdieull
artiole
is articulated
Projeot' .255
s perst Intellectual J.! ield
t
to
he oalls the tcultural unconscious' relates
pectiye on
l

the art

in! tiated in Antal's war!::
culture
enters into
composition of the
he creates is net something added on as it were to an
alrea~ existing intention and thereby irreducible to the
realization of that intention.
the contrary it constitutes the necessary precondition for the concrete
fulfilment of an artistio/in a work.o.fart~-fn-tlie-"-""'-'--'c'-"------'
.f.e!.J'~'~;"'" as tlle • common treasury t is the
fOrfaulating of the most indiYidual work.
of art is
essential, it
assumes what
.....1,.""""............"', that is the axioms and
for
i:lU~.it.U.,u. be the ' study of
of culture.
\lbat is betrayed
the eloquent silenoe of the work is
precisely
culture (in the subjectiye sense)
means
of .'ihich the creator participatea in his
t
society
aget
which he unwittingly introduces into the
works he creates, even into those which
moet
l~storical

-255
a direct reference to
is above all
the cu! tural unconscious
he
retains from his intelleotual training and particularly
his
that a thinker partioipates in hie sooiety
his age: schools of
commonly than it
be
This
is
in an exemplaI';f fashion
analysis of the relationship between
Scholastioiena whioh was proposed
As is
by both these
, it is not at some abstraot level
of obsoure manifestoes
this
surelyapart) that ideology takes
(an often heard crude chraoterisation)
in the lived relations
of the conditions
existence.
As
Althusser, one of the most influential figures wi thin studies of ideology t
rel'narked:
we speak of
we should know thB,t ideology
slides into all human activity, that it is identical
tliyed' experience of human existaace itself_

251

This is
the notion of 'art' is an
notion: because it is
a notion under and in~hich ~opie .!!!! their relations to their conditions
i
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of existenoe and to their struggles.

Suoh struggles and oonf1icts in art

not only?take plaee in the 1iv,d relations of
in the embodied relations in aotual works;

but most importantly

in effect

~hrough

conflicts of

st:r..1.t!J
of the specifioty
The problem of the relations between art ideology
A
in his 'Letter 011 Art I to
of e,rt has been
¥VL:J;j"........... text made more concra te by its
, (\
reference to
Art
not
with a
]!~~liar to itself,
nth a peouliar dM.ain of reality in which it has a
monopoly (as you
to
you
write that urith art,
comes human, that the objeot of art is the individwaJ. iI
whereas science
a different domain of reality
say,
to 'lived experienoe' and 'the
individual', the abstraction of structures).
Ideology
is also an object of science.
real difference
between art
science lies ill the sliecific form in
whioh they give us
same object in qu:1"te different
art in the
I seeing'
I
or
in the
of know1e~
strict sense, by concepts).
In
Althusser's statement takes us to a crucial
in the endless vicious circle of the arguments between the, signif'ioalltly,
J"ri ti8h PhilosoPhie::i'a.ul :flirst and Louis
ilespi te
all their differences both Hirst and Reid 8{~ee that
is a .w~t~u:e
of some sort.
In effect neither of
two make substantial
because both are
commi tted to the view that art is a fomi of ~'"". .,... w..!.'"
•
259
Hirst's oass
the only way a propositional theory
art oan describe
art a.s
is by bending the definitions of the
• statement'
to inolude art statements
art
it
and '
is the great
problem that no
or
of r;l.Usic has ever aspired to progress
to a con,ition of objective truth.
does the
:t.iirst*,
to invent definitions
it
them wider
of
artistio truth, make
contribution 8nT more
•
u
t·..'lere are prob1ems h ere t 0 the degree
k.eid' s case 260 ....~~'" b e tt er t
that
theory may substitute the arts !2!
where ~le are left ri th
l.~ever..
an existential department of feeling only inhabited by the arts.
, Reid makes the orucial distinction that works of art "~ere expressive
values. And it is here that I would wish to say that
pailJ.tings, n;.usio,
and to a lesser extent, plays, do not act at all in the
,
* (R.S. Peters and P.R.
both ..trofessors of' Philosophy).
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fieJd

of the descriptive meaning of truths but they do aot extensivel;r

in the field of the attitude meaning of ways of seeing.

In this respect we oould say that ART IS
A FORM: OF
AT
ALL: IT IS
ID.c;OLOGY.1 8!l not here lUling 'ideology' in any pejorative
sense but in the eS3ential sar-se that John Berger defined art ~ ideology;
OF ~~j~~~i~1 the world.
as
There is muoh to be said for this view, but a reoent artiole in the
Royal College of Art's '1V1e'!fSpaper' does not sup,:port1;:hts complex articulation of the problen~tio.
Art does not ~~ve us knowle48~ of the world,
reality.
It cannot, therefore, replace it. What art
does,
however, possess a specific relationship w:1tll reality
therefore a specificrelationshi.p with
..
These
relationships are mediated by something
alludes to
reality, something we are made to see or to feel through
art, ideologr - not ideology in general but the particular
when it is born and whence it detaches itself, to which, in
its turn, it alludes.
Art is, then, an allusion to an
allusion, or in other terms _ art is a reflection of ideology~
which is a reflection of realitY-261
It is w'orth noting that there are some senses in which. art can be

of

defined as knowled6~' i.e. in Gilbert Ryle's terms of 'I~owledge
, as
in the technical knowledge of ~J~~4,~ a painting; and tKnowled.ge That'
i.e. particular historical I facts' about paintings - but this does not
detract from the central proposition that even these types of knowlede~
are
within and mediated by ideology.
This point holda iruportant
implications for learning and teaching in art education.
(Note: I am
not supporting the exclusive definition of 'science' as tknowledge ' because this helps in defining art as r non-.knoi.,ledge' and. confined to the
wholly experiel1tal, e.g. Art for Art's Sake.
I am for a more complex
understEiJlding of the relationship of knowledge
ideology.
Though Althusser over-emphasises the consumption of knowledge at the
expense of the prodl.lctiol1 of knowledge by the subject he does, in another
letter to Cremoni, the painter, locate
category of the sub;ject in
relationship to the category of the object.
Here too, modern art criticism too often thinks these
rela.tions in the
of the
of the
painter, who inscribes his Icreative project' in the
ideal materiality of his I creation'.
The aesthetics of
consumption
the aesthetics of creation are
one and the same: they both depena on the same ideologioal
categories~ (:l) the category of the subject, whether
creator or consumer (produ.cer of a 'work',
of an
aesthetic judgment), endowed with the attributes of
*There is a fundamental difference
here between whether art is
constitutive and embodies ideology

OR is jus~an illustration or
reflection. This study supports
the former view:the latter talks
of ideology & history as 'background' .•
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subjectivity.....

(

the
depicted in the
object).
Thu.s
crea-liion ia no more than the mirror reflection
reflection is aesthetic ideol~ itself) of
of
the 'work' is :no more than the
of the
subjectivity,
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the recent existentialist

129. Williams,
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not have
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131.
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with such
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chapter 2, item 6. is a
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161.
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XI,

years, art historical scholarship has discussed the
of llf:'~ether the physical or
~ost

11.10St

emiuent au.thori ties, on the

del'

162. op.cit. note 123.
163. op.cit .. note
164. Eliot,

'l'~S.

A Definition of Cul tura,
•
s insistence on cal tura ds a
of life
valuable,
he still
a
cultural
of I
,
and the ":urriculum' Cop.cit note
$
identifies :i'::liot's perspective as
('c;liot) tcl
the most Yvortliwhile
of GtU ture with the existenoe
1'hi8
, acoording to Eliot, was
necessary in order to create and preserve the I
cultural heritage
a;.1.d.
to el1;:.;ure its
to the next
of that
class.
ele:u,snt was seen to be very
Eliot was concerned about the threat to the existence of a oaltured
upper-class, either
the
of a meritocratic
or
i eqiJ.ali tarianism' •
31iot seemed to find the i:::.ea
a common culture
distasteful, or even necessarily a contradiction in terms - diff~lsion
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•
.13) •
:~~liot t

165. op.cit. note 123
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(op.cit. note 23)
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Chapter

4:

Ideology:

a level of signification in media

It is the history of art that determines l. t8 natuxe not th!3
nature of art that determines i t8 history •••
l-t is
the history of art that detenuines its nature, though not
and in the last analysis the
and hence
tb_e Th:'.1ture are determined
the 'productive forces in and
under definite rela1iions of production, to answer the
tha-t;
the
natu.:re
and exister1.ce, even
of art as well as its
art, a 3cisntific
the aesthetic
of
tence,
not at all
'-hat
Art?' therefore, not only is
in its very v6.gueness, Valstness
further vag:tleness Emd
:~~uestion to ask.
~~arlier

in this study

,1(61

have exaIuined various ideologies, such as

wLich have dogged the art

imposed across the

objects.

1:'1

cou~unity

and now art education

imposed across histories and c;;tltures;

thr::)Ueh the centuries - often
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ans,'\'ered on the basis
of t~1(;; exj.i3of art does

and specificity of particular 'art'

fact this si tuation
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our earlier proposition that

ideolog'Y itself is an illusion because it is so 9111:1eo311e(1 with an
view of life;

a yiew of life 'i,-hich expresses a will, be it conservati va 9

revolution.ary, conformist, reformist.
hence

Vf6

have to he very careful to distint;Uish between what 1 shall

call the macro-ideology of the ruling class

within and across

the forms of cuI tux-al :f;roduction and reproduction, from the 11,icro-ideology
embodied in, say, pictures.

'-'learly we not only have to be aware of the

differences between religious, political, economic, aesthetic, ideologies
operating- in a macro-ideological structure - we have to be careful not to
of a supra-individual will \I',hich can be

construe the artist as some
'read

I

evB

an index of his/her art.
no more

as an artist's

the style of

her -work

11.ei ther can his or her political consciousness, or even class
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is true that an artist's political and social
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lllay

2/"(0

cor-respcnd~v to that of one of

we can say that su.c:h a

they are different.

*

works i

OL\t

thisloes not :.nean

ideology is analogous to thE: work itself ~ven the artist's consciousness of hiS/her v!ork is

See the Jacques Callot etching, reproduced on the follmv-ing page
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Recruitment of Troops. The poem reads: "That metal
which Pluto encloses within his veins, which at the same
time causes peace and war, draws the soldier, without fear

of danger, from the place of his birth to foreign lands,
where, having embarked to follow the military, he must
arm himself with virtue to combat vice."

tl

Jf1.cques Ca,l1ot,Les Miseres et les Ma\eurs d.e 18, Guerre, a series of 18 etchings,1633.
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CONTROLLING PRINCIPLE
OF INTERPRETATION

I-Primary or natural subject matter(A) factual, (B) expre»sional-, constituting the world of artistic motifs.

Pre-iconograpbical description (and pseudo-formal analysis).

Practical experiencQ <familiarity with objects and evems).

History of style (insight into the manner
in which, under varying historical conditions, objects and eveuts were expressed by f onm).

II-Secondary or collt'emiollal subject
matter, constituting the world of images,
stories and allegories.

/conograpbical analysis in the narrower
sense of the word.

K7Iowledge of literary SOl/rces <familiarity
with specific tbe7lles and concepts).

1I1-lllIrillsic meaning or COlllem, constiruting the world of 'symbolical' values.

k.

IcollograplJical illterpreto1fion in a deeper
sense (/collograpiJicul synliJesis).

From PPJifOFSKY E. sr£1TJDIES IN ICONOIJOGY,first published in 1939

Synthetic illlllition <familiarity with the
eHemiallelldl:lIcies of IIJI: Im'/llall milld) ,
conditioned by personal psychology and
'\Veltamcbauuflg.'

History of types (insight into the man- , ~
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conditions, specific tbellles or cO/lcepts. \ ~
were expressed by objects and events).
~
History of clliwral symptoms or 'sY1l1bois' in general (insight into the manner in which, under varying historical
conditions, eHelllial tendencies of. the \
buman mind were expressed by specific
tbemes and concepts).
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It is th~ough the discursive structure of 'style-biography! that
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the a,rtist become mystic2clly reflexive;hence art history can be described
as a literature rather than an historical discourse.
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dole - ftnd the working class as lazy,untidy and surrounded with
unplanned kide. Such cruel images have,of course,had extensive currency
in the seaside postcard.

Howeyer, there are a few occasions when Andy Capp_

is treated through the progressive(negative)critical view of the worker as
an intelligent,sensitive being who in contributing to the wealth of the
country is often exploited.

Clearly,we are now dealing with another type

of ideology - a type that John Berger has identified in an essay on the
cartoons of John Heartfield:
A cartoon of 1935 shows a miniscule Goebbels standing on a
copy of Mein Kampf,putting out his hand in a gesture of
dismissal. 'Away with these degenerate sub-humans' he says a quotation from a speech he made at Nuremburg. TOlvering
above him. as giants,making his gesture pathetically absurd,
is a line of impassive Red Army so~ers with rifles at the
ready. The effect of such a cartoon on all but loyal
communists could only have been to confirm the Nazi lie
that the U.S.S.R. represented a threat to Germany.
In ideological contrasts,as distinct from reality, there
is onl a a er-thin division between thesis and anti-thesis'
a single reflex can turn black into white.
my emphasis)
335
Berger has singled out this particular Heartfield cartoon(photomontage)
becnuse it is unchar8.cteristic of Heartfield who mostly used the
dialectical methods of photomontage(cartoons and caricature ) to attack the
Nazi regime;not,as in this case,to support it. Berger develops the terms
'thesis' and 'antithesis' to describe this phenomenen of visual ideology
nnd originally I had myself used the terms 'positive' and 'negative'
ideology: incorrectly describing cartoons and caricatures,generally, as a
nega.tive form.

However,as Professor Cornford pointed out:

Where you use the word 'negative' might it be better to say
polemical? All negatives are,of course,in any case implicit
positives, ego to be anti-war is to be implicitly pro-peace •• 0336
In trying to arrive at a correct terminology it is clear that the term
'positive visual ideology' can be useful but that-the term 'negative visual
ideology' ;may be less so.

On the face of it,it would appear that

'polemical visual ideology' is a better term.

However,given the root

association of the meaning of 'polemic' with dispute,controversy,argument
and the fact that some 'positive visual ideologies' are

polemical in this

sense,then we can see that this term is also misleading.
Hence,the problem of terminology is bound up with the use to which its
maaning/s will be put.

The problem is not just a matter of definition

but more of a concern for clarity and concision: this can be said for
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CARICATURE

AN])

CARTOON:

EXTENSIONS OF THE GENRE, THE IDEOLOGY OF THE SEASIDE POSl'CARJ)

Postcard 1.

How does this image of women and mass production WORK match with the
image of women in fashion. Is it true? Is it funny to-day?

Postcard 2.

The SEX image of women at the seaside was usually portrayed by a middle-aged
women debilitated by excessive childbirth. The postcards very rarely
showed young healthy-looking mothers or married couples with kids. Why?

Postcard

3.

Here is one of the standard images of the working class on holiday;
the mindlessness of drunkeness and bingo halls as a CLASS .:j,mage of
liesure.

..
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the painter through sense data received via the retina, and interpreted
by the brain. Hm-leyer as we hrlve come to realise this process is not

8,

simple one B,nd involves the complex interpenetration of all language
forms as they inhabit the consciousness of the 'artist'. The result of
this complex process is the re-actualisation of the image via one of
the conventions of drawing. vTritten/spoken language being the agent by Ivhich
we 'think' (roughly the process described above but related to all sense
data) is by that fact alone 'conceptual'. It does not attempt to represent
'the actual', it describes it by codes which provide a 'conceptual'
framework of meaning. It is this framework that gives to every 'actual'
object or phenomena we perceive a meaning and it is this process

Whi~h

constitutes the v~itten/spoken language/painting dialectic.
Involved in this already complex process, the painter relies for
his actualisation on the manipulation of a concrete plastic substancp
ivhi~h.

in its turn, 8.ff0cts the re8.ding of the image. It alters thr>

Tr>ading of the irnn.ge if the painter uses a No. I? Hogshair as opposeCl to
~n

00 Srl.ble brush, it m8kes very Ii tt10 difference if the

ReminGton or

Oli,!(~tti,

,.,ri tel'

uses

or simply a ballnoint pen. All these fp.ctors

to be taken into account before the representations present

evrm

~,

h~v;:

8.n

'"dec-junte er;uivnlent of the object or image it seeks to actnf'Jise.
Th1'1.t any visual language is dependant upon and operates its codes of
rf"cognition through selections based on visual equivalents prc;supposes
the theoretical discovery of the differmce between visual equivalents
fOnd likeness. e.g. Umberto Eco:
Iconic signs reproduce sone of the conditions of
perception, but after they have selected them according
to codes of recognition* and recorded them according
to graphic conventions ••• 389
For Gombrich the theoretical discovery of the difference bet\veen
likeness and eggivalence is evidenced by the invention of caricature
(circa lhOO). Though caricature is probably not the first acknowledgement of a visual coded language, and I suspect Gombrich's interest in
this issue originates anyway within the field of the psychology of
nerception rather than 'visual ideology', it is, as I have alIeady said,
the genre most clearly identified in thR field of (critical) visual
ideology. A study of the 'symbolic work' and concrete practice of
caricature and cartoon (visual satire) follO\.;s in the next chapter.

-JE-

(Le.

10'1818

of iconicity, cf. Panofsky)
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von, Sacred Fortressl B,yzantine iirt and statecraft in
Ravenna, Chicago University Press 1948.

327. Leith J.
~roronto

329.

The Idea of Art as l'x'opaganda in France 1750-1799.
Un1.versi ty Press 1965.

of itrt:

Pe~nmer

New York 1973 ..

and

330 .. Indeed the dominant bourgeois ideology

1)a

art aotivel.v works t.

undermine the effioacy of such analyses.

3:$1. Clark T. J.
Also Clark T. J.

Absolute Bourgeois,
of The People,

Art, .Artist and Society:

I*lodern Dilemma,
the

1963 ..
Arts ..

.. In terms of teaohing this does not mean that one should set the
views of one art historian against another..
Hather that differing
views
a particular work should be welcomed as one tries to
build a framework of perspectives, related to
art historian'.
which ~ seek to
partioular aspeots of the
layers of
in one work..
An excellent example of
i s ' s f~~ribute
which for
and Innovation in llenaiasance ItalY" is explained
in terms ot the eoonomio and sooial context of the relationship of
to public..
MurraY' t Art of the
)
the
of
History as an autonomous practice, i .. e.
technique"
, aesthetios - '\~hilst ',!hi te
on formal 'architectural' qualities.

334.

Dominant ideology works to confirm people in a fixed place
the social
maintaining an
(reactionary)
• cohesion' of the structure class dominance
exploitation.
The
ideology is therefore the ideology of the
dominant (ruling) claas.

'\iii thin

J .. ,1eleeted :~ssays

Artioles:

The Look of

1912. op cit. note 293
.. Cornford C.
(Corn!ord's oritique is given in full in a ltter
reproduced, together with other ori tical letters, in
next ohapter).

337.

338.

E., Florentine Painting op oit. note 241.
~he

oritical function of '~he Contraot' and the complete 'Marriage
the arililtocrats
a la Mode' series was intended to reform the habits
viewed them.

339. Interestingly. some of the earliest examples of engraved monta,:.:yies
develop wi thin the ori tical trad! tion of oaricature. J.fan1 of
these works ridioule religious figures - including the Pope.

340. These oonoeptll are not used in the caricature/cartooD.II Resolll."Cell Paok
material
Version) because
time of writing
for use in
, I
an understanding of
their Gt5ICft.J\1.QS,S l'~ b::ct(~"M9'
-.
'.

341.

"cit. note 152,
2, p.
viewpoint
the
for the single observer oonfirm the
importanoe
o! the idea of the individual in the Renaissanoe.
It oan be argued
there is a direot conneotion between the development of perspective
and individualism.

342..
Panofsk;y
y
in
.tm
Press 1967.

medium in the moving piotures, reproduoed
t

343.. v\Joolaoott J., Un! t 6
Meanings:
Course DE 353, The Open University

and

Burgin V.
Essays on Art,
Publications 1976.

o

Sauas1:u:e F.

f

Course in

341 ..
~ssex
Det

''I'h.

University 191'.
in
Eduoation •

.. i.e. a crisis in class beliefs.
oourse in

lJJHue",u

I have been involved with

titled

Jo

l~ovember

1977 II available

of both -!;hese
Profiaseurs Pierre
together with a translated
of tr...is study ..

351. The tYiewpoint t
on
Societ,y' were
,teachers.
rhe ten
tiere
Thames Television in 1976-77
and then suppressed beoause they were 'biased' (
ironio sense proved the
' oS.se
the
The
which
of
Tiewpoint is well docnaented in iaBuea of Soreen JJducation Journal
this period..
LL,,!::.A..
the Institute of
Education hold full video copies of the Yiewpoint seriea
copieD
of the Viewpoint Teachers
are obtainable from the I.L.E.A.
Cookpi tArt. ,\forkahop.

..
t

in
cit

310. 1,iilliamson J.

Decoding AdT8:t'tiSle.mts: Ideology and Keaning in
Advertisingt 11arion
1978. ~5 €..l7,

371. For a discussion of the position of

th~ artist in relation to mass
communications see Terry Lovell's article 'Sociology of Aesthetic
structures and Contextualism' and Oliver Burgelin'a article
'Structural Analysis and Uass Communication' in
Sociology
of
Communioations,
1976.

Looking a t

-'-' ...... ,-,......... V..

Fh(J"~o6Xaphs t

Screen Zducation J oumru. nu.mber

24, Autumn 1977.
373.

notes from a seminar and paper ti tled 'l)evelopments in CUltural
III Britain' - at the
S.A.
on 'Culture' 1978.
available from the ~ritish
Association).

~:heory

314.

OPe

351.

cit. note

,15. Jakobsen R.

Y..alle

H.,

1911.

:?undamentalfj of

376.. op .. oi t. note 34.4.

377. Falter Benjamin referred to 'style' as

power to mOTe freely in

the length and breadth of 1ing,"tdstic thinking wi thcut

into -!oanality......

'd.,

:Genjamin,

9

'.

378 .. op .. cit. note 344.
379.

is not to
penetre,ted
advertising.

380 .. opo

deeply

the

in

note

355.

381"

opo cit. note

368.

382.

ICOl:rrC~

of the nature of an image,
:por trai t.
televisual messa.ges framed in an iconic cede, for el:ample, look like
in the real world,
they may also
a(~di tional.
thingse

383. op .. oit .. note :;68.
op .. oit .. note

385.

Ope

;86 ..

Eoo, .l!I. $ La Stnlcture
Also see the article '7he unpolitical
7, July 1977 I
by Half

cit. note

387. Though one needs to

reco€:~ise

de :i'rance, 1972 ..
in Camerawork
~~oon

that certain elements of a visual

message can also be non-signifying.

"J 'l( rj
~ 0'

3<6~ l ~ ~Ctrtvl.Q..$ 0 f' C l ~

. Y\c-tL "3 57

t>C\.~-eo

q 0 - q2

For a useful discussion of the nature of image specificity and
its production in history . - See t he Brticle '~lIe dia and Images' by
Brian h iller in Ha ctical I hiloscphy J ournal number 16 , SprL'I'lg 1977.

389.

OP e

cit . note

386.
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5:

of this
the dominance of the

account of

of art

art

- their composite institutional form

of

art education - across a wide and extended field of cultural
examines the
of the fundamental
the

certain

and historical

uses bind

often

• These
within a debate on the

'class', •
values are
of a

of ar't.

cultural

sites of cul'tural distribution

technical

the socialisation

and reward systems;
and audiences;

of

'art' is seen as an institut

Hence~

with

artists;

the way

of • culture ,

art reviewers and critics;

formal

broad cultural

of

networks of social relations

art in
processes.

which an

to

and codes of

) in historical conditions of

can be made.

role

4 examines the curatorial,

of

of art

'art'

of the artist,
of the art historian Frederick Antal in order

the

the

a discussion

to

definitions of it

of 'visual

constituent elements*.

"

and

However, an examination of the

radical studies of

of the visual

not understand the

will have little effect if
to which art

class p

from its fields of discourse

in order to maintain

space IIor

self-referential

the 'proper' concerns of 'art'.
The way in which

area, such

in this case the cultural
is to

of cartoons, comes to be defined determines not
are to

be
into the
I wi

area which is to

to make follows from the
made

Footnote:

see

raised
out.
of the
in 1949.

al

the

of

Hence. the first
of the art

wary not to'

belief

that

shall be

able to

value) whose

a socio-cultural

is.
see the force of those

p

of tradition
of

of

And

conventional

which would be mobilised

a

in

ie
'art' or 'not
art' or

this caricature •

culture'

novel is '
course there are those who

in front of David's 'Oath of

time
) than

Horattu'

more

to say that i t

U,",.lU'",

reduced to fits of

).

in the series

of fierce and

works or whole

stinctions between
of skill

steadman's
on

a limited aesthetic of colour,

etc -

cannot

are inevi table

of

ascI"

us be clear

I

am not

more substance,

there are not works

a."ld

in

sense, a
very cautious when
the intrinsic formal differences
be

, where some distinctions

Steadman

doubtful institutionalised cultural frame of
cul ture'

This

Q

attached to traditional
value
in

attach~l

to

w~rks

to

culture;
which

were not considered

Such issues cannot be dismissed as
are

sources of a sort of

value

that there is any
tbat there is very

classified in that way
either traditional or of

culture"

scholastic interest for
reserve

which can be

mobilised to surround

value)
as

proces
ices of art

the terra,in

of 'art'

t

discourse.
to a cultural fielci
that

of cartoons it
... for

mobilised to

.., are themselves
'evaluations t from
easy

formal aesthetic

traditions.

Thus it will

in
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0._
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~

with

,

•

social
, we theorise

a

llnritecl

or

cOllventions

art

to

On

..

communicative

250

If'

•

251

, in

visual

com-

The

e

structure
ected
) forms.

differential historical anal

of its

252

over

256

.

t

this
j

the heroic

itself

i

258

~*The

notion of the field was

Bourdieu P

259

ive
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261

262

art

of

~.

'Text': this is a methodological field; an activity of production
not restricted to anyone type of form, literary, visual or whatever.
Stephen Heath offers a definition of the text on p. 157 of iImageMusic-Text' Ope cit. note 366.

or

,

.
)
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269

f!uthority

270
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THE MARVELLOUS :M.ALAJ)Y OF RARLEQUIN

Illustrated Dutch Scenario of the 18th century.
Designed by Xavery; published by Petrus Schenk.
Amsterdam.
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MAL SYJ:lliOLIS!.ii

Lithograph oy Gaillam
i:)Iints Cc DrdJ,viLloS lJ 8'pd.rtlUcJ:lt
1/ ictvlid Cc Aloert l'lu.seUul,Lonuon.
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The picture, 'Un Cochon Engraisse Pendant 20 Ans Pour Le Roi De Prusse' *,
turns

inevitabl~

on the signs of a perverse sexual identity. And yet it

can be argued that, as a comment on the defeat of the French army and the
capture of Napoleon III,for the aunience of the l810's,sexual identity is
exactly what Napoleon is robbed of.

The spectator's access to the

presented figure has to be arranged rather precisely through a placing of
the 'portrait' at a determinate height,which within the discourse assists
in placing the viewer: physically and ideologically.

The body is placed

10'" enough to be an object of scrutiny - we can,perhaps,just discern the
pig's testis under the chin - and humiliation.
Napoleon occupies a place in the discourse of male portraiture,both
the pig and Napoleon share the same sex, but is at the same time negated
in that discourse by the mechanism of caricature: human 'mrueness'
articulated with: ,animal 'maleness' • Thus a gender discourse is articulated
wi th a class discourse: Napoleon's

fa~e

grafted on to the backside of a

1m., 'bpnst of the fi0lns' ••• (the French peasantry

arldrp.ssen through

q

?)**. Hence,we are

primary class signified,where the pIny of signifiers

~.round

the aristocratiC' moustachf' and pig's tail refuses to compl.,tely

,

itsrelf to

tt~'ch

:'n

ow'

class signified, but which stabilises th0' text with

'lmbieuolls genrlcr sign that is scandalous in its

rr:sistancp to vision in conventional terms.

r~gression

nnd

~,

The caricature genre also

,here,mobilises one of its oldest mechanisms(in both literature and visual
im<?.ges)which places the body and its secretions***

1

unified here

~'l,s

the

pig's anus and Napoleon's mouth:as a sign of human personality. It is a
punitive rather than a laughing satire from which a long tradition of
verbal allusions (puns) drR.w their reference: ego
"being arse about face"
"ask my arse" (common in the 1810's)
"the anus says I swear I won't open my mouth again" (1530 I s)
"eats stre.w and speaks shit"
"you are full of shit"
"this will go down in the anals of history"

* A pig fattened up during 20 years for the King of Prussia
**Some m~w not agree with my interpretation here, or in the R.nalysis of
subsequent iroages;no matter. ThEre can be no 'correct' readings. The
aim here is to eXR.mine the mode of address and the positioniing of the
viewer.
**~he

belief that human bodily secretions determined both health R.nd
personality in R.n individual prevaifed in many cultures at the time of
the RenR.issR.nce. Bpn Jonson is said to have been influenced by this notion.
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LES COMMUNEUX
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Le Canard a Trois Becs,Tableau de Famille
NONSENSE THEMES (Coloured Lithograph)
A visual pun on the double meaning of
canard; a duck or hoax.
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La Poule: Coloured Lithograph
PORNOGIl4PHY
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stuart 430, in an ex
Franc

Prassian

ination of some 500 cartoons from the

ar and Pari

commun , conclu es that they reflect on/

are part of the collective ideology of the audi nc.

Certainly these

an enormous popular following- and, de pite ti e

I i thographs h

dire poverty , were purchased by th

thousand .

'·'An

of

is ue of 50 000 for

one of the most conventional sadistic represent tions was reported by
one artist" .
the changes of cartoon content over the perio

Stuart trac

in

which the plight of the Parisians deteriorated , to examine the relationship of disaster to th

prevailing h

our .

Stuart '

study is consistent

ith Freud ' s notion of regreSSion - showing a rever ion to childi h
thought and representation , when adult solutions repeatedly fail to
Te olve difficulties.

However, his findings

~o

not appear to support

Freud ' s theory of psycho- exual development ; libidinal gratiflcatiop
mov1ng throughout 80cialis tion where pleasure is initially oral,
then anal and sub equently genital .
of the Paris

Stuart found that at the beginning

the stable signified within most of the lithograph

s ~e ge

cartoons/ caricatures was at the outs t anal sy bolism.
cal

itie

of th

war cartoon

fulfillment non ens

theme

ignifiers regres

ith the fir t

to unrealistic wish-

(see illustration) but as the criSis. deepens

there is a progres ion - considered to be healthy by Stuart
pornography

nce Em

ror N

uc tion:

billiard cue

French minister

to

leon III, intead of having his face

represented as a pig 's backside, is pre ented
s

~

watching his son ts

portrayed in fe ale clothing or pokin

into the Empres ,.t as she lay spread across a billiard

table (see illustration) .
This brief ex

ination reveals part of the progression , function and

relations wLthin the ' obscene

ignified ' in cartoons.

Ha

In / seven week I :

of the commune , hundreds of single sheet caricatures appeared , some
seventy new perIodicals and newspaper
an

codes of representation develop

were introduc

,new techniques

but , with the exception of

Daumier , the characteristic judgement delivered on this power- house of
iconographic innov tion is:

• Thou h they shocked contemporary foreign visitors an outrage
subsequent generatiOns of Parisian . (The Victoria L Albert
seum
holds some 2 , 000 of these prints) . Characteristically , obscenity
only becomes a major object of Ie islation in the 19th century
with the development of an effeotive popular market .

**This description of the Empress
Eugenie is given in the V&A catalogue
'The Commune ' ,London 1971.
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any of the caricaturists wer
awn into thi field
an outlet for the r strong political or social beliefs ,
rather th
because they possessed si ificant talent as
draughts
• 431
Such unhelpful valuations not Obly forclo e noti ns of art as a
syste

- the new forms of co

originat

by th

unication , dlstributio

commune newspaper

t the

visual exper1ence ;

eanings of ' work

s cr

~iv

ance to the

lae

of art ' are available to direct

rather then the production and di tribution of

ideolo les throu b a network of overlappi

di courses .

The commun

a special case in that at their moment of entry into

cartoon1sts,~e

ket they differed fro

the

ch

- but by confining an ae thetic

to formal properties of "draughtsmanship"
propo ition t

and

signi fy in~

all th

who preceded the ;

pro

they have an explicit int nt10n to innovate - sai

to be a distin

ish i ng

element of ' popular cultur ' itself - and they disobey the laws of the
m ket

hil e they use it .

Charact ristically it is only as the technical means ot reproduction
sophistic ted - photography· as
combin d in the production of the commune

rint

. i8 subver iv

that

ot ' the public
jocul

-ood ,

cience, literature, art or learning ',

ity/humour/ s atire Incr

singly

censure under libel/ obscene publication
ci il institutions

and even though ' obsc n '

can be justitied in the

matorial can be def n ed , it the es
obscen

- the means of

r forms of control .

Obscenity,
interest

hy being

ot 1 gislat10n

obscenity and the f orms of distribution b
and ot

- an

t ff
- -:=---------

ffecti V'e

transmi s ion dev lop toward

ell as lithogr

uch as the Pr s

" it appears suffers

laws and throu h govern

Council (se

nt and

next section) •

•

TIl photograph is in on son e
recognition and tor-record .

* >1£

e would lin the development of the 'X>pular" pre 8 to th developent ot literacy
Stat e ucation (19708 in ngland) but
think
the 1 ci i e ate is nearer to th 17;)08 with the mer nce of a
iddle- cl s r ading p blic, r suIting in the novel , and a worki "
clas / mid Ie- cla ss print- re iog public . Ev n though innov tion
a tte worst reco endation foran engraver , no
th (see il~ trat ! on)
illray and Cruikshank all att pted to develop new form of distribution - hu
print run , 10 prioes , print shops ~ an au l ences .
Hogarth as later to claim that his caricatures were a SUb- art ,
Gillray was pension d oft by th Tori es and Cruikshank becam
une ployed .

o

extention ot the portrait , tor
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plate 28. WILLIAM HOGARTH: Detail from The Second Stage ofCmelty [Etching and engraving;
.
1751;381 X 316mmj
Tom N ero, villain of the series of The FOllr Stages of Cmeltr, is beating the broken-down nag
whose collapse has been caused by the weight of the four barristers in the carriage. Hogarth
explained in his Autobioltraphical Notes that: 'The four stages of cruelty, were done in hopes of
preventing in some degree that cruel treatment of poor Animals which makes the streets of
London more disagreeable to the human mind, than anything whatever.' The engravings
were intended to reach a large audience, and were executed by Hogarth in a style of brutal
simplicity. Although large in size they cost only IS 6d on good quality paper, and IS on cheap
paper.

COPPER ENGRAVING 1751

A cheaper version was published
as a woodcut the year before.
The woodcut is shown on page 326 .

27-8

Donald fcGi11 t

seas! e postcards, mentioned earlier

popularly regarded
what today

s w

irty t :

conventional

than subvert
the

t

though this possibly reflected r t er

ores .

In the event m ny of the McGill

ould be still regarded

particularly
of bi

offensive - importantly still comical - sexist i
and br ast8;

though e

ere

bottoms

lier caricature themes of homosexuality,

pederasty , b stiality, grou

sex or adultery wer

not represe

te~ .

Gill's cont in free-floating signifiera of erotic

Thus, the

where their s1

ifieds are stab1lised

riage .

ithin the confin • of

Generally the cards signify that bri es are virgins and sex i

a

marital activity where carefree lust is represented as the preserve ot
the working-class ne ly

ed and physical debilitation

childbirth or drink - the resulting
mid 1 -aged .

orking class lif

Despite the restraint shown in

with earli r or later (8

~

style of the

cGill ' s po tcards, compared
and caricatures,

arfe exampl ) cartoo

the

from excessive

producers and distributors were prosecuted and their stocks d stroyed
for offen ing public dec ncy .
defend the whole for

he

many occasions McGill was forced to

tion of comic-po tcard fro

•

c nsor hip;

thougb

Gill h ving had trouble with the police was when

the only record of
they inv 8tl

On

ted him under the For

ry Act for reproducing the

onarch · .

on a toilet roll.
It iould appear that the power of obscene ridicule lies in its

use as punitive or laugbing satire when
figure.
t

imed at powerful and res

(The encoding of raci t and sexist signifiers/ ignifi

Sexu 1 joke

en up 1 ter in this st dy) .

r pre entin

deviant b haviour

and

relations:

em i

cted
s is

oral in

but 1t 1s becau e

~hese

acts dlv rge fro

nor atlve standards - are incongruous - that they

contribute

nt within the signlfi d of the joke .

us

Such amuse

nt

often supports conventional views of reality because in order for the
al s1gnitiers to encode
signifi d stabllses

oun

ocially disapproved relation
conservative

sign absurd and i ~ connotation
ap

ar

ubversive , the

t

exual convention ,

laughable t •

the Aexual
ing the

Thou h the signifi rs

ignitieds preserve the st tus quo .

This section has not attempted a quantitative test of the relatlonsh1

b tween prescribed joking and acceptable sexuality;

of this phenomenon are available

432

though studi

,but has tried to point to the

importance of obscene/ sexual content in the d notation ot humour
clas9 ridicule as a prime factor in the connotation of Pleaaure .

*

'Daily Sketch Newspaper'

July 11th, 1953

ith
433
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THE CONVENTIONS &: TECHNIQUES OF THE GENRE
'Obscenity'

281
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"YOU KIJ.T.ED MY WIFE ••• YOU RE;E'LACE. HER' "
CABTOON (laughing satire") by Reiser~ Published in the monthly French magazine 'Ha.ra
Kiri' ,which is sold throughout Europe and Canada but not the U.K. Issue °1 .Oct.1911).
IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

CABTOON
The front cover of 'Punch' Sept.26, 1900.Notice the drawing of Punch at the Obottom: of
the page (just above the Punch office address). Punch is mounted on a mule holding
what is ambiguously drawn as both stick and penis.
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Freud ha
reductive an

often spoken of the
it

echanism* of jokes/satire as

ay be us ful , as we co e to ex

in

th

representation

of class types in cartoons, to know whether we are dealing with
contra ictio
sme

ti

,co

inations and negations of meaning which m y at the

also be a ' reduction ' ;

whether the change of which we are

speaking involves a lessening of historical
detail or a physical debilitation.
we can see this operating

a

Certainly as a belittling
Si~e

Within the coding of obscene meaning in

11 as .s atoire is

as

Another simplified coding, though les

represented as an animal, i3 from a

rson to a ty

ve already

atire we

seen the ' reduction ' from a person, to nakedness and fin
of an animal .

evice

all three levels in either a swift plot

or the visual ideology of a Uaumier drawing.
reduced .

ormation and empir1cal

ly the condition

fearful than b iog
- figure -

~

what

we would call a stereotype .
The Character & Stereotyping
Jo Spence, in an article in Screen Education Number 21
tereotyplng as an asp ct of

434

describ s

ocialisation and control:

In ost social
ec nomic relationship t r is a basic
antagonism between those who hav the power to make
decisions and have
em carried out, linke to those
ho have the authorit~ to carry out such deCision
and those who have mither the power nor the authority .
One of the 0 t eff ctive ethod of ocialisation and
control is the use of arch type8/atereotype « both
positive and negative) as a means of conveying information
fro one group to
ot er , often
te b
iddla
group . Some ster otype
ve b co
so syste ati.ed
and well- e tabli hed that they now ap ear to reflect
' re lity ' • • • A st r oty
is
repro uction of
original which beco s more and ore dilute , distorted
or f r agmented the further removed it is fr
the arch type of origi nal .
t arch ypes/st reotyp
e not
just things in the elves, like everything else they
only xi t ithin relationships
t en ach oth r,
th
nut ctur r ' / ' di tributor ' and the ' con um
(or that is to say bet een capitalist mass media and
various art forms , and the audience) , and will vary from
culture to culture . The type of st reotype used ill of
course
epend on who is sending and who is r ceiving the
me sage .
• the signifying syste s of the cartoon and caricature are explored
in the next ch pter
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TYPES,STEREOTYPES AND
CARICATURE
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From 1lichael Church
Edinburgh
Jokes abo"ut stupid Irishmen
have a specific political function, jt was suggested by Mr
Blian Phelan , the writer, at the
Edinburgh International Television Festival yesterday.
As the Northern Ireland ,i tuation had developed, he said, so
had the Irish joke. The stereotype of the Iri shman as lazy,
ignorant. and incredibly stupid
was the media's way of telling
mother~ of soldiers in Northern
Ireland that their sons wer e
being killed by savages. \feanwhile, he said_ the GO\'ernmen!
was able regularly to ban programmes that were genuinely
trying to tell people wha t was
going on.
Mr Andrew Bro wn, the produc~r of Rock Follie." said it
was time that situation comedy
,showed a sense of responsibility
and started to treat the ft;sh
seriou,ly. Laughtt!r might ~
able ro take the sting out of
some situations, but it certain Iv
could not do so in the presen-t
case. Television should consider
tho's e funnv characters in the
context of the reality of Ireland
now.
~l' JohJl Bowen, the playwnght, agreed, but suggested
that stereotypin.g shoud be seen
as a part of the comic method,
by which we n'ied to diminish
what we feared : in the case of
contemporary Britain, not only ,
the Irish but also Afro-Asian s I t
and Arabs. We also sometimes I
used it to cut down governments I
we did not like.
I
Several speakers made a di s- I
tinction between jokes about I
oppressors and jokes about the I
oppressed. Mr Howard Schu- I
man , the writer of Rock Follies
and a prominent champion of
racial and sexual minor ities reo
marked : " Comed y that di;nin.
i~hes the already powerle ~s I
find despicable and increasingl\'
obscene " .
-
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Mr
Brian
Winston,
all
academic commentator 011 the
media, emphasized the telev ision audience's need for readily
reCognizable types as a means
of decoding what they saw. It
was appalling, he said , to find
programmes like the Black Clnd
White Minstrel Show or Mind
Your Language being broadcast
in a multiracial soc i ety unde r
strain when wh at they did was
reinfo'rce sterotypes of black
and brown people as being
lovable but ridiculous.
Prnducers of comedy in those sensi·
tive areas needed to exercise a
great degree of care_
Mr Norman Lear. an American producer, pointed out th at
the consciousness-raising groups
of the United States were ofte n
fulfilling a useful function in
the preparation of television
programmes. Producers often
called in representatives of
" gay" or antj.:alcohol pressu re
groups for their advice. '.' They
do not behave as censors they
behave as sensitizers, and they
often deepen the ch arac terization " , he said.
The 200 producers, writer s,
and executive at yesterday 's
debate, which was d evoted
specifically to stt!reotypin g jll
light entertainment and drama,
did achieve a certain measw'e
of agreement as to what stereotyping is. Miss Fav Weldon,
the noveli st and playwright,
said: "A soci ally damaging
caricat ure becomes a stereotype ".
Mr Stephen Murph y. former
secreta r y of the Bl'iti sh Board
of Film- Censors and now pro·
gramme officer for rhe [nde·
pend e nt Broadca stin g Author·
ity, rega rd ed it as an ines ·
capable fact in televi sio n tha t
all caricatures, t!ven the be t.
like Alf Garnett or Steptoe and
Son, did become stereotype,.
lIlr John McGrath , the pla y·
wngh t an d director. made d di "
tinction between the n eat;o n
of a dramatic " type ", \\·h ieh
meant "achieving the ~ uhj ert ·
i\'it v of another person or
g ro~tp ". and th e neat ion nf
stereot ypes, whic h wer e c"e n·
ri a ll y weapon,; ill The sfrll ;,!gle
lor pow('r tOll talltl \, beil1g
\\\.tged in '\lKic t y .

,

I
I

'

I

'
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In ano her quote All ort gives the following definition of
tereotyping:
••
tereotyping is a fo c of biased presentation • •
a stereotype i an exaggerated belief, associated with
a cat gory . It function is to justify • • our con uct in
reI tion to c tegory .
It is au tained by selective
perc ption and elect1ve forgetting, and is socially
supported, conti
ly revived and hamm red in, by our
ia of as co
ni cation. 435
Not i th tanding that this is a contemporary description,
I support, it al ost says by implication that stereotyping is

recent ph no enon - and ths br ngs us back to the
s tire ;

for ' figur - typi

d before that

before Chaucer (13401- 1400):
co

in s

dy

ironic hour :

s t1ri ed type • 11k
braggar
ty

S

a fairl y

1 base of

~storic

b ck in literary satir

' go

hich

at least

an essential device

and in Vi ual satire

• ' soon

the dandy in the Dance of Death , the nieer

in later medieval art corr espond to 80 e e tent to t
436
dr awing '
•
modern 8 tlric

0

0

t he

social

Typing al 0 has a length history within the world of literature ;
and

especially in fiction

of p ople can be i

w y8 of constructing repre entations

here variou

gined a

occupying a place on a 10

scale havin

its extremities the ' TYPE ' at one extreme to the ' CHARACT

' at the

other .
ichard Dyer in a B F. I . study
cate

ris tion proces

ide text h s sch

as folIo

TYP

NOV LI 'TIC CHAR

typical

unique

few tr i

multipliCity of trait
gradually reve

ediat ly identifiable

ad

pr - given personality

discovered personality

do s not develop with narrative

develop

usually a 8econdary character

usually

central character

indicates society

indi cate

th

Clearly , such
ca es oscillating

scale i , in fact,
tween thea

continuum

two distinctions .

exactly this point w n he denies th
D~ er·

Used this

with narrative
individual

ith 80

437

problematic

However , Dyer

purity of such distinctions .

kes

2,-85

The ' pure ' novelistic character, as defined above 1s
anyway l ogica lly impo Sible, since it would imply that
there was nothing typical about the character . If
this
re so, the character would be indecipherable th utterly unique character refers to no code, no set
of typicalities, by which to make aense of her or him.
Equ 11y . the ' pure , type is rarely found since there are
nearly always additional traits that in 80m manner
individuate the type . What is being stres ed, therefore,
is tlmt there is a diff rent emphasiS in character
construction towards the \v'pical (thetype) and towards
the individual (the novelistic character) . 438
At this juncture it may be difficult for the reader to quite
follow what forms of cultural productions (i . e . literary , dram tic,
visual, etc . ) are being referred to .

In reply it needs to be emphasised

that the breadth of the analysis require

U$

to make rubstantial

connections between institutionalised orders of human behaviou; and
experience and the re- prescntat10n of those behaviour ' types ' within
a whole symbolic universe of
exist

iug;

and much of this

owledge

at the pre- theoretical level within wider patterns of

thabitualisation ' .
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However, what I am trying to stress here, given my own value

and

ideology, is that in . j,view there is nothing intrinsically objectionable
in type-character constructions (stereotypes) .

Indeed, it would be

very difficult for us to function socially wit PU them* .

This sarna

fact is stressed in another B. F I . text for teacher :
Introduction to :

The General Process of Categor isation
Stereotyping.

&

Categorising p pIe and things is something
all do,
all of the tim . It r quir s very 11ttl conscious ffort
ol" reflection on our part; it happens automatically,
more or less ' naturally ' . Categorising is how we ' arrange '
our lives , tructure our daily experi nc s in 8>100 kin of
ordered pattern . Every in ividual we meet , and every
object we come acro~s, finds
pI e in our inds in some
cstegory already defined .
fuen we make categories we are constructing in
r
minds large classes - or eneralisations - of th1ng
and people . This en lec us to identify them, and
therefore to deal with them quic~ly and as conveniently
as po ible as the occasion arises . Everything thus
be come s a ~ of itu tion , Which we tore in our min 8
for future reference . You might recall, to u~e a popular
example , the expression, type- casting, wherein an actor or
actress 1s cast cantin Q.ly for the same kind of r Ie .

• I t should be remembered , however , that the determination of specifiC
t ypes ocours within ideology .
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For example John Wayne in Westerns; Christoph r ~e
in Horror films and 1 ter in this course S1dn y
itier
in particular types of f1lm.
out Blacks .
It ould be very difficult for us to function ocially
if
had to approach every new situation
i1 we
were me tin it for the first time .
nce our us of
s ereotypes . A tereotype can be defined a a fixed
idea , or mental i pres ion we hav about 80 thi
or
someon . By mploying stereotypes(pre conception ) we
r duce the v 1 ty and complexity of
' tntor
and experienc coming to us to simpl1fi d, an
proportions . Stereotypes
e what one American
oclologi t c Ie ' pictur
in our hea
The
are
ub tance of thee ' pictures ' i 1m
si ilar to symbol t hey are ab tractions of our
ntal
impr sions,
n r lised and repres ntational i e
of
something. When an i a
of so thin enjoy r poated
usage, an be co es entrenched in popular conceptions,
it beco s a tereotype of the thin br p reo )
Another term for thi particular type of i
i8
.!.£!ill.. 440
I wi h to stress the importance of st reotypes within ' tho cultural ·
and within the ideology and meaning of sp cUic c ltural productions
such as satires .

Howev r, befo e movi

i to any furth r co

a pos ible misconception could arise as to th
of a t e<ry of at reotypes to
Suffice it to say that tho

gen ric relat! nship

theory of repr sen
on~

i

not the other

tion .
~

though the

former (stereotypes) would occupy a central focus in the
latter

( t e nature of
e need to interro

as
eith

ent here ,

tudy of the

epresentation) •
te the

•1. text

or

cl se1y;

es

cially

ot

ereotyping is di cuss d alongside caricature without •proof '
,or

y, atte pt to confir

or deny conn ctions between th

t o.

Stereo ypes can be rational and irrational: t y can
be closely relat
to factual information, or they
can be essenti 11y mt conception ,
sed on wrong
infor tion . But ost often ete eotypes
of fact: e . g . en have etereoty
notion
0 en,
an v1ce versa; adults think all yo
people are
alike (especi lly during a perlo of w ll~publiclse(
student unrest , for e
pIe),
oung people
ner ly
are suspicious of a ul 8 intentions' and
So e of u m y hav di co ere ju t how ex
unfounded , an
slbl] fi
rou
s
are in pr ju
n socia. eX""leriencee and n
(page 0) • • val u e j Udgments. are the result
generalisations an form.LDg stereotypes: and they are
rally bound up An ide
and 1m
s relat
to ' good '
' bad ' , po Itive and negative , hite and black.
h t 's

441
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more , value jud ent can become the ba is for further
stereotyping. The portray 1 of ' good guy. ' and ' bad
guys ' wearing white ha~s a
tiack ones respectively
in aome westerns and
gster films, and the stereotypes
of ' the enemy ' in certain war movie and ' avage '
In' lans in westerns ar good cinematic examples of
this sort of value- biased stereotyping • • (p
6) . . 442
d in reference to
general cat

car~oon

and caricature (not including th

ry of vi u 1 satire ) we have qu stions (relate

to

lides)

an descriptions as folIo 8:
;~lide 15 .
mat view of the aristocracy does thi cartoon
give which is not present in 10: The Shooting Party .
Do the differences help you to start thinking about w at
might be meant by the notion of visual exa gerationl
caricature? (p . 5)

Slides 42 ~43: Caricatures:
otice the xtent LO hich general stereo ype
ab
sh iks in their p a a~es ; Irish en
navvies are
activate by particJlar social situ tions - the ~ er
of the petro- dollar ; IRA bombings etc . - and that these
are the connotations hich allo us to mak
ens of
such ima
at one level . They do not of the elves
however offer us a ~ay of understanding the ideological
processes which sanction at such tim s racist caricatures
on the on h nd , a: 1CI callous revenge on the other .
at does? (p . 9) 443

.

In discussing racial difference
general human differences ar

the text also alludes to the way

portrayed, transmitted and

ithin

recelv~

ideology .
The mo t obvious feature that distinguishes each typ
is of course colour ; but there are other more ivisive
, ifferences ' people look for when claa ifying by race
(
I would include cl
and gen er t ) such as
anato ical and biological ifferenc S f ' b sic personali
differences , differences in abilities an intelli nce,
and differences in cultural practice as such that play
an important part in aetermlning basic ttitudes toward
an relations between people but rather it 1s the
preconceptions an value ju gments related to these
cribed differences that establi h the
ch

rame

of reference ' hav

armoury of hi torical significations
u t again attend .
level of langua
' vi ual media t

in

or

and it is to this hi tory that we

Again , these significations are Ie itimat d at the
and
•

ymbolic discours:
In ter

but b cause it
very

their basi

444

if icult to rev a1 it

at the level of liter ture

of i e010gy la

ge

1s clearly t

rarches in ivi usl consciou ne
ideological na ure .

Language ana

pri
°t is
he

28.8

symbo ic discourse of im
are

ign

s (often trans itted in mass co
edi

y tams - but th

use a technology to produc

mess ges , thus making their social

unication )
the"

aning , production , distribution

manipulation more apparent .
Nevertheless, the conner.tedness of visual
within language

and

ideolo

consciousness of the

11 terary sign

must always remain within our gen rat

orkings of different ' linguist c '

ignifyi

syste s .
oland Barthes makes a similar emphasis in his essay ' The
of the 1m

t

etor ic

445

It can thus be een that in the iotal ys tem of th i a
the structural functions are polarise
on the <De han
there is
ort of paradi
tic con
ation at the 1 vel
of the connotators (that i bro ly speakin , of th
ymbols) , which are trong ign
scattered ' reified ' ;
on the other a syn
atic ' flow ' at the level of th
denotation - it will not be forgotten t t the synta
i alway very close to
ech,
it is inde d th
iconic ' discourse ' which naturalises its symbols .
Without wishing to inter too quickly rom the image to
semiology in gen ral, 0
can n vert e ess v ture th t
the world of total meaning i torn internally (structurally)
bet 'een the system as culture and the f6'ntagm as nature:
the works of as co unications all co~bine, through
diverse and iversoly successful dialectics, the fascination
of a nature, that of story, diege is , synta
a
the
intelligibility of a culture • • •

Returning to literature

d

literary satire ,

e can almost trace the

But this i8

origins of ' char cters ' and ' characterisation ' in history
not to say tl t ' type ' charact rs have either
development or that this develop
the world only being in

matchi

history or

nt is exclusively located in liter a ture -

gl i sh use since the 14th century .

N vertheles8 , it may be possible to propose that not only is th

' character ' the literary form closest to the satirical device of ' typing '
but to
rem

a t t he po sibility that it is also the precursor .

ns co

ecture fro

my own very I i ited reseBl'ch

ubstantial hi torical analy is of the

~

8

-

ch of this

given that

0

' type ' exists .

All fiction throughout history has used type... character con true' i ons
and clearly ' the character ' has been deployed in satire since the

nre

was invent d , as far as la known, by the phIlosopher and sC0entist
Theophrastt..

(c . 370- 286

C) .

His:Lnfluential work ' The Characters ' cODsi ts

.2 89

of some t hirt y sketches :
type are followed by

~

the name and the definition of a p ychological

list of

ympto s and p tt rn

of beh viour .

Theophra tus also applied such sy te atic classi ication to plants hence we could assume his

otiv

to be one of scientific curio ity,

rather th n, at this stage, any political
1

would

tlve .

ant to qualify any notion of a hi tarical ' trace ' of t he

concept and function of ' characters ' and ' char cterisation ' or even ' type ,
with the recognition that particular cultures such a
d no kno ledge of such word
me ning

6th century

or to the obj cts or structure

eece ,

ot

to which they could apply .

For example , it is very te pting to r turn to early Greek literatur
an

art to seek fer th

gene is of the ' character ' or the ' portrai t ' •

interest in making such an exploration , there are

spite th

problems of re construction, translation and , above all ,
WOUld argue that
its satirical device .

haracter ' is

ave

nterpretation .

literary form and ' typi ng '

others h ve suggeste

that the 1 tter is a

ore

scientific attempt to categori e the range of experience represe t
in th

former ,

However , the issue i8 tar more complex and cont ntiou
e know that Theophr
contain

~hich

pro uced

tU8

some thirty sketche

book

t it!

tl n t hi s .

the ' Characters '

on a uniform plan :

the name and

definition ot a psychol o i eal type are then folIo ed by a 11 t ot
symptoms and p tterns of be aviour, i . e . the types include the Fl atterer ,
the

oss

n , th

Friend ot the

ble, etc.

~

know or have so

idea of the impact ot the book in the original and in the limitation ,

a

wi t

aoo

ition , '

page

uyere , published in 1688 .
esc

s

aracter s

It may well

e Theophraste t by Jean d
be

la

that all ' characters '

d from Theophrastu ' s boo , I cannot be certa! •

Nevertheless, there are so e possibilities which ean be excluded ,
In particular , it is i portant to

sert that , prior to the 4th
446
c ntury Be, there is little evidence ot portraiture
in either
eek
or Ro an art ;
trayal
perona
of the
o
o

n

nor is there
ram

- especi lly

e con tructe
s~en

' type '.

uch evi enc

by the

eek tr

dY e

any chara t r

In Greek tra

itu tlon and the impre siv

- though the ' .tern t t er
e have to rem

to indieat

ber

y,

experience

may be a first articulation

~trong epic an

rhetoric

tra 1tion

the period , e . g. wh re speeches w re writt n to sui t the pers

ot th

per son - indeed some

1e

uld insist t hat the essence ot Gr e k

tty

290

tragedy in this period is the pre ent tion of '
and concept which di
of stereotypes

exist at th

However

447

(a ord

time) rather than any mo ern

ore will need to produce

understanding of just what are

rsona ' ,

ore work to furt

tereotypes and ho

i portent hi torical moments

notion~

r our

do they functi

and their possible r

tions

within a whole structure, require description and analysis before
return to our present concern wit
Though
in 168

..
La Bruyere was

the tlr t to rc.rive

it is clear that, not only do pivot ' l

e .• g . Allegory , Aphor ism , Epigr
Fiction
ically

' types '

t

e - publi h Theophrastu8
atirical conventions -

Parody, Bea t-

Ie, Ironl , Utopian

etc ., operate much earli r, but their develop ent
in a range of different medial

and

par

0 ~~s

Jiations .

An excellent example here which connect

with the ' _w Com dy ' and

Greek tragedy - and importantly the development and extension of the
meani

of the

ask - i

the impromptu Italian comedy :

the Commedia

dell ' Arte, i e .
The commedia dell ' arte i8 not only a study of the grote que
an facetious • • but also a portrayal of r 1 characters
tr ced from re ote antiquity down to th pre ent day , in
an uninterrupted tradition 0 fantastic h ur hieh 1s in
e ence quite s roue an • one mi t lmo t say, even s
like every satire which lays bare the plr tu 1 poverty
of mankind . 448
And in a description of the mvelopment of the Italian Comedy into
the Commedia dell ' Arte form -

charte writes:

The new character not only
c e heir to the traditions
of the theatre of antiquity tr cing their
scent fro
claasic rototypes but they po <essed striking trait
which tamped them with distinct per onal1tie of t
r
own ~ • •
In short they r presented people not of a
anti forgotten past, but of l1v ng and gro ing
d
cities like Venice and
rgamo .
e h ve ve y little
exact infor ation
evolution of thos ch racters a
we know them today, but the theory is tena Ie that both
ctor and public
at have co perated to
great xtent
in perfecting and standar ising the different types • •
In this way each t n cr atert a representative type
was its boast and to which it jealous neighbours
a touch of caricature . And thus the various roles b c
tylised. 449
Ie kno
portrait ~

that throughout the 1600

and before and after. th

functions within literature and theatre .

Hence, it i

to emphasi e the historical clo eness of particular events an
their combined Influ nce in

' c;ritica!
important
perhaps

291.f-29 2

Me

to

ha

La Bruy~re t

s Caracte r

book '

' caricatur '
co

alr a y been made of the widespread in11u nc

or to b

• an

th

i port

t evolution of

more correct t a n Lucharte

cdia dell ' arte .

e h ve also in

of

imicry , with n the

an evolving tradition

ate

ithl n

lit rature and th atre from ' per ona ' to ' character ' to ' type '
_irst references to the appearance of satlris d types in

so
im

perha

geS;

by llieronymou

th

most well- 0 n
450
Bosch
(c . 1450- 1 16)

ter Brue hel (c . 152" 15 9) an
br ch indica e' another for
he invention- of po

~

that insiste
his book ' De Her
( hieh wa

0

any

till far

or expressions .

technical
way trom
Such a

ion

until 1601) a
tudie

tre tis

ArAGnAl 0

of

should rem

ber
intin

, chin • forehea
ieo '

he

c

t raits

of th

ench lie

e

•
or
century lat r

e 'J - (.barle

Le

n

(1619- 90) .
.Jamnifer
most hel

ntagu '

unpubli h d

.u.

theai

on Le Brun ' s 'ork i

1 here .

ntagu (on p ges 2 and 3) assert :
A in e pres ion so also in physiognomies the artist has
to reverse the common proce ure and create a type hleb
will pp
to hay the rl t character
emotion . Since
we tend to assu
(not al ay correctl ) that a certaIn
physique denote·certain character ; the arti t . who
no dl en ion ot ti
in hich to unfold th character
h
of his figures, can ake us of uch stereotypes to conv
at once to the spectator the ort of man he is portrayi
• •
o he pinter
st earch for a mo leI or inv nt rom hi
i gination
figure whose hysi~~e will appear to corre 451
pond to the desired character

-

See Note 10 in the text of Clapter 1 •

•• ' denotes ' :

I believe t h is i

I

etc ••

up the e icon

ystemattc analyst

of the h a

•

emory for physiogno 1c •

traits of physiognomics did not appear until al oat
in t

omics

certain anim

in his

of

atchi

to

by G B Dell

da Vinci (1452- 1519)

to develop al
are

_h~u~~~~_with

na Physiognomia ' . 1586 • though

Leonardo pro uced

of

lrectly reI te

the ' science ' of phy io

re fir t iUu

not publi 11

bing pro uced

k Cranach (1472- 1553) .'

tive influence

caricature w

parison of

Th se visual equatio

that Leanar

...

dleval

d later the vi ual aatir

importantl

l:hat
1\

ieval allegorie

ade

not us d

e iolog1cal

r m.

2il3
IMAGE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

LbONARDO DA VINCI:

From the 'Treatise on Painting'

Leonardo da Vinci (1452 - 1519)
Noses ••• from the Trattato della Pittura, after the edition by
H. Ludwig, Vienna, 1882.
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G, B. DELLA PORT A :

Phy siognomic comparison . From 'Dc: human a Physiognomia', 1586

29 4

And later in a description of the purpose of the Lc Brun Treatise : (p •• )
This treatise was evised to help artists to overcome the
problems involved in the representation of human emotions .
but it has been questioned whether in fact there is any
such problem , as distinct from the gener al difficulty of
reproducing nature . Such a view is put forward in the
earliest surviving statem nt on expression , made by
Socrates in a conversation with the sC'ulptor Cleiton.
and recorded by Xenophon . 452
It is clear that Le Brun t s · scientific · theories were heavily
i

lucnced by the new age of reason and especially Descartes uescriptions

of the infernal movements of particular passions .
ontagu writes:

(p. 2I)

It was for Le Brun to demonstrate how these manifested
themselves on the surface, to show the necessary connection
between the observed movements of the facial mus c les nne
the causes described by Descarte~ - to formulate the
laws of expressive movement 4 453
Now Le Brun s apPl'oach to science is not that of the artist
through anatomical studies , or the anatomy classes which from the 17th
century until almost today , formed the core of an artist ' s training.
La Brun ts

pu~ pose

was to investigate the psychological and physio-

logical principles which control expression"

as opposed to the schemata

for character and expression developed by Hogarth ( ee Gombrich E G
Art & Illusion

Phaidon , 1977 , p . 295) .

TIle iconicity of facial expressions has been examined by Jenness
in · The

P~ychological

Bulletin:

Jenness:

Fir~t
the selection of a typical moment is less simple
than might be thought . Second , painted expressio~~
have a disturbing tendency to freeze and in losing
their mobility , take on a new and different life as
a grimace. Socrates assumed that expressions in nature
were recognised at once an that, tran lated into
paint or stone they wouldpresent no added barriers 0
interpretation. In fact this is not so ; we live in a
world of motion where expreSSions develop in time, and
where our first impressions can be corrected by such
a development , even before we have had time to formulate
them . Without this dimens ion of time there will always
be some expres ions which remain ambi
us . In tht
century many experiments have been carried out which
suggest that we are far less skilled in this art of
interpretation than had been thought . 454
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Similar conclusions w r

reached by Col an in 1949:

The evid nc so far as e bled does appear to prove that
ven a still im
of an ex ressive face , without the
aid of acc ssories which could suggest
cont ext, we
are olte at a 10 s to interpret its xpression, and can
confuse what should be very different states of mi d . 455
en one consi ere that Panofsky ' s book ' Studies in Iconology '
appeared in 1939
fro

we can see that the two previous quot tlons, alb it

discipline of psychology

t

are saying very little of

general implications were not alre

y known.

e en deploy the more complex arguments de
T J Clarke, in his book on Courbet ' I
the problem of the iconicity
problem of
of t eir

alism:

ense, we could

loped by the art historia n
of the People ' , by treating

faces in images as part of

tbe~ider

e would need to question the idea that work.

eanings ' endure ' in any simple way free from the determinations

and tran formation

But

here

~f

ge

In one

hich the

of hi tory.
hitt tni

mus

analysi

h re even further tow

de

elliotic un erstanding of ' 1 eology and types ' - for it is only in thi
cont
' th

t we may be

Ie to see , as Gombrich said in 19 4 , ho

for e

pIe ,

concept of sincerity ' (represented in an image) can originate in
device of

mantici

but ' appear ' iconologically as a

technical device from classical antiquity .
In clear

er

, w need to

are c mgti tuted bet een

~

mean

o

456

the ' ' space ' where we
and what it

aJI

's

ject '

ana .

Ideology and Types:
Althusser theorises the i eological nature of i entity an
reco

ition through the psychoanalytical category of the ' sub ect ' as

developea by Lacan (Which was referred to in det il

discussion ot his

mirror- effect theory , in earlier chapters) .
All ideology hails or interpellates concrete individuals
a concrete subjects, by the functioning of the cate ry
of Bubject . 4:57
If we accept this position, it 1s clear that everyday life and its
tru gles (including my

0

self as perhaps the greate

Ideolo ieal

tu bling block) can only b. e&oerienced in 1deologtcal term
Ideology • • is ident'~a with the ' lived ' exp r1ence 0
aan xi tence itsel . This lived experience is not a
g ' ver , i ven by a p
, eali ty ' . but the spont eous
' lived exp rienc • ot t
ideology in it peculiar
relati on hip to th real .
458
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As

~ledhill has indicated 459 this view presents grave consequences

for an artistic practice seeki

to represent the real world-

which, in

the sort of terms that T J Clark would perhaps use, means that under
capHalism bourgeois ideology u es 'ideology in general t ;for su t> ort
and that the

chanisms of r cognitions (iconicity) and i(entiI .ation

are complicit at the level of both;

if you like, bourgeoi

comes to dominate the other extensively o

ideology

In effect, this mean

that

the claim to realism can be invoked by forces seeking to preserve
or challenge the

tatus quo "

Returning to types, this means that
uction of an image of a real man

tereotypes do no't vanish on the pr

or woman , or say Feminist cultural practice;

or

realistic indivi

als t

as oppose(,.. to unreal stereotypes .
Here one would want to ask students to see whether th y coul
identity a particular stereotype and it

re lective trait

in a range

ot different images in order to establish its operation as a moue of
facts ' about the type,

character construction and to establish sane

how it is Signified, through the codes of connotation, and broadly
what it mean
questions

and
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perhaps in posing some of the folIo ing teaching

to discover what the alternatives to it

e.

oome elements of type character construction mi ht include:
1

What are the characteristic, recurring traits of this
e . g . dress style, hair styl

t

typ~ ,

facial type, make- up style,

voice type, cannerisms, gestures, verbal habits, posture,
settings, how drawn or photographed, role in narrative, gan er
relations,

~

i . e . which of these evidences seem to be the fe senc '

ot the type?
2.

Where

0

the

igns indicating these traits come from?

The Penetration of say visual

ideolo~ie8

e . g.

with political i eologies

or religious ideologies • • •
What signs are being u ed in this caso?
- are any very typical Signs missing?

What difference does

b his make?
- are any very typical signs exag
cartoon and caricature) .

, _'

rated? (very important in

;dii

i'erence does this make?

- do the signs draw on one of the sources of the type more than
others?

CHARACTERS, STEREOTYPES
AND CARICATURES

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

William Hogarth, Characters and Caricatures, 1743
Engraving, British Museum Prints & Drawings Department

POI'ULAR FORMS RmAIN "OLDER SYSTEMS OF VALUE OFTEN
THROUGH STEREOTYPED CONVENTIONS OF CHARACTER"

Raymond Williams (1961) "fhfl... Lc'1~ l(~vo/ u.t:to'1 p SI

;jOt

CHARACTERS, STEREOTYPES

AND CARICATURES
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CARICATURE James Gillray 1756-1815
This short course in the art of caricature is dedicated to the celebrated
Swiss physiognomist J .C. Lavater. This etching to/as first published in Nov~
1798., in the 'Anti-Jacobin Review and Magazine'.
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the importance ot sociological theory here -

this information :
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urces of this in ormatio

h

of making
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thoughts of th charact rs in fiction
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to see
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However, it does
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some
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hybrid nature including
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so e of the complex

of the p ople

atlra, e . g . p

tc .,

list is by no

in fcat

i

of

• •

110 ril11

e char cteri

e

to

va1uati

soci 1 construction rather than si ply accepting it a
of type

y

e / male traits?

ype be used in a po itive

type as a type w

. cu tur

t

of the type

(i . e . what the type si

7.

type

to be typically fe

How far are the trait

6.

"

ucted?

are the traits of th

f

1 a

pposed to f nd tl

satire mea t to be funny or punitive?
Ho

o t

cartoon

pectacle

jok

app

r
t ,

and Luckmnnn '

hich looks

role, in ivi ual,

~

evelope

work in the rook

t four w ya or or

an

Dy r:
ihen we re
apr on in th ir~, e are thin in of
th
purel in ter
of the artic
et f etio
( hlch I take to include dr ss
peach WId gesture) th t
th y are perfor ing at th
0 ent we encount
,he .
wee r,
Thus I may walk down the treet an see a roa
a house ite , a child, an (~
i1 an . I
0
from

is ing
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A Swiss schoolmaster, Rodolphe Topffer(1799-l846) made illustrated novels for his pupils.The
illustration is from 'M. Jabon',a satire on romantic courtship.The sequence shows the hero in a
fitful sleep(one eye open),dreaming of charming his beloved with deeds of valour. ~6pffer saia Bf
his work
'the picture story to which the criticism of art pays no attention and which rarely
worries the learned has always exercised great appeal' • ~fer in his Essay de physiognomie(1845)
gave examples of,for instance,how to combine laughing eyes and a weeping mouth and comments on the
resulting character. TOpffer,who described line drawing as conventional s,ymbolism,maintained an
important distinction in the d~wing of faces, the 'permanent traits' indicating character and the
'impermanent ones' indicating emotion and expression. TO~er's weak eyesight was responsible for his
elliptical drawing style which anticipates modern cartooning technique.
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h r

in

•

thr

for
oUl

•

•

•
1
b

0

•

in

111

.J

Klapp :
• • stereotypes refer to things outside one ' s social orld
whereas soc a1 type refer to things with which one is
familiar ; stereotypes tend to be conceive a functlonles or Jysfunctional (or, if function 1 serving prejudice
an conflict a1nly), whereas social typ
erve the
structure of society at any points . 464
1bis aRsertion is very revealing in its implications for
Dyer is quick to pOint out

it is the fact that thi

as

author i

o unaware

of t e political implications contained in the sentence ' one t s

oc1al

rId ' that we are compelled to ask - who is the ' one ' or 80cial
structure
ta en- orwi~h

eferred to?
anted

social type

sexual an

al .

Clearly such a

entence operates from a broad

ssumption about a social

orld that is populated

who all turn out to be white, middle- cIa

f

h

Alarmingly, it operates a rigid concept of nor

where (if we reverse the lanels) to be blac , working- class, ho
465
and female - is to be a deviant .
Dyer takes up the
to

~ocial

ro-

~litical

implications of nor

0

Icy
exual

ley with reference

types and stereotypes • •

In other worls , a system of social and stereotypes refers
to what i , as it were, within an beyond the pale of
no
Icy . Types are instances hich indicate those ho
live by the rules of society (social types) an those
om t~e rules are designed to exc1u e (st reotypes)
For this rea on
tereotypes are also more rigid than
social types . The latter are open- enued, more prOVisional ,
more flexible , to create the
nse of freedom , choice,
8e1f- efinition for those wit in the boundar!
of normalcy .
These boun aries themselv~
however , must be clearly
de1ineate~ f
so stereotypes , one of themechanisms of
boun ary maintenance, are chara~teristica1ly fixed, clearcut , unalterable . You appear to choose your social type
in owe measure , wh reas you are dondemned to a stereo·ype ••
The estab1ishm nt of normalcy through social and stereotypes i one aspect of the
bit of ruling groups habit of such enormous political consequences that e
tend to think of it as far ore premeditate than it
actually is
to attempt to fashion the whole of society
according to their own worl - view value- syste
ensibi1ity
and ideology. So right is this worl - view for the ruling
groups , that they make it appear (as it does to the ) as
' natural ' and ' inevitable '
and for everyone - an
in
far B they succeed, they establi h their hege ony.
Ho ever , and tiis cannot be stressed too emph tica11y
h go ony ~
active concept - it i something that MU. t
be ce sele881y built and rebuilt in the face of both
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implicit nd explicit challenges 0 it , recuper 1
certainly but a nuis ce , a thorn in th fi sh; an
th political struggi s that are buil~ ithin these
uo- eultures are d~rectly an explici ~y lout ho
h, ve the power to f shion the
rl
466
0

Though the i eologic 1 function of cartoon/c

Is

xplored in gre ter

t il 1 t r

~

it i

i~ature

nevertheles

lcono

important to
it is mor _

assert that

b cause of the ri id nature of stereotype

11k ly that

in placing a char cter quickly and economically , th

stereoty

ould be the first to be appropri t

communicated through
Of course we
mechanism by

~

and rapidly (m

s)

sho thand of iconography

st not for

t th t ' typl

y not

the only

hich character construction are realised .

A I in icated in
was

phy

y comments on t

een in tho creation of ' individu

novel appr

IS f

d

maint in a direct influence between the novel,

or archetypal person go

ch to ' charact r '

though it is

diff~cult

hich replaced mythic

ith particular in ivi uat d

howed a similar shift to ards ' express10n in portraltu

Brun

and the develop

Locke, it is

9

0

notion of the ' ind1v1dual '

~

(f

the ' rea 1st ' philosophy of De cart s and

ible to s e the he
467

images

charact~

which

nt

ony of

at a particul

tion of the
historical

political

juncture.
both the philo ophical and the literary innovation
must be seen a parallel anif stations of 1
r chan~
that vast tran for ation of estern civilis tion since t
Renais ance which ha replaced the uniti
world picture
of the
d Ie
s with another very ifferent one - one
ich presents us , e entially, with a develop n
ut
unplanned aggregate of particular i ividu 1 having
particular experience at particular time. an
t particular
plac s . 468
, to be
Dyer, in

ore explicit, capitalism.
8

representation s

arching for a r

ical

actice/ rogre sive text* in

gests:

• • the possibili y of a
e of repr sentatlon that
does not dl 801v concrete ocia1 di tinctlons into
p yCh 10 i tic ones (whether th se be Indlvidualis
or oci l / stereotyplca1), but emphasises s ch distinc ion
as the basis of collective 1 entity nd th eart of
hi torical tru 1 . • 469
• see Iuka

G.

to

Le

-,'
(

Edi tor's reply.
November 14, 1977.

I

Thank you for your letter objecting to our ca.r1cature of ~s1dent CarteT
on the cover of The Economist of October 2~. We have bad a number of
letters on this subject, some in favour but most, admittedly, against.

The work of Gerald Scarfe, the cartoonist, is vell knQvn and widely 8.Oc1aime d
in l3rltain. He draws, regularly, for example, fer The Sundq Times and hi.
style - which is always idiosyncratic, often cruel - is familiar and
unobjectionable to our English readership.
That this style seems offensive when it crosses the Atlantic is something
that, by' the force of your letter, we are bound to recognise. The Soarfe
cartoon bovever was not meant to be a critique of President Carter but to
stand as an artwork in itself (in a style not wholly different to Bri tabl' s
premier llving artist, Francis Bacon). I trust that you find this borne
out by' our balanced and on-the-who1e favourable assessment of President
Carter"s perfo:manoe in office which .accom:pan1ed the cover.
Yours sincerely,
American Editor.

Ed! tor's reply.
November 14, 1977

You are not alone in disliking the cartoon of President Carter. :But I t hink
you mq- underestimate the vigour and harshness of the cartoon presentation of
Mr Carter in many newspapers in America itself, never mind overseas. At the
same time you mq- not be familiar with Gerald Scarfe' s work. We use it only
tvo or three times a year but he is exceed.1ng1.y well known in this country,
mostly as the contributor of the largest veekly cartoon to The Sunday Times,
usu.all.y of a ferociousness far exceeding the picture ' that we carried on our cover

Yours sincerely,
Editor.

U.K.
CARl'ER CARI'OON
Sir - No more Gerald Scarfe covers, please. Of course his is clever; but bis
obscene talent is in complete contrast to the well-balanced, civilised objecU11
of your paper.
"
,
If the rep\l8ll8Dce I feel towards the cover of your issue (October 29th) is
to go by', some of your American readers will be eo disgusted by' it that they 'f{
stop taking The Economist altogether. IIr my' view, that would be a pity.
London. SlN1
D.F.· Cuncan.

10, 1977.

Public cOlIlDellt appeared in The Economist, November

,
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D,yer moves to suggest strategies by which it may be possible to
' denaturnlise' the stereotypes. The strategie s he cites are analogous
,,,i th the prodl.lCtive modes and levels of signification in visual/literary
satire;and it is to the social effect of such modes,on an audience
inscribed within the controlling conditions of the market,that the next
section is addressed.

As ,...e move to interrogate these productive modns

(levels of signification are discussed in detail in the next chapter) it
is worth remembering the

w~s

in which a range of ideological discourses

move across and help to encode types in visual representations. With
,

qe

r eference to the politics of represen\ion D,yer reminds us of, 'the
renctionnry political force of most social and stereotyping'. Engels madA
nn annlogous point when he ''lrote:
'Realism implies,besides truth of detail,the truthful
reproduction of typical characters under typical
circumstances' 470
Thus thc

combin~.tion

of 'life-like ' characters, eg.realist novels,

~nd

moral cnricnture ,eg.moral fables, work to 'nn.rrntivise i the spectntor
into the text's renlist fictions. (Realist criteria are discussed later
in this sturty )
Audienc0 ,Market , Control

Aqymmrtry :

Production not only creates an object for the subject,
but n.lso n subject for the obj ect . 471
Eve~Jone

is the possibility of a difference in reading,rnception,

r~sponse, but the cartoon/satire has conventions,a certain organisation,

l'1odes of address: the cartoon that is ,offers something of a cor.unon terr:1.in
on ",hich men.ni nc-s are malic nnd re-made,assumed,displaced,opposod and
nCGotinted in any concrete situation of spectatorship or audience. The s ign
c0nsists of the signifier,the material object, and the signified,which is
i t s moaning *.
if it

h~s

A sign replaces something for someone. It can only mean

someone to mean to. Thus all signs depend for their signifying

process on the existence of specific concrete receivers,people for ",ho",
and in "'hose systems of belief,they have a meaning.
Early research on the communication processes suggested a circuit
of sender/message/receiver; but this modeJ. was criticised for its linep.ri ty .
It is more useful to think of the process in t erms of a structure produced
rmd sus t ained through the articulation of linked but distincti'!c moments:
nroduction,circulntion ,distribution/consumption,reproduction. It is in the
technical reproduction of cultural production/s that elements of aS~~f) trJ
begin to nppenr , in the rrlntions behreen dominant and subordinate
cultures ;

their forms,modes and social practices.
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THE CONVENTIONS & TECHNIQUES OF THE GENRE
The Audience.
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,

CARICATURE (punitive satire)
Carter: Up Agin' It. GeraJ.d Scarfe
Published in thet Economist 29 October

1977

'.

.' ,
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He suggests that:
If you took a child ' - electric- set view ~
1eton '
for 1 tion, you ight rant i
bout so
day
building a lar
ar i t achine c 11
an Effectom ter .
When you ' re pr ented i th a text,
fe d it ln ,0
th
ffectom er , hlch is ire to the ConjUDCtw •
The machin ' analysiS of the txt, plus Conjunct\...
input , produc
rut .
1 ton envisa
the
chin as set to c culate the valu of the text ' s
ilitant reali
it ight b
trai htforward to
equip it with a ial giving
Progrea ive Effect
re in
How do you tell i f your Effecto
?
Pre u ably you check t regularly
in t the ffect
a iven
rk h
actu 11y h
on tho e who
v read
or
it . Indee , is not the
fecto ter
sl
udience? Conversely , is not
of h an Effecto eter? The
too
into the Conjuncture ; it too
th
h re
t e ffectometer pr uces a
in , the sud! nce ac
The Eft ctom ter '
of t e pro e ~ive v Iu of
t it
easurable
ogres
udienc ' doin so thin
s - building b r i c es , or
- n d not be invoked) . th n it 1
edi tely cle
th t , politic lly , except in v ry fre ki h
circu t nces . t he au i noe of a s ingl wor alway.
oes early n t Lng. It wou d
d 1 it did more:
a sor of
i
1 political act would one
ve
business unc:ertaki
purely on the bads of having ju.t
S8 n ' The Caucasian Chalk Circle ' or ' Days of Hope ' or
' Hlstory I.e liOns ' ? 474

t er

J17
INTER-TEA~ALITY:

'classed codes of histori cal moments ' (Topicality)
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"Here we come to the real reason why old cartoons are often so difficult to
appreciate. The analogies used, once topical and illuminating, so often
have faded. Both sides of the equation, as it were, need long footnotes and
commentaries, and by the time we have realised the point of the comparison
it can no longer produce that flash of pleasant insight but will go off like
a damp squib."
E.H. Gombrich. 'The Cartoonist's .Am.oury', Meditations on a Hobby Horse.
published by phaidon £1.75
The two examples given above evidence this point clearly. In years to come
the scarfe caricature will still retain some of its references; but how many
people, even in a few months time, would grasp the full meaning of the
extended comparison with the destroyed Churchill portrait?
To a certain extent, the cartoon (not containing any caricature) and comic-strip
make reference to a common stock of knowledge, and therefore remain accessible
for a longer period.
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Cruelty in Perfection, 1750. One of the two designs which Hogarth had cut in wood by the engraver, 1. Bell, in order to
reach the cheapest market supplied by the hawkers of chapbooks. These woodcuts were published a year before the
corresponding copper engravings

HOGARTH

WOODCUT ENGRAVING 1750

A more expensive version was
published all a copper engraving
the year after. The copper
engraving is shown on page 277.
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A Catholic counter-attack to Protestant cartooning.
Schoen's print of the Devil playing Martin Luther
like a set of bagpipe s (about 1535)
In 1545 the Lutherans produced an album of broadsheets
known as the 'Representation of the Papacy'
(Abbildung des Papsttums). In the cartoon titled the
'Birth of the Papacy' by Cranach, the Devil gives
birth to the whole Papacy from his anus.
(Gotha, Landesmuseum)
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PHOTOMONTAGE BY RALPH STEADMAN FOR THE SUNDAY TIMES MAGAZINE : NOW THE
SUBJECT OF THE FIRST LIBEL ACTION INVOLVING A PHOTOMONTAGE CARICATURE
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DICKENS AND PHIZ

pose of ge nuine interpretation and expression go beyond anything Seymour displayed as an illustrator. But Browne's illustrations for Nicholas Nickleby, which followed fairly closely in
time, are a curious mixture . Much of the same kind of Seymourean awkwardness appears in some plates, while expressive
iconography in the form of emblematic details or visual parallelism among plates is less prominent. Indeed, the general level
of quality seems lower, both in technique and invention. The
difficulties with the Nickleby plates may stem in part from
the same cause as Dickens' difficulties with the text, namely that
the novelist is attempting something which is new for him, a
comic novel with a single adult protagonist, 'yet which contains
both the picaresque and panoramic features of Pickwick and the
more organized thematic qualities of Oliver Twist; the artist is
thus perforce engaged on a new kind of venture, very different
from either the earlier Pickwick or the contemporaneous Harry
Lorrequer-a novel by Charles Lever both less serious and less
unified than Pickwick.
The novel as a whole is, I believe, actually less a progress in
the Hogarthian sense than is Pickwick, for Nicholas undergoes
no real internal development, but simply faces a series of difficulties from which he is ultimately rescued by a pair of
Pickwickian businessmen; and perhaps for this reason Browne
has less to comment upon in his etchings than in the earlier
novel, and much less than he will have in Martin Chuzzlewit.
There are, however, at least the seeds of social commentary in
the treatment of the moneylending villain, Ralph N ickleby, who
is at the center of the most iconographically interesting challenge
Browne was offered: the design for the serial version's front
cover (Illus. 27).
Of the seven such covers Browne designed for Dickens, two
are wholly allegorical, containing no reference to the novel's
characters or plot, while the other four combine allegory with
material directly related to the text. Since the wrapper had to be
ready b y the time the first part was published, any details from
the novel would have had to originate in either specific authorial
instructions, a reading of some of the text of the first number, or
both. The overall design for Nickleby is based on traditional
motifs and is conceived in a general form that Browne was to use

The following text and illustrations are from Michael
Steig's book 'Dickens & Phiz' Indiana University
Press, 1978.
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several tim es. It is in the mode of seventeenth- and e ighteenthcentury engraved title pages which surround th e words of the
title with allegorical devices,24 a fonn carried into the nineteenth
century by George Cruikshank among others, who adapted it for
comic purposes in the frootispieces or titles to such works as
Egan's Life in London (1821) and David Carey's Life in Paris
(1822) . The idea of dividing the design into images of good fortune on the left side and ill fortune on the right, with the figure of
Fortuna, blindfolded, at the top center, may have been prompted
by the novel's subtitle, "Containing a Faithful Account of the
Fortunes, Misfortunes, Uprisings, Downfallings, and Complete
Career of the Nickleby Family"; such left-right division is later
used for the wrappers to Chuzzlewit, Dombey and Son, and
David Copperfield.
Although the images across the top seem conventional, Phiz's
comic imagination is evident in the two fat men on stilts and in
the figures at the bottom of the design, and his emblematic imagination in the middle-aged man, a kerchief tied over his hat, who
is seen making his way through a swamp, surrounded by mocking imps holding lanterns, with a church in the distance . These
imps are will-o'-the-wisps or "Jack-o'-Lanterns" (an alternative
tenn which George Cruikshank was to use for an etching in his
Omnibus, 1842), which became a favorite emblem of Browne's,
and his use of it in the frontispiece to Albert Smith's The Pottleton Legacy (1849) and the cover for Bleak House indicates that it
had for him the specific' meaning of the temptation of riches
leading one astray into a swamp of materialism . It seems probable that the central figure is intended for Ralph ~ickleby , and
that Browne's conception was based on the eleventh paragraph
of the novel:
On the death ufhis father, Ralph :\iddeby, who had been sOllie
time befure placed in a mercantile house in London , applied
him sel f passionately to his old p"rsuit of money-getting, in·
which he s peedily became so buried and absorbed. that he quite
forgot his brother for many years; and if at tillles a recoll t:'ctioll of
hi s old play fellow broke up'o n him through the haze ill which he
live d-for ~old conj llres lip a mist abollt a man Illort' destnl(:tivt:'
o f a ll his old st'nst:'~ .lIld lullin~ to his ft't:')ill~s th .11I thl' fUl1l1 ' s "I'
charcoal-it hrought alollg with it a comp.!nlllll thl)lI~ht . th.!t if
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often insertitlgbis own titles. :Browne was not just

passive inter-

preter - the role wrongly asoribed to much illustration - but an
e.et1ve producer. This example,as those that follow in the next chapter,
tries to demonstrate the interte:rtuality and the aspnetry of a si.gni£y1ng
pra.ct1ce.

We can see

not only wh.e.t has been technio lly and ocially

achieved but the inherent mobility and relatedness of cul tura.l p
tioes
and objects.
Today most relations of cultural production hav been
assimilated into the structure of the developing mat.ket with a signifying
practice deriving some of its form

from the hierarchies of print and

the ma:rket , modes of distribution and audience reception.
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Chapter 6:

REPRESENTATION AND THE ARTICULATION OF THE CARTOON/CARICATURE SIGN

The previous chapter, though useful in bringing together a range of critical
viewpoints and documentary material concerning the forms and conventions of
literary/visual satire, appears to operate from and within the orthodoxy of
traditional criticism.

The introductory historical information of the

chapter, centred on genres and definitions, almost allows the possibility of
the 'artistic text' as an object 'from' which an inherent meaning can be
deCiphered

the position of much traditional art historical criticism

rather than the semiotic analysis developed later in the chapter which
concentrates on the regimes of looking allowed to the spectator by 'texts'
and their institutional placing;

an analysis which insists upon the artistic

text as the product of a social practice.
Though social thinkers, such as F.R. Leavis, in the early part of this
century raiscd qualitative questions about the impacts on culture of the
historic transformations/practices of the past, these early 'culture and
society' debates often left jUdgements about the 'Great Tradition' or
'Great Works' (texts) unchallenged.

The work initiated by Raymond Williams

in 'The Long Revolution' marked a new kind of theorizing in that it shifted
the debate away from notions of fixed standards or fixed texts seen as
naturalised representations of reality, to an anthropological definition
of culture which was to be seen as a 'whole process' by means of which
meanings and definitions are socially constructed and historically
transformed, with literature and art as only one, specially privileged,
kind of social communication.

Following the publication of E.P. Thompson's

seminal work 'The Making of the English Working Class' in 1963, with its
detailed history of popular political cultures, it became clear how
important the 'cultural dimension' was to any historical particularity/
transition;

to the historical specificity of 'cultures' not 'culture';

to the struggles between 'ways of life'* rather than in the old evolutionary
sense of

'~way

of life'.

These moves from an anthropological definition

of culture to a more historical definition of cultural/social practices

*

the notion of culture as a way of conflict
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did not disregard the 'artistic text' but displaced its importance to
being one kind of evidence amongst others.
philosophical anthropology

Hence, this historicized

a basis within the field of cultural studies*

entailed a view at the social totality in which each social practice mediated
every other practice;

in effect that all the practices - economic, political,

ideological, cultural - interact with effect on each other,
A major phase of theoretical development followed which broke with the
conception of a social 'totality'
between social practices

suggesting as it does a unity/harmony

- to develop a concept of a social 'totality' as

a complex structure which does not express a unity but is structured in
dominance and is the product of a particular articulation of distinctions
and differences rather than of similarity or correspondence. 503
~tructuralism

and the early range of developing 'structuralisms'

asserted that culture did not simply reflect other practices in the realm
of ideas, but was itself a practice
own determino.tc product:

meani"ng.

Lo Lho how of cultura.l systems;

a signifying practice and had its
Hence, the emphasis moved from the what

to o.ttempt to think the 'unity' of social

formCJ.tlon:.;j pro.cticcs in terms of an articulation.
This rather brief and single-minded survey of some of the culture/ideology
debates is an important digression because it allows me to retrieve the
concept of 'visual ideology'

developed in earlier chapters

and to

re-establish its importance theoretically in relation to current researches
in representation and practically here to the pictorial ideologies of
cartoons/caricatures, working through coded discourses to become a communicative
event.

Thus, in ideological analysis we need to examine the structuring

level of messages, i.e. to the level where the discourse is coded

not just

504
to the surface forms.
*

Note:

this is not to disregard the early structural approaches of
Weber - who reduced social action to individual motivation or the phenomenologists who tried to give a more societal
dimension to Weber's 'meaning construction' (see chapter 4).
An alternative source of theorizing about culture/ideologies/
meaning construction was to be found in the early texts of the
Frankfurt School especially Walter Benjamin; the work by
Sartre on signification in his book 'Question of Method' and
the seminal thinking of George Lukacs around the basel
superstructure metaphor and ideological analysis.
The
convergences between George Lukacs and Raymond Williams is
analyses should also be noted.

Louis Althusser reaffirmed the concept of ideologies as practices rather
than as systems of ideas

an emphasis close to Levi-8trauss

but

extended this in a more Marxist reading to define ideology as 'a system
of representations'.
case)

(Images, myths, ideas or concepts depending on the

0

"Ideology is indeed a system of representations,
but in the majority of cases these representations
have nothing to do with 'consciousness';

they are

usually images and occasionally concepts, but it is
above all as structures that they impose on the vast
majority of men, not via their 'consciousness'.

So

ideology is a matter of the lived relation between
men and their world".SOS
Though Althusser's theory of ideology is important in any attempt to
rework theories of representation it is difficult to detail the influence
of hjs work satisfactorily.

T00ugh seminal formulations like the one

just ClllotCQ from the 1970 period can be placed in relation to certain key
themes of his work, there remain epistemological problems and ambiguities
with some of his more controversial propositions.

His assertion that

ideologies were materially located and hence were best examined in their
practical/social effects in the institutional sites and apparatuses which
elaborated them, has been supported by others and most notably by the work
of Antonio Gramsci.

Gramsci's formulation is preferable to Althusser's

because the latter in identifying ideology as the domain of dominant
ideologies negates the possibility of cultural power struggle or politics.
Gramsci studied 'national-popular' cultures and developed an analysis of
'common sense' as the base of organised ideology whilst grounding this work
in an historically specific formulation of 'the political';

.

these ideas

being brought together within the focus of the concept of 'hegemony'.
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It was during the twenties, when Gramsci was imprisoned by the Italian
fascist regime, that this work was developedo

Though the use of the

concept 'hegemony' was rare before the 19th century it is Gramsci's
reworking which allows the possibility of 'cultural hegemony'

of a

kind of power/knowledge in concrete relations, practices and cultural
forms

0

And yet hegemony loses its power as a concept if we concentrate

only upon 'domination' because we lose sight of the relations between people,
objects, processes, conventions, problems, etc. and the cultural forms
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which represent the lived expressions of ideas/ideologies.
Cartoons/caricatures are only one of many cultural forms/practices for
registering or redefining the many hegemonic/orthodox meanings given to
people, objects in history.

Hence the struggle to mean in cartoons signals

the working of these tense hegemonic/counter hegemonic relations.

It would

be tactically limited and theoretically incorrect to assume that the
argument is concerned with bias, historical accuracy, distortion or even
truth in visual representations rather than the way 'representation'
works, the effects it produces, what it actually is, what the representations
represent;

the meaning of meanings.

Nevertheless, the purpose of this section is not to engage with such
metatheories for themselves, though this is important work, but to pursue a
le~;~;

ambi tj_ous project by groundjnlT, a cultural analysis of representation

and Uw

hi~;t:,ori

cal

forIn~>

;;L", II c:u"Loon/cari_catlu'('
Lh(~

di

rl"(~n:nL ll!v(:l~;

;;i(';tlil'il~;;.

thomu:..;.

of cartoom, in a broad structural analysis of the
j

n the· modi !lIn of print.

The chapter analyses

:1..1 on!'; which thl: cartoon communicates meaninti, or

~j(!cond]y,

iL

(:xaInine~>

the way cartoons articulate key ideological

It i:::; hoped the analysis will have some applicability and relevance

to teaching, though the very nature of research means that its outcomes are
the result of special circumstances and therefore cannot simply be reproduced
or straightforwardly taken up in other situations.

A Theory or a Politics of Representation:
It has been suggested

507 that there may be parallel and causal links

between the representation (or non-representation) of certain groups or
classes in images and the representation (or non-representation) of the same
groups, at the same moments in history, in politicab.institutions/systems.
Clearly the question of who represents whom and for what purpose?* is a
political problem whether it refers to a portrait in an image (photograph,
painting, caricature) or to universal suffrage as there is political
significance to the struggles around the hierarchies of the cultural
institutions operating and controlling both fields and other related fields

*

A question posed much earlier by Nietzsche in his reflections
on language.

of human activity.

But the problem is not just a matter of politics

however tactically and even morally imperative the exposure of the function
of ideological representations is, for there remains complex theoretical
questions concerning the 'practico-social function' of ideological
representations and the everyday construction of individual 'consciousness'*j
their function as knowledge.

Such disputes cannot be dismissed as of only

minor interest for it is Althusser who himself equivocates about the place
of "authentic** art" in the structure of the social formation

recognising

that it is not knowledge in the orthodox sense of theory construction,
concept testing, propositions etc. but remaining reluctant· to reduce art
to an ideological practice eithero***
Althusser's work needs to be connected to the strengths of Michel Foucault's
analysis:

for though there are immediate losses in both writers perspectives

in terms of a strategic political overview there are larger theoretical gains
which can inform political action
Lh(~

incli~;~;{)lljbJ()

rcl:J.tion~;hip

to be made in their demonstration of

b(')twecm knowledge and powero

*

I have to part from Althusser's view of consciousness when he
suggests that an affective (expressive) or moral consciousness
is no more than displaced rationality (i.e. ideology) and not
the lived experience spoken of by people such as Gramsci,
Benjamin or even Brecht.
Merleau-Ponty asserts that
consciousness is lived as much as it is known. 508

**

The Existentialists spoke of the 'authentic' as an escape from
an ethical inheritance.

*** Janet Wolff argues that art cannot be regarded as a simple
reflection of ideology, not only because their relation is
highly mediated, but also because, within the aesthetic
work, ideology is transformed by the modes of representation
in which it is produced: though it is my view that Wolff does
not adequately distinguish which or whose terms/positions on
'ideology', on 'art' or 'literature' she is adopting.
From
another tradition of literary analysis Eagleton conceives the
literary work (artwork) as a practice of transformation
enacted 2Q the categories of ideology.

The importance of Foucault's contribution is that whereas for Gramsci,
ideology 'is an epistemological and structural matter' for Foucault it is
particular histories of language which constitute an epistemological
structure of and within representation.

Hence, power, for Foucault,

defines the type ofJBlations of force which operate within a specific
discursive practiceo

It follows that meaning

for example in the

derives from the particular history that dictates

discourse of cartoons

the way in which it was formed and altered in the course of time and in the
way it acts as one element of a complicated grammatical or iconological
structure.

Language and meaning are not rooted in the thing perceived

but in the active subject in history.
This chapter has the very limited aim, therefore, of mounting an examination
of the way cartoons enter the space of the receiver:
process requires and depends upon their entry into us.

how their meaning
The cartoon enters

us to mean, as it appropriates the process of making sense in us.

One of

the most obvious ways in which we are invited to enter the cartoon is by
fi

11 in!~ an absence:

rr-om

J.

I"oll r

or Lhe Jfla.Ln level::; or structuring

:;y~;Lem

LhuL

where meaning in the hermeneutic sense is always absent
<:1:..>k:..>

SIGNIFICATION LEVEL 1:

Lo be deciphered along many levels of signification,
are explored here.

Technical Code

The first level is that which permits a cartoon image to be transcribed
and recorded in print.

This level operates through the technical means for

producing (drawing toolS/inks and paints possibly camera and film) and
reproducing (bromides, paste-ups, half-tone plates, web offset processes etco)
The technical level establishes determinations over other levels of meaning.
Hence only certain definitions of a cartoon/caricature satire were possible*
in the era of the relief, intaglio and planographic print. 509 But technical
constraints are not absolutely determining,

Often political social and

economic imperatives have required that a medium fulfil new needs:
modifications to the instruments of production have taken place.

technical
The essence

of the cartoon satire in print is its multiplicity and distribution to a
wide audience:

an urban form located in the main centres of print/publishing

technical sophistication.

*

Individual cartoonists/satirists, distributing

In Foucault's sense of meaning derived from the particular
history that dictates the way it was formed.
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agencies, newspapers and book publishers have contributed to this technical
sophistication.

In the contemporary example which follows it is possible

to see how such technical modifications make more subtle and varied types
of signification possible.

The example is taken from a detailed documentary

study of one cartoon by Ralph Steadman:

from drawing board through editorial,

advanced reprographic processes, to distribution through the market relations/
audience of the Telegraph Sunday Magazine.*
The example offers detailed evidence of how a signifying practice derives
some of its forms** from the hierarchies of print technology, the market,
its mode of distribution (of meaning) from social as well as technical
relations.

The relationship between the technical means and other levels

is, therefore, as we would expect dialectical.

*

There is some loss of meaning here because the original colour
work is here reproduced in black/white.

**

Autographic skills in drawing (see next section) are fundamentally
part of the technology with which compositional codes denote/connote
the visual ideology (see chapter 4) of a cultural producer: an
individual cartoonist.

THE CONVENTIONS & TECHNIQUES OF THE GENRE
The Production of a Contemporary Cartoon
'The Israel series in the Telegraph Sunday Magazine,May l4,1978,by Ralph
Steadman. (reproduced with permission from the Editor and Steadman)
The main stages of the process with approximate dates:

1. Israeli educational group,which has been sponsoring visits by working
journalists to Israel, offers to sponsor a visit by Steadman. May 1977.
2. Steadman,and eventually his agent, contact the editor of the Telegraph
Sund~ Magazine about the possibility of doing a feature on Jerusalem.
(The Telegraph has published Steadman's work 0'0 previo.us occasions)
3. The editor gives his approval to the project, in September 1977, and suggests
that the feature include illustrations and thoughts on Israel. The formsl
offer of a commission is made, and accepted by Steadman. A provisional title
of 'Steadman's Israel' is suggested for the feature.
4. Subject to agreement on a fee, with Steadman1s agent, the commission is defined
by the editor to include "an illustration for the cover and,s~, four other
drawings - ideally with access to your sketch book too." The Telegraph intend
to publish Steadman's drawings as a self-contained feature with his own captions.
They also offer to do a short article/biography on him,and make suggestions
for future commissions. (October 1977)
5. Ralph Steadman and his agent visit the Telegraph Art Editor.
6. The commission is confirmed as a 'substantial spread' by the Telegraph.
However,the exact size of the feature is not determined as this partly depends
on what is produced by steadman and on the particular size of the Issue in
which the drawings will appear. (The size of each Issue being determined by
the amount of advertising carried) The ~elegraph Issue finally chosen to
co-incide with the anniversary of the Jewish State •.May 14,1978.
7. Steadman visits Israel in November 1977, for one week. Many drawings and
sketches are produced some of which are later worked up,in R.S.'s studio,
into full size drawings (ie. some of these are often as large as 2'x3').
The drawings in pen & ink,black and colour,include colour added with brush
and mouth-blown ink spr~.
8. On steadman's return a meeting takes place between him,the Pictures Editor,
the Art Editor and the magazine Editor. All the drawings are laid out and,as
the editors now know the size of the Issue that will carry the drawings, first
decisions about l~out are made. Some twelve drawings are finally selected for
printing. (Note: though on this occasion Steadman was consulted about l~out,
this is not always the general situation. Editors can and do exercise considerable
aesthetic,technical and ethical control over commissioned work. Some Art Editors
(not in this particular instance,I should point out!) admit to havi~ altered
political cartoons to make them more acceptable to their readership.)
9. Black and white l~out paste-ups are produced (see first illustration) and from
the agreed paste-ups the original drawings are sent to the 'Duping House' to
be reproduced as the 'Colour Duping Transparencies' (see second illustration)
Each dupe transpa~ncy of each drawing is produced magazine size and these
,along with the b/w layout paste-ups, are sent to the printers. The original
drawings are returned to Ralph Stea¢lman.
(Note: the documentation which follows here was all taken at the Telegraph
printers on the d~ they were printing the 'Steadman Issue'.) May 5,1978.
IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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SIGNIFICATION LEVEL 2:
Part 1:

Formal-Denotative Code

Codes of Resemblance and Recognition
"Iconic signs reproduce some of the conditions of perception,
but after having selected them according to the codes of
10
recognition and recorded them according to graphic conventions,,5

The problem of resemblance and recognition is posed by drawing in general
and could be validly examined
rather

th~n,

throughout the field of figurative drawing

as is the case here, in relation to cartoons.

However, the cartoon/caricature poses the problem in an original way and
this is one of the codes of cartoon which is difficult to describe.

The

difficulty arises because the irony of the function of conventions is
that their success depends upon their apparent invisibility:aslong as rules/
conventions give satisf;),ction we cease to even notice that they are conventions
:tL all.

Hence, when

w,~

n)col~nise

made with a few drawn lines

a caricature face or a nighttime landscape

we are convinced that this is 'natural'.

Because perception is global* we don't perceive of the shape being divisible.
Also as literary and phonological laws are not just transposed into a
drawing in a mechanical way (see chapter 5) a kind of caricature of the
phoneme tends to occur in every figure sectioned out from a supposedly
indivisible set of drawn shapes.

Though the point just made here may be

somewhat at odds with Eco's analysis it still supports his fundamental
assertion that drawing draws its meaning from representational conventions
and not from the thing represented.
The second level consists of those formal-denotative modes by which a
recognisable transcription/construction of reality is represented in the
still cartoon/caricature.

There are denotative rules by which a three-

dimensional world is signified out in terms of two-dimensional images
which apply differentially to all still images.

The denotative signifiers

of a cartoon reproduce the viewer's normal condinons of recognition, of the
given everyday world on a sliding scale of iconicity;

the strongest degree

of iconicity connected with resemblance, the weakest with abstraction.
The two series of examples fall into two categories:

*

Global at the level of a system of relations: an articulated
whole with a real psychological existence.

a)

representation of night

b)

representation of people (Callaghan & Thatcher)
through caricature

Night by Gustave Dor~ (19th century)
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The engravers of the 19th century needed to stretch their technology
and skills to overcome the general sombreness of etchings and permit
the transcription of such a scene above, where contours are so
dramatically highlighted.

Dor~

in this noctural scene disposes the

sources of light in a credible way;

the moon between the clouds, its

reflection on the water, and the flash of gunfire up the elephants
forequarters.

However, it is obvious that the balance of the image,

respect for detail, concern to give us all the elements needed to read
the scene dramatically led Do~ to privilege meaning as compared with
the visible.

Convention insidiously arranges the signs which are there

to help us decipher, not to let us see.

Night by Alex Raymond in Flash Gordon
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This nocturnal scene is coded through an expressionist decor intended to
signify menace and hostility.

However, night is only signified by a dark

surface in the upper part of the image and a white circle we know to be the
moon by the smoothness of its contour (other conventions govern the
representation of the sun).

The black area is hatched towards the bottom

and then turns to white to allow the scene to be described and to be
readable.

Hence, night here is not simulated as in Dore but signified

by two elements clearly distinct from the rest.

It is almost as if we are

appelated by the image which tells us "The observed scene takes place at night".
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Night by Charles Schulz in Peanuts
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"1

nll~~ Illy

buddies!"

In the Peanuts cartoon strip night can be represented by one of the two
elements already identified in the Raymond drawing.

For example, the moon

behind a tree (i.e. a circle crossed by a broken line) is a coding from a
whole romantic tradition.

The cartoonist doesn't even need to employ other

historical conventions such as Snoopy shown in half-light.
daylight the image would remain the same, minus the circle.

If it were
Here is a

pertinent element for which commutation is not difficult since the
paraligm is limited to a single opposition: Circle/no circle.

It is possible

to see how the comic-strip has favoured a development towards signs
concerned less and less with any resemblance.

The problem becomes far more

complex when this analysis is transferred to the caricature cartoon of a
person.

FOT such a cartoon has to announce:

"This is a face"
"This a particular known face: a portrait"
"This is a funny or punitive criticism of a
face-Cilaracter: caricature".

Mr. Callaghan by Trog and ScarfeD
These representations of the then Labour Prime Minister exhibit a range of
coded signs which are not reproductions but transformations of reality.
In the Trog cartoon with the caricature of Callaghan as a hunting trophy
(Observer, 6th May 1979) the historical conventions of half-light and the
almost Renaissance highlighting of facial muscle maintain strong codes of
resemblance.

The almost engraved appearance of the hatching

bearing in

mind that most print techniques were developed in an attempt to imitate
figurative codes in paintings

- reinforces the tradition from which a

face is placedupon a wall for exhibition:

portraiture.

De.notation here

becomes inseparable from meaning produced at the level of connotation,
l.e.

= dignitaries

trophies

pOGterity.
primary

of great presence, now powerless, mounted for

In the earlier Trog cartoon (Observer 1st April 1979) the
signifier of the month with the turned-down bottom lip remains

the same but all other slgnifiers glasses, cheek-line, Chin-line, eyebrows,
have all been increased in size or weight of drawing to signify not only
Callaghan but
(Sunday

animated, more purposeful Callaghan.

In the Scarfe example

Times 15th January 1978) of Callaghan seated the degree of iconicity

is reaffirmed by the technique of hatching/half-light and the historical
conventions of the status of portraiture.
half-lit toned drawing of a male face.
Callaghan

= great

statesman.

The codes of resemblance denote
The codes of recognition connote

In the example of Callaghan and Carter (Sunday

Times January 8, 1978) the level of iconicity is reduced almost to the point
of non-recognition.

However, Scarfe maintains a crucial element of the code

of resemblance by retaining the primary signifier of Callaghan: the lowered
lip drawn as part of the sterling figure and the primary signifier of Carter:
the huge set of teeth as the dollar.

The dialogue here is not words but

exchange rates.
Mrs. Thatcher by Scarfe, Steadman and Luck & Flaw:
The point of the analysis here is to indicate the importance of one primary
Signifier within the codes of resemblance and recognition in caricature.
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The Times newspaper 12th January, 1978
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The Sunday Time s newspaper 1 5th January, 1978
(A Gerald Scarfe caricature)
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"Here we come to the real reason why old cartoons are often so difficult to
appreciate. The analogies used, once topiCal and illuminating, so often
have faded. Both sides of the equation, as it were, need long footnotes and
commentaries, and by the time we have realised the point of the comparison
it can no longer produce that flash of pleasant insight but will go off like
a damp squib."
E.H. Gombrich. 'The Cartoonist's Armoury', Meditations on a Hobby Horse.
published by phaidon £1.75
The two examples given above evidence this point clearly. In years to come
the scarfe caricature will still retain some of its references; but how many
people, even in a few months time, would grasp the full meaning of the
extended comparison with the destroyed Churchill portrait?
To a certain extent, the cartoon (not containing any caricature) and comic-strip
make reference to a common stock of knowledge, and therefore remain accessible
for a longer period.
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The three examples (next page) show how one primary signifier is carried
as an almost unchanging element of visual ideology across a number of cultural
producers and their works.

The primary signifier is Mrs. Thatcher's nose,

and the examples are Gerald Scarfe, Stag at Bay, Sunday Times May 14, 1978;
Ralph Steadman, The Cross We Have to Bear, New Statesman, 6 April 1979 and
Luck & Flaw, Who is this Woman, New Statesman, 27 April, 1979.
In all three of these images the accute shape

denotes

nose-face and simultaneously connotes sharp,

d-:'smissive,

upper-class, hawkish (beak),snobbishness.
As the iconicity of an image is reduced so we are invited to enter the cartoon
to fill this hermeneutic absence.

But such absences, in the case of satire,

occur not only in the visual codes of resemblance/recognition but in the literary

codes of the joking mechanism which is carried in the image through

calligraphy.
(511)

Judith WilliamsonAhas suggested that absences and jokes are not fundamentally
different features within advertising.

Freud quotes Theodor Lipps on jokes:

"A joke says what it has to say, not always in a few words,
but in too few words

that is, in words that are

insufficient by strict logic or common modes of thought
and speech.
It may even actually say what it has to say
by not saying it." 512
Part 2:

The Codes of the Joke in Visual Satire
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Al Capp*

*

Al Capp drew a cartoon strip showing a folksinging character called
"Joannie Phoanie".
Joan Baez, the folksinger, thought it was a
caricature of her and threatened to sue Al Capp unless Phoanie was~
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We have already indicated some of the ways cartoons/caricatures represent
'the subject' (it forms and locates her/him through a process of appeDation
where appellation is the 'Hey

you~'

process of ideological apparatuses

calling individuals 'subjects') in a situation of apparent freedom to
produce meaning for oneself.

I wish to suggest that this freedom remains

a position (given that access to the symbolic is afforded by the recognition
1
of (sexual) difference 5 3: the existence of the 'imaged - l' creates the
potential for the Symbolic where the mirror image can be seen as an empty
signifier of the self 514 given you by the cartoon and operated at that
dangerous moment when we suspend, momentarily, critical reason to laugh
at the joke.

For cartooning (including caricature and comic-strip) as an

ideological apparatus, as a signifying system within the Symbolic, is able
to represent to the subject his/her place in the Imaginary.

It is wi thin

these continuing hermeneutic processes that we came to 'decipher' and 'think'
such mechanisms as puzzles and jokes.

Indeed, the cartoon defines those

hermeneutic processes that will define/confine its own decipherment.
Jokes operate in cartoons, as has already been indicated earlier, by a
'reduction' or even total 'absence' technique, i.e. the full meaning of a
joke is never given

it is implied in a picture by allowing the signifiers

to rub up against each other, so to speak, and to exchange their currency/
meaning.

Thus the joke involves absent meanings, where the joke appears

absurd until we have penetrated to 'the' message.

The joke can produce

an anarchy of meanings within ideology which alternate between the literal

and the metaphorical and at the lowest to mere rhetorical mystification.
But this is not just a matter of mere visual ideological contrasts
DISTINCT FROM REALITY

it is the thin line between thesis and antithesis;

the sublime turned into the ridiculous;
black turned into white.

AS

the horrific turned into the comic

Clearly, the cartoon mechanism which facilitates

such rapid exchanges and inversions of signifiers in the name of purposeful
satire is the very same mechanism which operates 'nonsen5e' as an easy part

removed from the strip.
Al Capp replied that it was unfortunate that
Joan Baez saw her reflection in the caricature because "Joannie Phoanie"
is a repulsive, ego-maniacal, un-American, non-taxpaying horror".
ref:

Emerson J.P. Negotiating the serious import of humour.
Sociometry Journal 32, 1969.

of the genre.

It is in attempting to decode, to interpret cartoons

(as an ideological system) we begin to see how unfree we are in being
able to develop any hermeneutic understanding or judgement separate from
the recognition of our own place, as 'the subject' being appellated by
the cartoon, within our own entry into the symbolic.
Freud recalls some of the literary-visual codes through which a range of
joke techniques operate.
1.

2.

J.

He offers the following classifications:

Condensation:
a)

with Formation of a composite word

b)

with modification

Multiple use of the same material:
c)

as a whole and in parts

d)

in a different order

e)

with slight modification

f)

of the same words full and empty

Double meaning:
g)

meaning as a name and as a thing

h)

metaphorical and literal meanings

i)

double meaning proper (play upon words)

j)

double entendre

k)

double meaning with an allusion
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Clearly there are common elements across all these categories

the

most dominant perhaps being the kind of abbreviation or reduction on which
the characteristic of being a joke depends.

Also the above model or

summary is developed by Freud from literary sources

and in one very

basic sense I suppose, there is no great crime in applying literary themes
to the organisation of meaning in a visual image.

(Though both Gombrich

and Panofsky were castigated for doing so.)
But the issue here is far more complex for it is not just the simple problem
of whether a literary theme stands as the 'content' of a particular image:
it is the pivotal question that, given the recognition that both literary

393

and visual forms of representation operate as linguistic structures,
when we examine the linkages of images do we find modes of functioning
or codes which are not exclusive to either?

This will be pursued in greater detail a little later

- but for the

moment let me recall that 'a code is a set of rules which are sometimes
explicit (as in the case of the traffic code), but most often implicit
and therefore do not pre-exist the message, at least in any clearly
formulated way.'

The code is a diffuse cultural phenomenon which

analysis Qrings to light with, it must be admitted, a certain degree
of arbitrariness.

Its homogeneity is 'of the order of logical

coherence, explanatory force, clarification and generative capacity'
(Christian Metz).

Language proposes an explicit and basic reference

to the material of the signifier (black lines on white paper, with or
without colour);
data.

the code refers us back to purely anthropological

The notions of language and code cannot therefore be

superimposed.

As language, the comic-strip calls on the narrative

code, among others;

the narrative code to a large extent overflows

the boundaries of the comic strip since it is to be found in cinema
and in literature.
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It is the linking together of two incongruous ideas within the
narrative code that has been elaborated by Arthur Koestler in his
theory of 'biociation' (double association).

Koestler insists

that, in ordinary discourse and logical thinking, we follow fixed
sets of rules, developed within logic,grammar and presumably habit,
which he calls 'terms of reference'.

In Koestler's terms, wit becomes the effect of perceiving an idea
or event, simultaneously or in quick alternation, in two habitually
incompatible frames of reference.

Similarly, in the example of visual wit that follows:

JD4
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An AL"ab view of "Arab unity". cartoons by Habib Haddad
from the Lebanese newspaper El Moustagbel
Published in the Sunday Times,November 5,1978
Thus, we have, again, two incompatible 'bisociated' elements.
1.

The linking of arms (and nations) in friendship

the

obvious, happy front view.

2.

The linking of 'arms' in power relations

the secret

attack from behind.
Of course, verbal/visual wit can arise simultaneously at the level of
connotation only, where the original image and the original caption are
not in themselves (at the level of denotation) pieces of wit/jokes.

The following 'bisociation' is at the level of connotation, a joke
however, its separate verbal and visual codes obviously are not.
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At one level it would be easy to see the joke and joking as simply an
example of ready repartee

and indeed there is a firm basis for such

a view within the rhetorical tradition of satire.

Without drawing too

many sharp distinctions, which in any event are not easily separable, we
can at least point to some of the categories of 'double meaning' as seen
by Freud and others;
a)

Freud suggests three groups:

Cases of the double meaning of a name and of
a thing denoted by it.
e.g.

b)

'Discharge thyself of our company Pistol:'
(Shakespeare, Henry IV, Act II, Scene 4)

Double meaning arising from the literal and
metaphorical meanings of a word.
This is one of the most fertile sources for
the technique of jokes.

c)

Double meaning proper, or play upon words. 51?

If representation by something similar is one of the technical methods of
jokes, we can expect that jokes will also deploy the contrary:
representation by the opposite or IRONY.

i.e.

Whether 'irony' is also

'joke' is, as I have said, not a distinction I wish to pursue here 5l8
except to perhaps add to the dispute by describing the essential work
of the satirical magazine 'Simplicissimus,5l 9 as operating the mechanism
of 'ironical jokes'.

Irony is perhaps one of the most systematic

mechanisms of double meaning;

ego when Simplicissimus describes a

collection of incredible pieces of brutality as the expressions of 'men of
feeling', or in the etching reproduced here, where poverty is described as
a 'reducing diet'.

Strube's (1941) cartoon of Hitler addressing a German

cemetary is another example of this form of bitter 'ironical-joke'.
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"I

AM RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PRESENT OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE • • • AND
THEIR FUTURE "-HITLER

The Russian Formalist, Victor Schlovsky, proposed a notion of 'art as device'
in which the function of aesthetic form is to distort or to 'make strange'
the everyday so-called normal appearances, in order to impede our automatic
perception of them, and so return them to our vision anew.

For neo-Marxist

aesthetics, because the means of aesthetic production are not simply formal
devices but rather determinate and determining structuring principles,

"
Shlovsky's
notion of 'making strange' is relocated in the contradictions

" may arise between the ideological effects or 'effects of meaning'
that

produced by certain 'visual,520coding mechanisms and the ideological
themes of the material under construction.

Irony works within the generic

conventions, codes and stereotypes of cartoons, caricatures and comic-strips
to set into the cartoon 'discourse' (including aesthetic, semantic, iconic,
social, ideological items) s~ch a 'making strange' device.
An

overl~pping

i.e. PARJDY.

extension of the convention of 'irony' is the irony of style:
The 'Blimey Broomstead' comic-strip by 'AI Cappo shown at the

beginning of this section, is a parody of the style of Reg Smythe in his
Andy Capp comic-strips.
satire on literature

Parody is the basis of all literary
where another writer's style is learnt and reproduced

with ludicrous distortions.

In the Steadman comic-strip (shown here) of

the Queen, it is notthe style of one individual artist that is parodied,
but the whole tradition of 'royalness' and royal portraiture.

Parody is

not always used with malicious intent, for it may spring from the sheer joy
of travesty (disguise).

The parodist reduces the individual style of

another to a handful of rhetorical formulae.
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Freud describes the mechanism of parody in contrast to the mechanism of
caricature;

which highlights behaviour traits by a physical exaggeration

of usually the face.
Parody and travesty achieve the degradation of something
exalted in another way:

by destroying the unity that

exists between people's characters as we know them and
their speeches and actions, by replacing either the
exalted figures or their utterances by inferior ones.
They are distinguished from caricature in this, Qut not
in the mechanism of their production of comic pleasure. 52l
Parody and Irony are major mechanisms within the conventions of both
literary and visual satire.

The knowledge of

~heir

systems is important

because they are not just empty structures but systems of things and people,
and systems signifying the relationship between the two

my concern hereo

And so the systems we are dealing with are systems of differences

- and in

term:.> of meaning and social 'identity', differentiation.

in terms

of a set of relations i.e. differentiation.

We

~

It (the cartoon) means in terms

of the difference between what is present and vrhat is absent:

where 'meaning'

in the hermeneutic sense is always absent from the object to be deciphered:
that is why decipherment is necessary.
However, the 'symbolic', the difference that makes signification possible,
is never disguised in cartoons by any imaginary sameness.
of present for absent, of
of the two

icon

In the exchange

for symbol"

cartoons presuppose a fracture
522
that they will always stand as a contradiction.

The preceding cartoons have given us examples of mechanisms which, had we
not made the distinction between just knowing the object and knowing about
it (i.e. systems of relations between things), we might have accepted the
prevalent idea that they reveal their own meaning and even mechanism.
If there are some lingering doubts on this point, then the next example
of the satirical mechanism should dispel them.

The source comes from

literary satire and looks at the 'miniature' though not simple form of
APHORIS:M and EPIGRAM.

Aphorism is associated with wisdom and prose;

epigram with wit and verse.

Neither is entirely confined to satire but

400

it is remarkable how many aphorisms and epigrams are satirical, as almost a
form of 'microsatire', whilst many of those who engaged in aphorism and
epigram;

for example, Swift, Johnson and Voltaire, also practised the other

forms of 'macro-satire'.

Indeed, it is a feature of satire that many of its

forms com1ect and penetrate the structure of the other.
The dictionary defines aphorism as 'any principle or precept expressed shortly
and pithily'.o ••• but our more general understanding of the meaning of aphorism
is as a moral generalisation which offers 'wisdom' in a condensed form.

In

literature there is a long tradition stretching from ancient Egypt, continuing
for example in the biblical 'Book of Proverbs', the classical moralists, such
as Marcus Aurelius and reaches a peak with the French aphorists of the
seventeenth century.

Satirical aphorisms often arise from an ironical

disillusioned view and often deploy the technique of metaphor and paradox.
The 'Book of Proverbs' has, over the generations, stood as a source for
aphorisms for both 'literary' and 'visual' satirists alike.
In the Gerald Scarfe cartoon shown here the poetic metaphor of the text from
'Proverbs' is developed as a device of animal analogue, both from the literary
convention of aphorism and the visual convention of caricature; both operate
the reduction technique spoken of earlier.
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Freud describes the source of 'the comic' and its conditions, from which
pleasure is derived.
The comic arises in the first instances as an unintended
discovery derived from human social relations.
found in people

It is

in their movements, forms actions

and traits of character, originally in all probability
only in their physical characteristics but later in
their mental ones as well or, as the case may be, in
the expression of those characteristics.

a

By means of

very common sort of personification, animals become

comic too, and inanimate objects.

At the same time

the comic is capable of being detached from people, in
so far as we recognise the conditions under which a
person seems comic.

In this way the comic of situation

comes about, and this recognition affords the possibility
of making a person comic at one's will by putting him in
situations in which his actions are subject to these
comic conditions.

The discovery that one has it in

one's power to make someone else comic opens the way to
an undreamed-of yield of comic

pleasu~::,e

and is the origin

of a highly developed technique.
One can make oneself comic, too, as easily as other
people.
are:

The methods that serve to make people comic

putting them in a comic situation (e.g. cartoon),

mimicry, disguise, unmasking, caricature, parody, travesty
(e.g. irony) and so on. 523
In the previous illustrations, I have selected a few examples of visual
evidence which can be classified by the literary categories of joking
mechanisms developed by Freud in his 'Jokes and Their Relation to the
Unconscious'

(1905).

The full range of categories,* if considered useful,

can be obtained from the book or more recently from Ralph Steadman's
cartoon biography of Freud

(1979) where a wider, than my own, range of Freud's

eo

*
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Freud also divided the funny into three categories
humour and wit. (1905, 1928).

the comic,
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categories is explored and documented visually.

In the earlier section

(chaper 5) on scatology and obscenity it is made clear that the content of
humour and cartoons often expresses behaviours which are sexual, aggressive
or rebellious, where derision, exploitation and dominance can each evoke
amusement and pleasure.
his view of art.

Freud's analysis of the joke is consistent with

He suggests that wit, art and prose offer pleasure by

lifting repression.

This is achieved by 'form pleasure' where the aesthetic

appeal and technical sophistication of the form distracts conscious attention
fromfue content and allows people to endow the aesthetic with the pleasure
predominantly provided by the salacious content.

In 1905 Freud wrote of

jokes that, because of their clever form, they concealed that they had any
message or a 'forbidden' theme.
The whole Freudian argument for the link between anxiety/repression and humour
haG to be conducted from a theoretical rather than empirical base given that,
by definition, repression is unconscious and thus evasive of measurement.
The Freudian position argues that the most. amusing humour should lift
rcpreG~ion,

and consequently, be repressed itself, by virtue of its association

with t;).boo impulses.

And yet empirical studies undertaken with cartoons

and their audience do not support Freud's hypothesis.

Lee and Griffith525

tested the retention of cartoons and found it greatest for the most enjoyable
humour.

It is Freuds 'wit' theory which predicts that sexual jokes will be
526
funnier than innocent jokes; though, again, factor-analytic studies
of
cartoon humour do not support this position.

What has been said so far may seem to have removed all questions of
representation and cartoon to 'the subject', without consideration of their
social conditions of production and reception.

But it is the individual

as subject which is seen by Freud*, and on common ground, Lacan* as a series
of elements in an active structure of process and production.

Hence, there

is no subject outside of a social formation, outside of social processes
which include and define positions of meaning, which specify ideological
places.

The process of representation is permanently made in language at

the point of individual/social articulation;

the process together i~~hich

a sign represents a sign for someone and a signifier represents a subject for
another signifier.

Different modes of signification produce different

functionings of subjectivity, moving the subject differently in their various
semiotic processes, producing distinct modes of address.
*

Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle:

Lacan, Ecrits 1966

4u:J

SIGNIFICATION LEVEL

3:

Signs Address Someone:

Compositional and Cultural Codes
they denote their subjects in a composed, coded space.

It seems not untrue to say that some modes of classing,
arbitrarily isolated under the title of totemism, are
universally employed:

among ourselves this 'totemism'

has merely been humanised.

Everything takes place as

if in our civilisation every individual's own personality
",ere his totem:
"
b elng.

it is the signifier of his sigill::fied
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In constituting you as part of a group, cartoons must nonetheless address
you as an individual.

Every cartoon assumes

CI.

particular spectator:

it

projects into the space out in front of it an imaginary person reinstated
in terms of the relationship between the coded elements in the cartoon.
YOll mOVe into this spac: as you look at the cartoon and in doing so become
Lhe

c3p(~ctator.

Al thOll{~h the aim is to connect a mass of classed, raced and

genclered 'types' with the classed, raced and gendered codes in the visual
cartoon representation, this can only be achieved by connecting them with
the cartoon asmdividuals.

We can see a version of this operating in the

caricature hoarding advertisement for the Social Democratic Party (see
illustration).

Though this example concerns the explicit marketing of a

product

and in that respect contains some of the functions of conventional

advertiSilg

- its visual ideology Leo

A.

Subject of the picture

B.

Class position and ideology of the commissioner
of the picture

C.

Elements of other ideologies in the picture

D.

Treatment of the subject

operates both within the codes of a positive visual ideology
dominant ideology is re-affirmed

in that

but subverts these same codes through

the critical satirical mechanism of caricature.

Here in the SDP cartoon

hoarding it is you who is asked to intervene to literally prevent the symbol
of British sovereignty

the Union Jack

from being torn to pieces.
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Current political campaigning relies on one side blaming the other and here
the SDP recognises that there are two sides, steps into the middle ground,
created visually in the picture as an 'absence' between the torn flag,
and as the third participant proceeds to blame the other two.

Here the

middle ground literally both visually and socially cries out to be occupied
hence "Pull Britain Together"

by those to whom the poster is addressed:

a 'moderate' (as opposed to the Labour/Tory extremism shown) white middle
class.
In the illustration shown here

with an audience of Y9Ung black people,

walking past and, it appears, mostly ignoring the hoarding
seems to have misfired.

the iconography

Is a torn Union Jack a symbol of unity for working

class black people or would this image of the flag signify the cultural
imperialism of white middle-class politicians:

the problem of a British

identity that cannot be wrapped up in the Union Jack.

Despite the presence

of aggressive, even offensive signifiedsoperating in the subject of the
picture the dominant coding opfSrates .through the treatment of that subject
in

j L:~

!~lV(~0

caricLl.tlJre sjc;nifiers:
:J. mocking LWf,h :J.t

tug-of-war.

Ll.

where the si{;n operates when the spectator

pair of comic: characters engaged in a game of

Here the fundamental functions of humour and shared ridicule

operate a range of effects on the spectator which might:
A.

Persuade the audience to reject the attitudes,
values, behaviours of the butt of the satire

B.

Persuade the spectator to reject her/his own
attitudes, values, behaviours

C.

Act as a social punishment causing the spectator
to suppress the expression of those attitudes
values or behaviours that were the subject of
the satire.

In the SDP poster the joke and comic characters are

~de

to fill a place in

the puzzle which require us to think and decipher its only solution.
missing piece of the jig saw has only one shape;

and that is defined by

the contingent piec,es.

The missing piece requires insertion.

piece is what is meant:

its meaning.

Henri Bergson suggests that all character portrayal is comic e.g.
"Every comic character is a

Inversely, every
528
resemblance to a type has something comic in i t·:
~.

The

The missing
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In his book 'Laughter' he declares that 'generalities, symbols, types form
the current coin of our daily perception' and become 'art' only when they
become 'individualised',
Bergson, like Freud, uses a theory of the comic to establish a general theory
of art.

In terms of any theory of art Bergson's weakly articulated position

is at best a romantic theology

references to the 'soul' and 'genius'

and at worst an ahistorical moral tract.
Within the book Bergson's spurious notions of 'art' standincongrously
alongside what is an important recognition of the social function of comic
character in satire:

its operation as a systematic language of degradation.

Furthermore, he makes a detailed distinction between the 'comic expressed'
(connotation) and the 'comlc created' (denotation).

He observes that

laughter occurs through 'social signification' (classed codes) which, as
Goodchilds 529findings confirm, increases group solidarity by recruiting an
expanding audience into the apparent normalcy of the humourous message.
L:l.1l{,;hter and smiling at ridicule provides an overt expression of shared
;~(mLi rn(~nt

which in cGt<1blishing consensual codes (here both social and

iconol~raphic)

function conservatively through a classed, raced and gendered

lexicon to direct abuse downwards through the social pyramid.
Why do we laugh at a head of hair which has changed
from dark to blond?
rubicund nose?
(Henri Bergson.,

What is there comic about a

And why does one laugh at a negro?530
Laughter., 1921)

As this example, brutal by todayk standards, shows, the cartoon/caricature is
not just a denotative image.

Clearly it has a compositional code which

assists in translating the world into two dimensional planes through a whole
series of discrete units.

The problem as to whether any compositional code

is considered figurative or abstract depends on the pictorial culture, or in
other words, apprenticeship to the code.

This can be demonstrated in a
limited way by Charles Schulz's Peanuts comic strip reproduced here. 53l
could be objected that this example is too simple.
compositional problem can be identified here.

It

But for all that,the

In many cases the sheer

complexity of the visual elements to be analysed, and crucially, the virtual
lack of any analytical method, often prevents the procedure at all.
Eco asserts that:

However,

406A

It is possible that some messages are so complex that an
exhaustive determination of the discrete units which
comprise them at all levels becomes practically impossible
and anti-economical.

It is therefore sufficient that we

prove that it is possible to postulate them in theory as
di~itally

based, while in practice it would be more

convenient to study them on the basis of analogical
models.

We would have to establish within semiotics a

kind of principle of complimentarity, like that in physics,
according to which the sign can sometimes be studied as an
icon sometimes as an articulation of discrete units. 532
1n

L1j(~

:;0

that Lhe

:

~t ~

(!xample that follow:::; the analysis is confined to the Linus character

r" i { , ; :. )(.

OtNiull:;ly

COHljlo:;l Li
iITlal~e

variations in discrete elements can lJe identified in this short
(I!~xaml

ne Uw ,;Chlllz series).

L1W:3C compot;ifunal elements constitute a discourse of their own.
anal codes are close to the level of denotation since no cartoon

can signify a subject without transcribing it in terms of organised

:3patial planes and relationships.

But composition in visual representation

is also a learned and historic practice, developed within the world of
artistic production itself, and capable of producing meanings at the connotive
level.

*

As opposed to the Linus character in a longer sequence:
the totality of Schulz's visual ideology
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T,ft n10n0, Linn·::; ,,:atC'18S his bvo companions disappear in their
r',iff0rr:nt :Erections. On this occHsion a ne,·, facial outline apnAars
\vhich co~rcsponds to the profile. We can thus truce the set of
invariabl linAf~ whon the characlher is shown face on (ears-nosR
nutlinA) :'nn,s,~ -+;'""'::1 to the new figuration - the profile. Hr:mce, ~l
nN.' n;:;rariiJ':!:l: f3ce/~Tofile. Also the sha.pe of the eye is modified to
~pppar ~s +:,n110':15:!J
for the left profile. This time it is th8 sh~lpe
of the not which becomes pertinent and we for the left eye the
p~radigm fac0/pT'ofile as .) /
The situation is complicated by the
fact that th-'" two profiles are exposed simultaneously to signify
rn.pidi ty (If movement. This involves anoth.::;r code,distinct from thp
code of Tecognition •
,0

e)

The arms have changed their position. In the earlier dra.wings, Hi th
the exception of image six,the position of the arm is
signifipd
by a figur n a.ll the more familiar because it characterises Linus in
the ma.jol'i.ty r;f situations ••• (crucial to the paradigmatic cones of
caricat1):r'p). . In opposition, "1.rms alongside the body signify the
problpTr:s l.1'r.11:::; '1C1,s,'1Ppriv8d of his security blanket, and it is always
tthe V'aphi~,: uhif:h denotp t"his p·)Gition. Hence,we have ~ new bin~ry
paradigm: Lint:'s vIi th/Linus vIi thout (his security blanket) emerging
hp""",.

IMAGE 8.
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This eighth imp.gf> can can be opposed to the second image,follo',ring
on I·!ith this last paTadigm. The eyes cease to signify in themselves,
simpl:'T PXPTPssing absence of feeling or movement.
The contr'mp01"8TY cartoon,comic-strip,and to a lesser extent th",
carir-atur", is always reducible to a system of discrete units.
These nnits,hm<lpvpr, vary from cartoonist to cartoonist,ann a
gpnr>ral s~rstem is only identifiable where thwre is a common, sharen
SOUT('P - r>r:,.mp.ny of the cartoonists interviewed mentioned their early
adoption of ('odes developed by Giles - or where certain discrete
elements, eg. Groucho Marx's or Hitler's moustache,have a currency
e~changed ar'rsss 8, wide range of social/iconographic ideologies.
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PAGES 416 TO 438A

In order to achievp

;;1,

closer understanding of the practice of the

cultural producers of cartoons an ethnographic study follows (*) based
u~on

edited interviews with thp cartoonists Peter Fluck,Roger Law (Luck

and Flaw) and Ralph Steadman.
vprbatim.

In most cases the text is transcribed

Images mentioned in the interviews are,where possible,

rr'prodlt.ced.

In addition footnotes (**) are provided where rese~rch

studins support or rpfute particular claims.

(x-)

THIS STUDY, PAGE-NUMBERED FROM 416 THROUGH TO 438A, APffiJl.RS AS
A

Sl\PARAT~LY-BOUND

BOOKLET IN THE ENVELOPE AFFIXED TO TEE REAR

INSIDF: COVER OF THE THESIS.

(**) IN 'rEE STUDY,FOOTNOTES (Nos. 533 - 540) FOLLOW THE NOMERICP.L
ORDER OF CIDJ>TF:R I), AND ARE REPRODUCED IN THE NOTES TO THAT
8HftJ>rnR.
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In the

precedin~~{nterviews

with Steadman, Luck and Flaw, and in earlier parts

of this study discussions with Scarfe and other cartoonists, there are references
to skill, technique and a range of qualities which could be said to constitute
criteria of value;

what may be the general attributes of a good cartoon/

caricature, perhaps what Lukacs would have described as 'progressive'.
1311 L I'or Ll1k;lc~; lh(~ dCI~n!e

to which a cartoonist can produce 'good' work

depends less on personal skill but on the position of the cartoonist in history.
A history which for Foucault has finite compass;

the episteme.

also dangers as one moves to analyse art's technological basis
that technical forces in themselves, rather

t~an

There are
the belief

the place they occupy within

a whole mode of production, are the determining factor in history.

Brecht

and Benjamin were often caught in the difficulty of how an analysis of art as
a mode of production was to be systematically combined with an analysis of it
us a mode of experience.

i.e. What is the relation between 'base' and

':..;uper:c;LrllcLurc' in arL itself.

The

pen)ua~iveness

of this account is clear:

the notion that economically-successful writers/painters express the essential
ethos of the class who read/listen/look at their works is not difficult to
document, but it also comes up against the difficulty of the classification
of cultural forms by means of valuations such as 'good', 'great' etc.
Foucaul t 's and Luk~cs historical a priori

come very close to John Berger's

view that oil painting only developed as an artistic genre when it was needed
to express a certain ideological way of seeing the world, a way of seeing for
which other techniques were inadequate,

Hence, I am a little wary of offering

any inventory of the formal qualities of fgood' cartoons for fear that such a
limited empiricist exercise may provide what could prove to be an immovable
ahistorical, trans-cultural paradigm for the genre.

*

THE ILLUSTRATED
POCl{"ET OF THE

TR~l{SCRIPT
\~SI S.

BOOKLET CONT.AmED IN THE RF..AR,BACK COVER

Nevertheless, the establishment of some means of classifying cultural forms
is a precondition for the possibility of thought about culture.

Whilst it

is true that there is no difference of value between high culture and popular
culture it is not true to say that there are no intrinsic differences of
value between cultural forms.

Distinctions between cultural products can be

made with regard to their intrinsic form, external function, and corresponding
effects which allow some criteria of quality to be established (and not on
grounds of cultural elitism).

Hence, what follows here is a brief attempt

to identify some of the intrinsic properties of what might come to be described
as a good cartoon/caricature. or more generally the unique-properties of
·cartooness' ...... .
1.

The nature of all satire in cartoons and caricature is to deform
the

world~-thQt.

is to question the ide810gical forms which normally

conclition our perceptions of reality, through those same ideological
forms.

A [,ood cartoon creates a strong double meaning Or

contradiction
2.

~t

the level of the sign.

The function of visual images is to i.mpart a sensation of things
as they are perceived and not as they are known.

Strong levels

of iconicity are required to allow codes of recognition and
resemblance to appelate the subject.

Hence, a good cartoon/

caricature would tend towards therigurative and away from the
abstract.

Detail may not be correct but the totality is

recognisable.

3.

Punitive or Laughing Satire:

most satire increases the difficulty

and length of perception, especially when literary and visual codes
carry the joke message, but it is clear that the pleasure of funny
humour bribes us into becoming a laughing conservative (often through
nonsence signifieds).

Its effects reinforce dominant ideology,

whereas the codes of a punitive satire (ridicule) pose a critical
and occasionally oppositional visual ideology (often through obscene
signifieds).

Some of the most successful cartoon satires, in

terms of persuasion and effect, operate the latter mode.

641

4.

Some of the best cartoons/caricatures represent a joke simu]aneously
through a visual and literary discourse, with calligraphy operating
in the image to anchor the message.

Concealed meaning is posed

in the joke often through metaphor, irony, egigram .••••• the cartoon/
caricature is what Barthes called a 'mixed corpus'.

5.

The drawn convention of signification in the cartoon/caricature is
usually black lines on white paper.

The paradigm of a drawn profile/

face is often a minimum of drawn lines so a mouth may act as a primary
signifier for a whole face.

6.

Good cartoons work as 'picture stories' and use the narrative code.
For the comic-strip, many of its codes of temporality are developed
from the cinematic model.

7.

The impact and vividness of a good cartoon depends on its topicality
and immediacy.

SIGNIFICATION LEVEL 4:

Expressive Codes;

Ideological Themes.

Codes, Connotations, Ideology.
Just as the interior spaces of the cartoon image can be varied to bring out
different connotations, according to the compositional code employed, so
a cartoon further signifies within the lexicon of the expressive meanings
of a culture:

a grammar which can be extended to

pe~

places and objects I

e.g. at the denotative level a drawing of a car denotes 'car' and not boat
or train but in the connotative field car may also connote 'a machine to get
from A to B' or in the specialised discourse of style 'class', (Rolls Royce).
Connotative codes are the configurations of meaning which permit a sign to
signify, in addition to its denotative reference, other, additional implied
meanings.
signified

But the sign must be denotatively signified first (signifier +

= sign)

before the other implied meanings can begin to work.

Connotations add qualities and attributes to a denoted subject.

Connotations

refer subjects to social relations, social structure, to our routinised
knowledge of a social formation:

beliefs and legitimations which order the

society's apprehension of the world in terms of dominant meaning patterns.
Barthes reminds us that the codes of connotation are less precise, less
literal and less unambiguous than the denotative codes.
"As for the signified of connotation, its character is at
once general, global and diffuse;

it is as if you like a

fragment of ideology •...... These signifieds have a very close
communication with culture, knowledge, history and it is
through them, so to speak, that the environmental world
invades the system.

We might say that ideology'is the
41
form of the signifieds of connotation •....... ,,5
To resolve some of the ambiguities of connotation, we must refer to the
rules of social life, of history, of social practices and usages and
ultimately of ideology.

Though it would be difficult to offer a comprehensive

inventory of all the r.reat ideolor,ical syntagms of meaning actualised in
social discourse, it is possible to engage in a process of ideological
elaboration whereby the cartoon is inserted into a set of interpretations
which permits the sign (cartoon), via its connotated meanings, to serve as the
index of an ideological theme.

By linking the completed sign with a set of

themes or concepts, the cartoon becomes an ideological sign.
The cartoon signifies within a lexicon of expressive features which are not just
restricted to cartooning or, as was suggested in Chapter 5, to the domain of
visual representation.

The same cues which allow us to decode the expressive

features of the caricatured subject, bearing in mind that the code of recognition
operates through an exaggerated critical form, are also employed by us when we
'read' everyday subjects and occasions in an expressive way.

There is now a

great deal of evidence to suggest that significant inferences are drawn from the
physical expressions and bodily gestures of subjects, whether presented socially
or culturally through the cartoon image.
There also appears to be a high degree of consensus on which expressive
configurations are inferred from various combinations of features;

the

ethnomethodological study of Luck & Flaw's work, with the specific example of
the 'United States of Europe' caricature, giving some support to this view.
Hall, Birdwhiste1 542and others suggest that while the range of physical gestures
is widely distributed among different cultures, the recognition of the precise
meanings which these patterns signify are~ culture-specific.
Expressive

t.:43

patterns occur frequently enough in everyday life to produce in any culture
the recognition of a range of typical expressions typing and stereotyping of the subject

tending towards

social

where such configurations serve to

knit the society through into a system of mutual and reciprocal expressions
and recognitions.

Hence, this section concentrates on one major, and dominant,

ideological theme where the social typing of the subject is distinctly encoded
and therefore susceptible to a fairly straightforward decoding analysis:
Racist Ridicule in Cartoons and Caricature
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The British reaction to race in the post-war period is not the focus of the
discussion here - though James Walvin's book543 which is a study of the negro
in an English society

1555 to 1945 gives a useful historical periodisation -

but the way class codes are articulated in raCist/seXist representations is of
central importance to the way this level of signification in cartoons operates.
The two racist cartoons shown here - one from an American magazine and the
other from an English magazine - both show how crucial the Irish experience is
to understand the social and cultural coding of racialism in Britain.

There is

a clear analogy between American racial humour, in Harper's Weekly 1876, and
English racial humour, Punch 18810

Both entertaining their middle/upper class

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES

24 "The Ignorant Vote: Ilonors Are Easy." Nast depicts the balance of political
forces ill America during Reconstruction with this cartoon of emanc:ipated slaves
in the south carrying as much weight as the nasty, brutish, and simian lrishAmerican voter in the north. The proverbial clay pipe in his hatband reinforces
the "White's" ethnicity. (IIarper's Weekly, 9 December 1876.)

(145

readerships by ridiculing servants (often black) and other members of the
lower manual classes (often Irish) for their supposed stupidity, ugliness
and social inadequacy.

Both images exchange jokes that deride an ethnic/

national intelligence from the supposed superiority of an ethno-central
European cultural imperialism.
Darwin's 'Origin of Species' and 'Descent of Man', published in 1871, increased
the anxiety of the Victorians who in wishing to preserve their own dignity and
distance from the ape species were prepared to cartoon resemblances between the
apes and those whom they feared or despised, Irish terrori·sts and African
savages.

"If there was any substance at all to the theory that gorillas

were man's nearest relatives in the animal world, then it was quite
to argue that some races of man were closer to them than others': 54Li-

possible

Often anthropological studies (see illustration) were mobilised to give evidence
of sub-racial types.

The British photographed numbers of violent criminals in

prison in a quasi-scient.ific attempt to link the violent Irish temperament
with the 'Neanderthal' features of criminals.

In these two racist caricatures

a class physical ugliness is denotated on the terrain of a connotated racial
inferiority.

(See illustration by Heath of a working class voter).

By redefining the criteria for ethnic prejudice on the grounds of class, middle
class members of minorities are able to blame lower class members for the
criticisms levelled at the race as a whole. 555
Intuitively, one would feel that racial groups would reject these crude and
unflattering pictures, but the evidence suggests they do not.

It appears that
racial groups largely accept* the stereotypes assigned to them by others. 556
It is clear that the spectator is appellatedalong a chain of class, race and
gender signs as she/he enters the class, race, gender iconographic codes to
mean.
Adorn0557Katz558 and Sartre559 found that ethnic prejudices are not
isolated attitudes but central elements in an individual's personality (the
denotated subject).

In asking someone to relinquish racial prejudices one is

asking the person to restructure their character and redefine their world.

*

This was not the case in the Luck & Flaw caricature of EEC racial
groups.
See earlier
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The four contemporary examples which follow are anti-racist examples of the
same codes of the visual ideology but in the critical mode.
by

Vick~60iS

The example

an interesting example since he came to Britain from a foreign

culture.
Though these examples Rre not,as isolated images,particularly important they
do allude to what is a structural feature of the British culture; a cultural
legR-cy that at best is ethnocentric and at worst racist. The final cartoon
example,by Rigby,in which an i110gal immigrant addresses a "lhite man as 'Sahib',
speaks

as dominant (positive) ideology:a British cultural tradition,deriving

mainly fr?m the colonial experienc0,operating a currency of stereotype signs.
Signs which maintr-tin a wide currency through what is arguably one of the
strongrst visual cones'resemblr-tnce/difference'.Hence,by

vi~tue

of its codes

br, inG used it is kept a] i vo rmn nvailab 10 for further use wi thin the cuI ture.
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'Scuse please, sahib - is this England 7'
Reprinted by kind permission of the Sun

Positive Visunl Idp.olo~J:Punitive Satire.
RRcist image publishpd in the Sun newspaper
Cartoon: Rigby

Thi.s ca-rtoon is cliscusspd in the book
Sociology of Mass Commt1nic~'ttions,McQuRil,
Penguin lQ7 0 • ftl~-;o in the journal of
20th Centur;;.r Studies.13/l i1 ,December 1975
Scottish Academic Press: title of the
issue 'Politics in Cfl,rtoon & Caricature I

Not;s to Cl:J.apter 6
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CONCLUSION

Critic8.1 Pr8.ctic 0

,

Ideology rmd Edur:ation

This study has been produced on a part-time basis nnd has taken some
five or six years to conclude. Su. ch a mode of production has gains and
losses built into its practice. A longer time scale permits 8. broadr:;r
range of researches to be pursued, but at the moment of 'ltrri ting commits
Vi8vlS to paper "hich may subsequently prove premature or limited in
terms of the depth of perspective developed across the ,,,hole study.
All too often one is tempted, in re-reading, to up-date or refine the
detail of earlier chapters, and in some respects this has been done
here. However, if such an exercise is not to turn into 8. 'Forth Road
Bridge' marathon, where repair Hork never ceases, then a commitment has
to be made to the correctness or unity of thr: overall n.pproach rather
than p1.rticular points of detail. Nevertheless, I do have some regrets
that since the main body of ,-rri ting for this study ,,,as completed (1981)
a number of important vrorks* have br:en published Hhich, though differring
to a degree in approach, could have added ,,,eight to the theoretical
project here, ,,,here an attempt at a generalised sociology of art education
is mobilised Hith theories of cultural production, a.g8.inst dominant
'bourgeois I vieHs of art and 8.rt education. The earlier chapters initiate
a debate around questions of iVhat is art/not art and the representation
of classes in what arA initially termed 'high' 8nd

'popu~.rl

cultural

forms as a way of establishing the view that art is systematically related
to ideology. Differnnt accounts of the rplations behleen

I

art I ,

I

ideology I

and lart education' are discussed in order to demonstrate thr: pervasiveness
of the bourgeois ethic of individualism current in much art educational
thinking and practice.
\'Ti th hindsight, it could be said that this co.rly exposition, in

chapters 1 - 3, accords too much political weight to bourgeois vie"Is of
art, the artist or art practice. Surely, it can be argur;d, :?uch vir;vTS
ha.ve fevl defenders today: the bourgeois vieH hold s so little theoretic3.1
import in contemporary cultural and education..al debates as to be h;trdly
Harth opposing. This is a deeply mistaken strategy, in my vir;v, becel-use
it fails to take p.ccount of the dominance :>.nd conventionality of specific
forms and cultural institutions.

* especially Janet \-[olff's book 'The Social Production of Art',
Macmillan Press, 1981
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Hence, in the eH.rly chapters of this study there are a number of
concrete examples vThich are described as sustaining the hegemony, or
consensus, of dominant bourgeois ideologies. Clearly, the term
'ideology' imputes a political role and effr:ctivity to all forms of
culture: literature, religion, philosophy, art education - everything.
Given the Marxist vim, that the em tral rli'risions Hi thin society are
those that occur betHeen classes, all forms of cuI ture

C~ln

be said to

be idr:oJ.ogical in the sense thfl.t thr:y sienify T'?ali ty in differrm t
and particular vrays "hich, by intention or by effect, serve the interest
of onr: class fl.{;ainst others. Indeed, my Original interest in the gmre
of cartoons and caricature' arose from certc'lin assumptions, incorrect
as it turned out, I thought could be made about 'popular p.rt I forms
and their ability to r8present certain classes through the 'reflection',
in thr: ,·rork of particubT ideologies. Hence, this study begins Hi th n.
brief discussion of how classes '.'ere represen ted

I

in art I supported

(on j:Xtges 31 and 32) by exnmples of Hogarth's 'Gin Lane I; T1ille tis
tHa;Y1Jl2.k8rs Resting' and finally Courbet's 'The Stone Breakers'. Courbet
is a particu1nrly importnnt

(~xamp10,

been.use it is Courbct IS commi tmr:nt

to not only make pictures of the people but to 'speak to them directly'
(lr:ttr:rs JR50), to speok for tho p0opl(:, that br:enn to rrtisp questions,
for me, not only about ideological mechanisms and effects but also about
the crttegor:'J oistinctions b0twe(m 'high art I nnd popubr culture.
In large m'asure my ertrly hopes of being able to proceed directly to the:
ana1ysis of

2.

genre on the bn.sis of the ideo1ogies codified in rarticular

texts, ;vere doomed. Because as the Courbe:t exmnple, !:md the later
eXftmples on pages 341 and 34?, shm" , the problem is not just

8.

matter of

technique or popular forms. In his study of Courbet Tim C1nrk suggests
that:
tho critics did not object to the exploitation of popular
art; on the contrary, it was alreR.dy accepted as R source of
inm.gery and inspiration, as one 1:l8.y to r(~vive the ey.nrmste(l
forms of 'high art
But to adopt the procedures R.nd even
the values of popular art - that l,ras profoundly subversive.
Inste:cn of 0xploiting popnlrrr nrt to revive official cultur0
and titi1late its specia1, isolated audience, Courbet did the
'exact opposite. He exploited high art -its techniques, its
size, :tnn something of its sophistic:ttion - in order to revive';

"

'*.

*

Cartoons and crtricatures often had the effect of popnlarising
(widely distrib.1 ting) kn01:11edge of Ik'lTticnlar paintings.
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popular aTt. His painting ,'laS addressed not to the
connoissf'ur, but to r, different hidden public; it stayed
close to the pictorial forms and the t;rpes of comedy vThich
were basic to popular tradition; it t~nsformed its sources,
bu t only in order to enforce their sttpremacy; not, certainly, to excuse their shortcomings." 5·1
Unfortunately, Courbet's claim to elevate a 'popular art' did not
succeed, because he spoke through a mo:le of address - huge 'History'
oil paintings - which never reached his intended audience: ti1e peasants.
The form of the vJork and his status as 'artist' seal0d t'1em vIi thin the
discourse of 'high art', and, after a brief controversy, delivered them
to the audience he implicitly tried to exc] udo - the bourgeoisie. \iha.t
thpse linked histories of images, paintings, cartoons and caricature,
nnd photography, tell us is that the ooundaries betwr:en 'high art' and
'popular culture l are not fixed. At one momrot in histor'J a particular
cuI tllral form may be categorised as the former; in another pr?riod, the
b.tter. The categories and thence the meaning of the 'i.,rorks are constantly redefined in the flux of cultural struggle. The rr;fer':nces to
l>1annheim and Antal rm.de earlier in this study (pages '151 - 152) focus
upon and retrieve the fundamental issue given preliminar;:f airing in the
discussion of 'Th: Stone :Brt;akers I; that Ert is coosti tutiv8 of history
and ideology, not merely an illustration of it. History - real struggles
of how different social groups came to be repre sen ted - does not
surround pictures, bJ. t is a mediated aspect of them. itfuat is present in
the work is, finally, history - not as

backo~und,

not as a cause, but

as a condition of the "lOrk's existence as ideology and as a 'fiction'.
Thus it becomes increasingly difficult to attend to any genre - such as
cartoons and caricature - or even raise the theoretical possibility of
the usefulness of a concept of 'visual ideology' by examining discrete
objects or phenomena. In this study a first attempt is made to move
from the analysis of an object, in this case Holbein's 'The Ambassadors I
(page 184) to an examination of the rela~ionships vThich carry its
meaning.
This shift from the discrete object to the

~Jstems

in which such objects

exist characterises a wide range of t"l1inkers, including Durkheim in
SOCiology, Freud in psychology, Einstein in physics and importantly,
given my use of McCabe's work, Ferdinand de Saussure in structural
linguistics. The structuralist nnd

s~iological

approach to culture,

developed throughout this thesis, points to the over-riding importance
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of relationships, ruld holds that a "rhole range of social phenomena,
like food, postures, gestures, architecture, cartoons, paintings,
advertising, holidays, purcmsing and so on,

C8..'1.

be understood on

the model of language. But the structuralist, semiotic approach to
texts - such as cartoons - is not just a m2.tter of concentrating on
the specific structure of each \wrk nnd thereby stressing its
individuality. The approach to t0xts de;veloped here requires an attention
to the underlying assumptions, or r..11es, ,-,hich make it possible for
individual e:A-nmples to have structure in the first place. So this n.pproach
concentrates on the underlying system ,·!hich enables texts to have a
meaning. One direct consequence of this has been to qUP sti on the dominant
cultural classifying system which brings certain objects under the 'signH<of art (and not others) wh 0 rl? the 'art' tpxt is not seen as the result
of a process, but as fu e spontaneous expression of an artist' s sub.jectivity. The; intimate relationship betvleen ownership of .selft and the
mmership of property is most fully expressed in the recognition of
Ii terary and artistic \-lOrks as property. In the quote from Lord Anmm,
used earlier in this study (page

), property rights n.re established

on the assumption that the individual is free; that she/he belongs to
her/himself and that, therefore,

Hhat she/he creates belongs to her/him.

The Hork of art is defined as property because it is regarded as the
'crt'1'Ltive' r;xpression of \-vhat the f\rtist already

OiVOS:

Gel:'."

Thus

the primary sense of the concept of 'bourgeois individualism' deployed
throughout this study. It becaMe a pr8refluisite to the development of
this study to eX8.mine the activity of bourgeois criticism, not just for
itself, but because its discourses cra ss and inscribe cuI turrll products
(c1'Lrtoons) in t'lC maintenance of certain hegemonic meanings and the
suppression of others. Catherine Belsey's comments on the suppressions that
occur in conventional literary criticism carry equal force and application
to art criticism. She characterises the method by \-rhich conventional
criticism maintains its hegemony: intuitive distinctions established
set of value-judgements.
(for 'author' read fartistl)
liThe process of production is called crr:>ntion, a mystical and
mysterious occurrence conceived rnther as it state of mind
than as 1,'ork. As n result, comTentional criticism gazes in a_vle
itt the finished product vIhose value rpsides above all in its

*

individu1'Ll creativity signified as an essence

2,S

a
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statuG as 0Trbodimnnt of t'10 l\uthor's cenius. Thn cff"ct
is an illusion of complicity betive,'n the author 8lld the
reader. The text is an invisible thread loading from the
author's subjecti vi ty to the reader's. The author's
name on the cover*, known, established, famous, is thr-:
guarantee of access to his or her imagination, just as
the brand na.me of the product guarnntees the quality of
the commodity ••• the author's name evokes given essences,
qualities of insight and understanding, and not the
labour of producing out of the available signifying systr:ms
of language and literature an intelligible fiction. The
neglect of t~is - not of the private experience of the
individual author as worker, but of the mode of production
itself, the materials and their arranger.1ent in the vTOrk leads to a literary criticism which in the last analysis
is not itself productive." 5'<;2
Some of the first qU9stions I posed in this study (chapter 1) are
concerned \Vi th the cen trali ty of my ovm posi ti on as

t 31'-

thor t, seeking

n. mode of address through the; conventional narrative techniques of

research v.rriting. This led directly to 8ll cmalysis (in chapters 2 and

3) of the h(;gemonic assumptions carried in tho conventionn.l discourses
of nrt criticism, art history Md art ed:cation, as a Ha: c of establishing some tentative c8.tegorics for both

11

mn,terialist criticism ffilfl a

social history of rrrt. Tho discussion continu0s (in chapter

4) vii th an

initial eX8mination of Frederik Antal's nnd Tim Clark's art historical
I'Tritings

on the historical process of 7isual signification, to a

review of Jacqu('s Lacan' s important psychoan[tlytic "rark on the 'vray t'le
subject ,is constructed - interpellated - in the symbolic order. This is
the point of Victor Burgin's saying u1at ideology invites us to
recognise oursel'"es in its picture as if it ,.,rere a mirror.

In considering how meaning is genera ted I have used tvlO distinct modes
of analysis. Firstly, I have drai'ffi freely on the 'wrk of Rolmd BartlLes
(semiotics) to analyse a ~ of constraint on t1e production of
meaning: the internal structure and mechanism of the text Hhich invites
certain readings nnd blocks others. A second constraint on the production.
of meaning is the cultural backgro und of the reader/vie\Ver, 'dhich is
studied here sociologically, draiving on the cultural analysis of
R'lymond Hillimns, Al thusser and others. Both mal os of analysis are
mobilised around the potential function nnd usefulnr;ss of a ooncept of
'visual ideology': a term '\\Thich supports the idea that irrnges UrnODY

,,," or in the case of exhibitions no title at all, just the artist's
name: the person is exhibited not the product
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inr:ologies, positively or critically, 1:'0.th8r than reflr:ct then; or
socirtl relrttions or history. This inc?" is developr:d with a number of
seminal visual exarnples* as the foundation of the analysis of
(:rtrtoon/cllricntnrc texts, in chapters

5

~n(1~. It H~.S during th"

\·rri ting of these r;oncluding chn.pters that I Tr=:rtlised thrtt in the
n.ttf'mpt to thf'o1"ise the posi tiv0 and cri ti c~.l aspects of visna]
ideologies, of c9.rtoon/caricature tr:xts,
Uw nntnr0 of (vtsual) r('pr'r'scnt~lti on -

8.

number of issues concerninG

til" po f) si bili ty of th(~

production of kn01..rlr:dge - han. not ber:n fully developed.
\-Ih11t I neve

off"r(~d

so far is avid" rnnge of r:vidcner; - includinG some

audience reseR-rch, studies of the technology of mechanical reproduction,
'r:thno(irllphic I intervic,,,s vri th a nUJTlber of (:artoon pron.ucers and so on to denonstrate ho1,! the cartoon/caricllturc: functions as ~, sign: the purpose
of .Thich is both the descri-ption of individuil.ls :md situ!ltions and thr;
inscription of socirLl clftss. Also, as

:1,

th" cartoon cn.ricatnre itsel f confers

S~"l.t'lG.

commodity ,. ihich

C8.n

bp

o'~'::J,~ri,

But the siGnifYing systf:;:n

of cartoon and caricn.ture at once depicts a scene OT p"rson r and
cruci,clly "tho lE"ze__ of the s-pr?ctator" (p8eO 218): rm object and a vievring
subject. But

\'12

need to knovT ,·,hat kind of cf'.rtoon/c8Ticc.ture sign is

involved h"re. It is (] sign reqniring corr0ct and immc:di8,te interpretation,
2.

sign b2.,sr;d on thp close resf'.'mblnncf'.' betvrcr:n signifier and siGnifi,";d:

rm iconic sign i{hich operatE's through g-.caphically recordi?d "codes of

rncognition" (p~o 228), the le;vels of intc:rpretation depending in laree
part on the levpl of iconicity 1'Torking through and across the (iconic)
discourse of the: im;::tee. The subject is produced by this structure, by
the sign functioning through identification. Ideolog:'J presents people; i-lith
a sp0cific ivay of seeing themselves, other people, ond tOle \'lOrld: typically
it enables them to see themselves as p8oplr: of a particular kind. l'Ie
are not in o-EE!?el ves
'representn.tion' of

t

subj ects I ,just as a c8.rtoon is not in itself a

any~~ing,

it needs to b0

intel~reted

until a sign is

rr:cognised.
l'1uch of chapter

5, ther":forf:, tcl:r;s up tho debate on

1'10,·: certain Ii ter8.r;;r,

(p 32) through to the devices enployed
in early 17th century satiricn.l prints (p 228 a,b) to Rembrandt's
'Rape of Ganymede l (p 2'<5), Hogarthls Chn.p Book prints (p 32< and
277), Hanet's I Olympia I (p 341) to the extended studies on Stcad:-nan
(p 371 - 379) "no Schulz's I Peanuts , (-p ~07 - ~l~)

-x- Courbet's 'Tho Stone Breakel's'
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'.cisual texts articul'1te and encode 'persona' 'character l

Istereot;;rpe l

(page 282) and the intertextuality of their discourses.
In this study I have quoted Rir;hard Dyer, Md others, extensively
Clk'1ges

284 - 313) on the subject of stereot:y"pes. But thor'? are

problems Hi th lFJ8rf s vie1v, Hhich in part allOl{ed me to slid.e t.'le
ricfini tions of

i

social type I

i

character I and

I

ster8ot;rpC I tog8ther

and, more importantly, to aSSJ.me t'Lat the Hay social groups caine to be
'rn:isr'epresented I in cartoon and caricature l·ms ost·nsibly throllgh a
stereotyping function operating, as an embodied, positive 'Tisual
ideology, as a r -presentation of rulinc-e1ass interests nnd rulinggroup worldvielv. Of course, in marw of the concr,·te ex::uTlple s of cartoon
texts presented in chapter ,< - V'urticularly t.h.e detailed material on
rp.cist ridicu1 0 in the latter part of the chapter - He

C8D

see that

stereot;y-P8s do playa p:l.rticlJ.l:1-r role in establishing dame,.ging il1J3.ges
st(~:reo

of blacks, homosexuals and Homen: and it cnp be argued that slch

t;'rpes playa particu:L'1r role in establishing elements of the ideologies
of dominant groups. In this r?spect it is possible to assert that
cartoons and caricatures are m>ffiODIED ideologies: they ar IC"

but it does

not follOi{ thereby that these ideologies are fixed. It is because
ideologies ar'-' constantly 'on the mO',re l and crucially being

HORKED

in cartoons (in all images) th 0. t i t no longer becomr:s possibl e to
entegorise them, as I have done (pag!"s ~4n - 452), for all time as
either 'positive visual ideology I or 'critical visual ideo 109'J t

•

As

categories, I am convinced that they remain us,eful, but their application
to pn.rticular texts cannot be pcrmnnent: other articulating idr;oloeies
can,at particular moments in

histo~J,

move a cartoon, say, from being

'posi tive I to being 'critical I , and the other

H~W

nround, as

8n

r'.reo. of

exchnngc and negotiation bet\{ecn ruling groups and subordinate cln.ssos.
Clark confirms this fundamental idea that ideologies provide the rai{
rna terial vrhich is \rorked Hi thin the work of art.
liThe making of a Hork of art is one historical process among
other acts, ev"nts and structures - it is a seri s of actions
in but a1 so on his tOr;)T. It may become intelligible only "ri thin
th!" context of given and imposed st:r:uctures of rn,-,aning*; hl t
in its turn it can alter nnd n.t times disrupt th0se structlJ.re s'';-x-.
A Hork ofaxt may have ideology (in oUier l-rords, those ideas,
images, and v8,lues \mich a:re genemlly accepted, dominant) as

)( the noti. on of

**

I

enbodied I

\.]'orkil:'\'S ideo logi. os
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its mr\.tprial, bl t it "rorks tht1 t mr"terial; it gives i t ~. no"
form rulrl rct certain momnts that nC;I'I fOT~1) is in itself a
subvr'rsion of ideology. Ii 5'S3
r;~I.rli{~r

I Hill not CO ini.o GTCat ,]('tnil h T0 llrx)11t the problema 1-Tith my
;::,:,alysis except to indicate, bri'?fly, hl·rere and

hm'l the discussion

moved slightly off target. In nn 8xaminD,tion of the mr;chanisms of
iron;'l and parody, in cartoon/caricature, I made the f ollm·ring point:
"In the exchange of present for absent, of icon for s:{mbol,
cartoons presuppose a fracture of the t1vo ••• 11 (page 399)
It is an importn.nt point I'Thich I did not pursue sufficiently. To suggest
"Ihy it is import:wt,

I·Te

con take

th(~

eX:1.11ples n.t the end of the lc'lst

cr..apter - racist ridicule, im!.ges of blacks. And yet the very label
"images of blackslt, concentrating as it do"s on 'I:lhat is 'Ifrong vlith
these images, inplies t'·l0 se]X'orable elements: b];;.cks as a racial group
versus representations of bJ-<'1.cks, the 'real' entity 'Te:,sus the 'distorted'
viev. In sone ,.•'n.ys my limited expl[mati on of th'? '.-JaYS p/";ople ar'?
'misrr;prpsented I in il1k'lces ':ms compounded by a too ready accepb.ncc of
Dyer I s 51~4 analysis of sterf?otypes: an llnlllysis Hhich is fUn'led becau8e
it is assumed that stPY'otypCS involve r0lr!.ti'c'8'y nnnnbic;uous identifice.tioD on the part of the r,;"der/ricw:;r. Th, probl'm is thc,t the focus
on 'bias' di'Terts ;->"tten tion from the formp,l orGC',nisati on of the (texts)
cartoons. The point about the p0oplo repi' p'"onted in thrJ racist cartoons
is that thpy operate as IsiGDs l of Hha,t it is to be Iblflock' in

O'Jr

c':clture. It is t.'1.ese culturally negotiated dc'finitions of the social
categoT"'J 'black', or of iethnici ty', iVhich provides the ideological

material tlk,),t is ':TOrked in different lJa:TS in the ca,rtoons md

caric2~t'_lres.

Identification 'vi th the text provia_es the basis of the spectator's
r,?l:-!.tionship to the text and its characters. But, against D<j'er's vielI,
tl~e

subject is not interpellated by just one kiril of ideology, i. c.

dominant, hegemonic or ruling, but by numerous conflicting ideologies,
including subordinate as .2J2J?ositional ideolOGies. Tho crucial point, made
by Clark, is thn t llrt can cQ'lnge: or snbve:r.t the: idr;ologies Hi th \Thich
it Horks rull'l so produce neVI meaning's: :ind

8!)

pro duco knovT 1 cd.{Ie.

Hhilst it is impossible to br,'ok 'vith ideolog'/ in the G(meral snso, it
is possibJe to constitute ann to codify (sC',y in n cartoon) a discourse
IIhich br0 0ks '\d th the specific ideo loC;:y of the contemporar::{ social
fo:::mation. \lhat is being spokr;n of here is the concept of knovrlr-:dge,
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fX1.rtly based on thr> work of Hindess and Hirst* 5h5 t

8.S

discursively

produced, the product of the recognition and resolution of contradictions within and between the existing discourses of ideology. As
Nacherey states:
"The act of knowing is not like listening to a discourse
already constituted, a mere fiction vrhich \1e have simply
to translate. It is rather the elaboration of a new
discourse, the articulation o~:' a silence. II 5h6
The sign-functions in cartoons before signifying something, as an
iconic discourse where signifier and signified have a causal link of
identification, also signifY

for someone as interpretent (what it

is about the person which counts as his or her interpreting the sign
correctly) of the symbol, where the relationship behleen signifier
and signified is arbitrary and conventional. This fracturing does
produce 'misrepresentation' i.e. determined untruths about blacks,
but it does so through an undetermined articulating structure which
though not capable of producing 'the truth' about blacks - a fantasy
of realism -

can produce other truths. The fact that visual

significations carry the potential for subverting their mm ideologies
through contradiction, means that they are capable of producing
knowledge. It is Michel Foucault ,mo makes the point that we never
perceive knowledge directly but through codes for classifying
knm1ledgc. iifi th these codes are:
"those govel."Uing its language, its schemes of perception,
its techniques, its values, the hierarchy of its practices which establish for every man, from the very first, the
emp;:irical orders \vi th which he will be dealing and .Ji thin
which he 1.dll be at home" 567
Though some of the codes of cartoons were; ey...amined in chapter h, the
formal conventions ivhich are explored here are those .!hich enable us
to feel 'at home' within the I'>lorld' of cartoons and caricature.

'vIe

shall see how they organise our perceptions in ,va;'lS that reinforce
or challenge common sense. In this evn.luation of the way the cultural
form of cartoon/caricature produces knowledge, it is hoped that the

* "Hindess and Hirst (1977) reject epistemology (the analysis of
wha;.t we know and hmv \·re knmv it) on the grounds that it presupposes
a relationship of distinction and correspondence bet'veen discourse
and its objects ••• Epistemology, they argue, re-instates the
pre-Saussurean assumption that the order of things or the order of
concepts exist indeppndently of language, and that certain discourses
correspond more accurately than others to these extra-discursive
orders. tI Catherine Belsey 01' cit note 5!~2
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relevance of the issues generated around this genre ,,!ill be ser:,n to
have important educational implications. The analysis is developed
through four concise interlocking themes, :realism, satire, pl-easure
and finally pedagogy.
Realism and Iconici ty: "seeing is believi ng"
It may seem a little unusual, or even contradictory, to speak of
cartoons and caricatures as 'realist fictions r, but the term suitably
inflects the words ,'lith the tension intended here. One of the
difficulties of any discussion of the concepts of 'realism' and
'fiction' is the lack of an effective vocabulary with which to discuss
the topic. Another difficulty, which is discussed in chapter

5, is the

issue of censorship (page 318) in the visual arts where an even less
secure language of 'taste' is mobilised to contain 'the gap between
fact and fiction' and maintain a liberal consensus about the relationship of art and society. As Nc Arthur states:
"Inherent in the characteristic bourgeois separation between art
and social life is the view that so long as the media-vrorker
is clearly seen to be producing fiction, then v!hat he/She
does is of Ii ttle political conseauence. The momcmt, hm,ever,
that the forms he/she uses cease to be unambi6~ously I fictional ,
and begin to look like 'factual I production of the media,
then he/she is seen to pose a political threat." 5(;8
Here we can begin to identify the hm senses of a 'fictitious l untruth
and a lrealistic' truth. Both concepts have a long and changing
linguistic history "hich does not aid an easy definition. However, one
of the greatest obstacles occurs within the field of art criticism
itself, because here realism in art (and literature) is seen as both
a method and a general attitude.
i,villiams comments on this version:
"Realist art or literature is seen as simply one 5;onvention
among others, a set of formal representations, in a particular medium to which we ha,ve become accustomcc1. The object
is not 'really' lifelike, but by convpntion and repetition
has been made to appear so. This can be seen as relatively
harmless or as extr?mely harmful. To see it as harmful depends
on a sense that (as in mechanical materialism) a pseudoobjective 'version t of reality (a version that vJill be found
to depend, finally, on a particular phase of history or on a
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set of relationships between m0n and between men and
things) is passed off as I reaH ty', although in this
instance at least (and perhaps more generally) Hhat
is there is Hhat h8.s been made by the specific rractices
of Hri t:i. ng arYl painting nnd film-m<1kinG. To sec it as
'reality' or the tfai~1ful copying of reality' is to
exclude this active element and in extreme cases to pass
off a fiction or a convention as 'the r0al ""arId t. II 5(,9
For Lukacs the minimum condition for an effective literature or art
,-laS

for it to have an eff' ctive vlorking relationship vli th

I objective

reality'. For Engels, from whom Lukacs took his bearings, the
'triumph of realism' vas the ability of tart' to transcend its
ideological conditions and produce some form of real knowledge. A
f 0 a ture of both F,ngels I s and Lukacs I s n.nalyses is th"-,ir concentration on the genres of the past, particularly the 19th century nO'tel,
for models of roalism. Brecht argues thn.t such attempts are essentially nostalgic and abstract (i.e. formalist):
"Whether n. ,york is realistic or not crtnnot be determined
by checking "hether or not it is like existing vlOrks, vmich
are said to be realistic, or 'vere realistic in their time.
In each case, one must compare the depiction of life in n.
Hork of art ,vi th the life that is being depicted. II 570
Here is the central issue:
"Reality changes; in order to represent it, modes of
representation must change ••• i'llX'. t Has popular yesterday
is not today, for the people today are not ,,,hat they vler"
yesterdn.y. II 571
Brecht's argument is a crucial one for our understanding of representn.tion (in cartoons) because rrolism is, in effect, a cont:radictor;;r
form vrhich has a central role in all codes of representation. It is
because the methods and intentions of realism are so variable that anyone
can lay claim to a particular work - from Rembr?J1dt, to Coronation
Street, to the Beano comic - being 'realist' and 'populQr'. Nevertheless
taken to an historical and social analysis, there are a number of ivays
in iVhich iVe map social reality, which have a realistic effect and
coding ,vi thin cartoons, caricatures. These can be classified as
fundnmental conditions:
a) the narrative discourse (story, situation, time) and
as a functioning element of nqrrative
b) the portrait discourse (iconicity)
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Thus the reader's portrait and n'1.rrntive compntE:nce is thE: ability
to take up different positions in

0~fferent

discourses. The text's

competence lies in its ability to fully interpellate: the subject
through these disoourses. Put ocr simply: a good cartoon/caricature
must be Tecognisable'. It is not just a matter of 'recognising
yourself' say in the situation or portrait of a cartoon/caricature
but more, as in Foucault's fonnulation,
lithe ideological operation of rc:prescntation by v[hich
the idea of reality, its reproduced sign, is taken
for reality itself" 572
Thus the encoding of 'identity! through the discourses of cartoons
must be interpreted in t"lO vrays:
"as the transformation of the reader's subjective attitudes
which is at one and the same time the production of a neH kind
of objectivity" 573
I ha're concentrated here on the language by vThich realism is
constituted and operates as meaninG in c<'.rtoon texts. Nevertheless,
it is important to understand that ths more common-sense versions of
rNilism have been worked up from the str:l t0air- demands of a Realism')(constiulted in the 19th

centu~J.

Nochlin suggests that it aimed to

give a:
"truthful, objective and impartial ropresEn tation of the
real ,varld, based on meticulous observation and contempomry
life" 574
I include this common-sense vie\v of realism to indicate that this
spoke, even then, not of the natural components of any realism, but
the demands of a new realism Which still has some resonancc in our
contemporary cul tnros.
Th0 view of realism maintained in th is t.i1esis is of a social practice of
rr:prcsentation: of a form of discoursr: prodnction. John Tn.gg suGgests t.i1at
the power of the real - exempJifying Foucault I s claim - is not simply
repressive, but produces knQ\vledge.
"'-'That Ii· s 'behind I the paper or 'behind' the image is not
reality - the referent - but reference: a subtle ",reb of
discourse through which re alism is enmeshed in a complex
fabric of notions, representations, im'3..ges, attitudes,
gestures and modes of a.ction which function as evpryday knowhmv, 'practical ideology!, norms vdthin and through v!hich

.J(-

i.e. the artistic movement in France
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people live their relation to the ';Torld. It is by the
routes it opens to this oomplex sphere that the realist
text trades \vi th that Generally received picture of
what may be rpgarded as 'real Y or 'rm listic' which is
not recognised as such - as a picture - but presents
itself as precisely, the Reality. It is a traffi c ,.;hich
brings into circulation not a personal and arbitrary
'association of ideas' but a Whole hidden corpus of
knm.,rledge, a social 1cnovledge, tha.t it called upon through
the mechanism of connotation and "Thich gives the encounter
vIi th the regime of sense its solidity." 575
It

~~s

already been suggested that realism is a contradictory form:

it can confirm and reproduce the codes of the dominant culture and
ideology, or contradict and oppose these codes. The lDalist text of
the cartoon/caricature also has builtin \-ri thin its very conventions
the mechanism for such contradiction and sub\'ersion: satire.

Plr:asure and Satire: 'no 11lughing matter'

Given the earlier examination of a vide range of cartoon/caricature
examplr:s, it may be possible to suggest that the genre of satire
is qui to flexible; that it takes up,

t:r'[msforr~01

and puts into playa

':Tide range of themes. But cartoons and co.ricatures often o.pp9ar in
newsp1lpers - given a unique freedom alongside the editorial - or
books, or comics 1-There they no not simpll)T Ireflect' the ne,;TS or
'illustrate' the book (Dickensts !illustrator ) but effect a trans'
formation of that material.
Thus our enjoyment of particular jokr; s and the nar:ro. tives incorporating
them is not neutral, but usua.lly depends importantly on the vmrking
of particular ideological motifs. Though the pmasures of looking at
a funny cartoon are also the pleasures of watching

11.

realist text:

the illusion is not one of being told a joke, but of' seeing its visual
reinforcement in comic situations and characters. In earlic; r Tarts of
tl-tis study a detail'?d examination Has made, ,·ri th an extensive use of
}"'reud's work on jokos, of satirical/comic strategies: -the main
characteristic being the intersecti on of hm m0anip.g systems vThere a
phrase or a.ction is replaced by something lin..1ced to it in a conceptual
connection. Specific to the means of repr:sentation of the cartoon
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{lnd c{lric8.ture is the disruption anrl

contrL~diction

of mc:ming, v!i thin

the text, for hmnouTous effect. In cartoons and caricatures the
vie1wr's pleasure does nol lie in puzzle-solving or 3uspense around
the hero

IS

ability to cope th..1'."Ough [\ction Hi th various tl1..reats and

t,csks. Rather the tension to i-lhich the vievlGr

T8

sponds revolves

around the eco nomy or 1;1i t Hi th which oi theT tHO narrr:ttive discourses,
h,O portrait discourses""", or one narrative

8J1d

one portm, it , are

brought together to conflict in the text. The pl:::asuT8 of such texts is
lip. kd to the rc,loase of tension tlL""cmgh laughter. IJaughter is not,
of course, ali-lays associated Hi th fo:rms of pleasure, but the comments
offered here on cllrtoons do bogin to point to the vlays in 1/hich
pI: asure through satire is at least double-edged if not multi-·faceted.
And yet the difficulty of mounting Iln analysis of pleasure remains
indeed a

num~

or of iITi te::;.?s suggest that i t is beyond

Freud in this analysis of jokes rj,dmi ts t:lat
is to render
',0;'8

2.

[t

c~nalysis.

consequpncc of 2.np&l::lSlS

joke unfunny. Jokes, se,? my analysis in chapter 5, c:nd

gcnerlllly, plo a,sure, :err;, in

f:lC t,

on" of tIle J r;;"st cxplcw cd

nrE'as of cuI tnral analysis. But no l':1attoT ho'.': rr:sistEtnt to analysis
this 2l.rea is, the importance of the'

(1n0:~ti

on ho\'! do 1x1,rticn lar forms

of pleasure vork in cultural froms (specifi.c;l,lly the pleasures of t':18
representation, Sr1Y, of violcncC', tension, sex1J.cJ.ity, raco, ]_n-r;rlguc,
",nc knovrlcd6t? in co.rtoons)

rr;oyircs tll.c"lt

rul

ii,ttcmpt, albeit rncxlcst,

be made here to offeT some provisi omd conclusions.
The evor::rdny assumptions '.'Ihich ire carT';:r around Hi th us tend to be
fairly circ,d tous in that the

1

spontanr;O'.lS 1 fun of pleasure is p.lmost

seon, I believe, as indignantly unquestionable. A prime examplr: herr;
comes from this almost anti-intc::;llectual expr ssion abou.t art:
"I may knOll nothinG :1.bout art. but I knoH \-That I like".
The Question ends up where it begins: at the level of indi'ridus.l preference. In chllpter :; of this study an initial att(,mpt Has rrnde to
question the spontaneous fun of those cartoon-caricat;lJ::'cs 1\rhich 'k"1ke
racial difference (inferiority)
t~1ey

:18

producer Certainly, these and

point in the

soci~v1

the basis for the ipleasure' vlnich
D2n:Y' ot~v:;r

examplos in this study

and linoouistic nI",turf? of thc;sp forms.

-x- i . ('. cf'Ticaturc and portrait plioto:c10nt2.g0

4iO
In

PI~to's

view,

ple~sure

and its extension

h~ppiness

were

subjcGted to the control of the criteri:o,. of truth. For both Plato
p.nd, more recently, Marcuse, plr:asure always cont8.ins the thre8.t
of its own nngation: p8.in. Thc difference between the tvlO men, of
course, is that for Plato controlled pleasure would re-affirm the
social order and for Marcuse the liberation of plr:asurp would overthrow it, i.e. bourgeois society57".

In both these versions pleasure

is seen, some",hat romantically-1f, res ren ideal to be rtchieved rrether
than as a present social

re~li ty,

perhaps rationally structured.

The: hegemony of the; 'grand elementary principle of pleasure I

(Wordsvrorth) is sustained

beyond

the Romantic Tradi tion*, through

the rtssertions of uni-.-ersali ty and timelessness from figures such rts
Freud and Marcuse, and has resonance in contemporaI""'J culture.
Nevertheless, as many of the Victorian examples** quoted in chapter 5
show, the prinCiple of ple8.sure came to be regarded
A number of authors suggest

th~t

~~th

ambivalence.

this ambivrtlence occurs beGause of n

significant division between politics a.nd art, ,,,here:
"what was once a mode of experienciO> fo::::, a few has nm,
become rtn ideal of pxperience for mrmy" 577
Thus pleasure functions as a sign Hithin social structures: an ideological and political problem within the culture. Momentarily, in
Victorian society, it appears as if certain of the forms of the
r(>prpscnt~tion

of plr:asure - and thr: morality or pleasurp of satire

was extensively debated - are to be

!

liberated , from dominant

ideology: though, of course, capitalism, remains more than caIRble
of assimilating (and selling) them. But this raises the problem of
whether there can be a structural link betvmen the dominant beliefs
of society and the dominant sites (forms) of its pleasure - production.
The German dramatist Bertol t Brecht

vlaS

concerned, via his medimn of

thea tre, vli th not only wha t give s us pleasure and enj oymen t, bu tits
effects and active role in the r8production of (dominant) ideology.
Br0cht

ar~led

pleasure -

that, in the crtse of theatre, the dominant form of

entertai~ment

- induced a watching process of passive

empathy (identification) rather than an active process of critical
seeing (contradiction). Brecht located the problem of

ple~\sure

\.Jithin

* Though 'romantic' characteristics (in the general sense) are not
always co-extensive v,i th the traits of the 'Romantic Tradition t (in
the historical sense) both senses rtre useful here.
** The \vord I cartoon' in its modern sense began in thr: 1830' s in 'Punch I
(University of Kent, E.H. Slwpard exhibition catalogue, 191~).
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thn cultural institution and

pr~'.cticoG

of thl;;J.trr::

11S

h0 eamr: to

call them, its appn.ratus of ontcrtainmcmt.
"Socicty absorbs via the Cluuaratus uhatover it ner;c1s in
order to r(:produce i tself:~t - 578
Br(~eht

is not suGGestinG that

thr:~l.trr'

functions for domirrtnt idr;ology,

but rath8r sustains its hegemony, by maintaining
pIc i'.surablc form of consumpti on:

f

entertainmcn t

I,

U1C

0asy and

func ti oning

8.S

a seri os

of reassuring ideological mirrors. For Brecht it is not just a matter
of the content of these fruniliar myths, but the general tjucstion of
the unity of consciousness and the pleasures upon '.Thich this thrives identification. Brecht developed an atin.ck on the unity of consciousness
by stopping the flmv of identification in his theatre - thr, distanciation
offect - nnd by supporting the n01v art form of the cin(;ma. Th; aim of
:Brecht's political aesthetics is to establish tho dia10ctical relationship bet'\-reen r"presentations (signs)

and conciousness: 1.-,here it can b(:

sugc;estcd that these rcprescnt::.tions feed back in and const:ruct/
deconstruct consciousness. :But ho\-! do(?s this help us focus on the
ideological dimf:nsion of pleasure in cartoons/carieatnrc? HOil do cartoon
signs Ho:c-k to

OJ

nstruct a 'lisnal consciou sneBS? The question is not

removeri frum the explorations, in the previous section, of the cartooncaric~. tlI':'8

as a realist text.: the I·ray a 'li"vler is able to confirm an

identit;~- through its articulation in portrait/narrative discourses.

Alvays in cartoons and caricahD:'es a particular pj_cce of lreal life i
is 'r"produced' ,-lith pC'tXticul:rr dimensions. Primarily throuGh portro.it and
narrative, the rOill remains rr refe:rrnt. HOiwver, the criteria of the
rerrl . "in rJrt the: domin'1nt
de-stabilised in cartoons and caricature throuGh th,; defamiliarisation
(Brncht: distanciation) effl:ct of the mltire and comir~ mr:chanisms.
But hOI" could thr:y destabilis0 on ideo loGY eontained in a vicvl?
John :BorGr:r, in discussing th:: conventions of pel'"spectivr: suGgests that
it is:
11

lj]\:c [l. ben.'1l from a liGhthouse - only instead of light
travelling outl'lards, appeo.rances travel in. The conventions
called those appearances r.;ali ty. Perspecti vo make s the
singlc eye tho centre of tho visible \!Orlel. It 579

4/2
To extend the point mr:tde earlirT in this study (page 18f':) on !tho
looks' afforded to n viewer by a rnnlist text, it
'".ssert now thn t in order for us to

I

lS

possible to

see I nnything 1:[,: hnve to be

nasi tioned wi thin n. particul:l"t' field. for thn.t pcrc1'ption to tnJu:
plrccp. Ikmc"', sight "I see" is not sepn.-rrrbJ,,: from sign "I see from

~.

p:lI·ticul<lr pO[3i tion, from Hi thin a p<lrticnlaT field of knovJledge and.
',vi th

8. part:iC111~lr

conception of reel.li t7,"1I. The confirmation of the

s('cond through thr: first is the b:1Bis of cogni tion~
RenHissance perspective functions for Berger in the samE'! 'laY as
I

gloving art I rmd the Ibourgeois I novel

110

for Brecht - as the

confir:na tion of thn cen tI'?li ty of conscionsnrcss, and they mobi li8F~
conceptions of ChFlrR.cter, stereotype, hero which locate the sover8ign
(bourgr::ois) (;n.t0gory of the individuA.l. Th,':y provide the bflqis for
thnt individurtl' ,:~ plnrtsure. It is tr'mpting to believe that because
of the distancinting mech2.nism of cartoons, satire convnntions vlOrking
portrai t ann

n~1.rrati ve

certn.in texts could hAve

discourses 1

fl

!progressive effectl.
This itself is

C':.

fiction, becctusr:, c;1Ttoon/caricatuT", il7lages m[~:f be

inscribed in nPif contexts 1:[hich serVt? to deprive thorn of a progressive
1'010. Gertel.inly, (;2.rtoons/cfC'Tica tures produce knOl{lr:dge through
ple<lsure:

lye

(::A.-peric:nce a renlist text \-Jh'2re

mechmlism carrins

t1::;

to rt position \,,[hr:r0

1,,0

[t

find situ;). tion/crJar.!1.ctr:rs

bi tterly ridiculf'd or ('0);1ic. But do('s findine «.
rr::inforce the Horst stereot)lJo ,ind

distanciation (,joking)

JJ'~8,judices,

C~trtoon
01'

pleasuri:1ble

c}.':pose them ODd

thereby open the possibility of thei.:::- re,jc:ction? Huch of th" matE:;rial
in this study points to a
thn.t their const,mt

ViCd

of cn.rtoons ard

dr~-stabi lisinc;

I th(~

of

caric8i7J.~·E'!

"Thich

1'('2.1' Frocluces on occa,:dons L

not only proj3T0ssiv8, but 8.1so contr':1.dictory and ambiguous ideolo,::;ioal
effects.

As

"nl,S

stated earlier it is outsid" tlw purview' of this

study to mRasure such effects. Revertheless, it is in the context of
the pleasure and knOidedge* genera ted by the rcnlist fictions of
cartoons that I offRr a comr:Jpnt from

3,

Tliece of audience rese8.:r'ch:

8..

comment ,e/hieh perhaps indicatr:s the possibility '1.[1(1 il7lportance of
developing a pedPgogy in this field. f'b.lcolu f1uggeridge in the

* Art may expr0ss true ideas, ::end may produce knm·rledge in the sense th2ct
some people r:1:1.y learn these thruths throngh art T'!:'Lther than threJUgh
historical or sociologicnl analysis. The status of its tn1.ths as valid
knovledge is determined in science and history.

'Ne,,, Statesman I compares Andy Capp, tlw Dnily I1irror cn.rtoon figure,
wi th the comic iwrking class figure of Alf Garnett, in the television
series 'Till Death Do Us Part'. He says that the cartoon

stereo~pe,

like Alf, is the bad gu.,y I,rho
"expresses at the top of his voice all the deplorable
attitudes that go therewith - dovm vJith the "TOgS! bring
back the hangman! no pre-marital sex! send the niggers
home and the buggers to prison! good old Smithy! it's
all a Red plot! etc. etc. \{e are expected to laugh contemptuously at this wild old reprobate ••• shocking old Alf
is a lorY' survivor from a vanished fl{;,e, soon to be heard no
more. There's the moral, plain as plain.
Yet here's the extraordinary thing - audience research
indicates that, far from being the clown-villain of the
series, Alf is the hero. His crazy outpourings ring the
bell for millions* of vievlers; he is their hero, they dote
on him nnd han...~ on his ,wrds." 580
To cartoon and caricature is not only to mruce art-vlork. It is to
transform oocial relations, pulling us into the nCvT pn.tterns of
cultural exchange that it has itself produced.

Ped~ogy:

u we

' 11 tell them of thei. r oppression rlnd them makr:

them study it"
The title here may seem some,,,hat negn.tive, but it is intended to
signify a tension nnd contrO-diction in the \lay teacbing approaches
to 'visual

ideolo~vi

might differ. In many debates teaching is treated

as an immensely practical activity about ".hich it is dif:ficul t
to theorise. Methodology is discussed during

teacher-training and

almost as an obligntion discrl:rded ,,,hen the teacher encounters the
trc:al world I of classroom teaching: the result of such an atti tude
is often that by defnul t methodology

achir:ves the status of theOT:"f.

Unfortunately, such a vie,,, does not toke account of the political
T'

asons ,,,hy so fe,,, teachers in schools are givnn an opportunity to mg<1gr:

as pnrt of their ''luge labour in the practice of theory: divisions
bet,wen universi ty (as a site of theory) and school (as a si te of
practice) \-Thich arise out of the fundamental organisation of SOCiety,
in the division of labour 8lld t:!1.e consequr:nt division anrt distribution
of knm'iledge. Obviously, there are methodologies and these arA basE!d

7;-

often as many

flS

14 million yieHers
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:cothodology being inh'rentl:r

b,~'tter

or nor,? radical than guy other.

Certainly in this concluding section I

:::'.JTl

not trying to nurm8

particular teaching strategies or to offer puwtical teaching hints
'iThich could then be transposed from n naJ.:TOH research field to a
nul ti -applicabili ty in a numb er of educa ti one:J. insti tu tions. This
stuc\.v raises questions about 'knovlledge t and the
I

I

exp'3rience I of

ideology' "hieh, as s,;milli'vl conC:0pts having a bearing on educationnl

content, involve us in positions and strcnces.
Harry people, for example, ';Iould today accept that '\\forks of 'populr.'lr

cuI ture' 8xe as l,wrthy of study as any other 'high art t form. But
the prob10m ('!;lit.h both forms, if that distinction is temporarily
accepted) is to understand hOl·.-, say, ~" YisU2>l ideolog:,r in a racist
caricature, i8 to be studif'n.· in its n.rtieulating discourses:
t"xt}

;'"8

consciousness and

e:x."perience~

tLS rt

Huch of tJw m8.terial pre sen ted

in this re::wnrr;h SU,C;,{;csto th:lt bf'cwcS n ideo 1 or;y iei fhnrlnmr:ntnl
onl~T

in experience the>

liv(;rl

Hay to teach about m!Ootters ideological is to

but in many

cri tiqucs it. This is a wodel '.vhich in the:: field of

Hedia Studies is

oft~:n

th", irrJnee. In ElaDJT

"~cays

n.nd its institutions as

termed radicr!} analysis: a basic semiotics of
it is not teo difficul t to analyse the medL'.
f1 so~~t

of conter:lporn.r:r u.p-datinG' of the

conventional art history or literary stuc1ic;s disciplin:;s; but it is
not enough because swden ts can learn the history of p3inting, t:,lvision
or literature bacbrards

~mcl

v deconstruct I

particular texts as didp.c:tic

exercises ,ihich do not connect o.t all 1'li th thfdr
They ,vill

I

do I images of race jUElt as they

mi{~'ht

O"i.\Tl
I

liyed e:r.perience.

do I the rrudors.

Students cannot learn to 'see' the I'in"\risible l ideology just thmugh
the inteIlnctual mod.8 of adrl:r'Css - "1hieh in any eyont might be pr)rceiYed
as a particular oppr:ssivo-x-

e12.88

discourse, to be Tesisted on those

grounds [dorF'.
!!From the vant::cge-point of marw Horkin,:;-class;Touth, as 101:1.{3:
n.s you aren I t Hashing floors in a d,ctn.ntion centre, 1'1.8 long
as =TOU have still got a fell bob in your pocket, nnrl C8ll go out
and 1-13.'.'0 a good ti n:e ui th your friends, then you are sti 11
free. You Ire free to Halk the long I'my throlJ.gh the pevrk instead

-x- Par2.do:x:icall;'rr the HorkinG cl:'.ss distrust and r':,jection of theor;",

com(';s partly from 2, recoeni ti on, ov·n in the momr'nt that it
.
..
1 gulSO.
.
581.
oppresses,
01~ t'110 1
_10 11__ Oi'mc;ss 01~ tl_leO:r;'.r In
l CS socaa~
J

•
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of i·msting pr cious penco on a bus, i:D save your money
and get some enjoyment nt the snme time. You'ro fre r; to
smoke yourself to dB"'~ th, or get dm.nk. And you have th,:
grea test freedom of all, to fall in love 1'li th a girl or
boy of your choice, to get r:nrried ::md have children.
As long as you can do all this, you CM go on believing
you live in a free society, vThere <l£tcr all the best
things in life are free. And you Hill defend those freedoms to the last, against both those \"ho would try and
curtail them, and those vrho 1{Quld tell you that they
~~e illuso~J, and only serve to conceal the real
unfreedoms from ~rou." 582
Certainly, I am not overthrowing every intellectual approach but
innicating the problems of a pedagog-y vrhich in ruggesti ng that siuden ts
participate in ideology - that

eve~rthing

they are can be deconstructod

undermines the sense of a 'free self' (spoken in the previous quote)
"Thich is their identity. To the traditional bourgeois mind much of
popubr culture (Md youth culture) :r:e ally is meaningless, or mere
ideology. Tho thrust of our teaching, md a V'dagogy must not be to
undermine these forms, !)ut to accept 'exp·'rience' as th0 primary condition
of thr?ir viabi Ii "bJ: to c(:lebpltc the: forms [lS a

Hay

of movi. ng in pr[lctice

(of their ideologies) to an undcrstrmCling of arti.2.u.1n.tion, <lDd fin<llly,
hop"fully

[l,

reflpxivi ty and critique "Thich cloes not dr;C',troy the forrna tion

of the subject in the process.
This study is addressed mainly to educational vrorkers and te2,chers. It is
hoped that the research will be of value to teachers because of the general
theoretical approach adopted in the discussion of the forms of visual
lan~lage and ideology,and the analysis of the genre of cartoon/caricature

which suggests that all genres produce different ideologies in different
ways. Some of the questions asked about cartoon/caricature images draw on
semiology in analysing how the image produces meaning through

the internal

relations of its signifyimg elements. In much art teaching a radical
~nalysis

of Iln image often

a picture

of what

l:'emains with

is of ,its pedigree iii thin an unquestioned notion of
misleadingly,responses of 'taste' or 'beauty'.

I

heri tage I or more

Some art teaching goes

further to ask ,,,hat is in fln image - wha,t historically specific ideologies
nnd codes are being "Jorked wi thin the image, and whether
representation lend credibility to claims

thesr~

of~"T'<2al:Lsm! or !

prac tices of

truth I . r-luch of

this can be Ilrrived n.t from n. careful 'reading' of an imn.ge.
This study, however, has tried to go beyond that in posing questions,
related to my mm teaching experience, n.bout the nature of cultural
production.

Th0 r0s0rtrch suggests thrlt,as tencb,rs, vIr: rlre requirr:d to ask,for r:xalTlple,
questions as to how

~n im~ge

entered into circulation within the culture;

for whom wns it intended; whnt sort of readings did it invite cmd hOH w,re
these negotin.ted by its various audiences;whn,t field of art and rlrt educntionrll criticism inscribes the vlOrk?

These questions are raised and

discussed throughout the study and lead to broader discussions of the
insti tutions and techniques which make the production of cartoon/cn:'icrlture
images possible.

Though I have examined certain aesthetic conventions and

codes,as a discursive formation,and raised questions about the nature of
pleasure I have not pursued the issue conventionally dealt with in
rl0sthetic theory:the nature of aesthetic experience itself.
The d':'Tlamic of the research

maintains a concrete teaching emphasis by

enquiring into the cultural production of im%p.s,particularly cartoons,
fmd the forms of knoiVledge, po'..,rer and social conflict that they embody.
This is not just an aRsthetic debn.te, but also an historical and ideological
df'batp. which raises fundamfmtal 0ducational n.nd art educo,tional issues.
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ta prick playiOg cricket as a blood sportt
C.A.RICATORE:punitive_satire/obscenity
Pen and ink drawing of Rodney Marsh at
the Centenary Test in Melbourne 16.3.77
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\

INTERVIF.Vl I-IiTH RALPH STEAJ11AN on 30. SlPl
(S
Steadman
T = Tomkins)

T.

Do you think that the p0i-Ter of s::ttire lies in the hands of the
establishment?

Because it appears that the effects of jokes

serve to reinforce dominant ideology,power,status,morality,norms,
values ••• Does humour bribe us into becoming laughing conservatives?
S.

Well it is when i~s cosy, as it is in most daily newspapers
who usually employ somebody who is conservative/reactionary •••••
some make jokes about cripples.

T.

But so do you.

S.

Out of fear, like the middle classes make jokes about the lower
classes out of fear of being down there themselves •••. a way of
pushing them away.

T.

Does it always work down the social pyramid.

S.

It also works up.

There is scorn for the top and fear for

the bottom.
Mohamed Ali makes a joke about niggers but we can't, not without

T.
S.

hOlm ...... :1.no

tho\ll~h

Lh,~y

11:;llally

(H·i!~in<1.t.(~

Tt'~,

always about class antagonisms, isn't it.

we {nake jokes about Jews, the Irish, the Poles
WIthin thp (!t.hnic c;roup itself.*

Well, it is in this country but I don't think this applies
everywhere.

It is segregation as they say in U.S.A., it's

to do with ethnic groups rather than class groups.**
T.

Many cartoons denigrate the working class but are nevertheless
assumed to be radical in attacking those in authority.

S.

They should be radical

but that's how I lost my job at

the Times, for doing drawings which connected Gerry Rubin with
old age pensioners.

*

Freud 533 and Reik 534 found that Jews enjoy telling anti-semitic
jokes.
O'Donnell 535 discovered that the Irish exchange jokes
that ridicule their national intelligence whilst Middleton and Moland5G6
indicated that blacks tell more anti-Negro jokes than whites.
The
evidence of shared ridicule, within groups, locates joking amongst the
middle-class: where joking reflects criticism of a dissociation from
other lower class members of the racial groups 537: class prejudice
within ~thnic groups.

**

Though the criteria of ethnic prejudice are often redefined on the
terrain of class
0

T.

Did the Times ban i t ~

S.

Well they didn't publish it.

T.

They paid you for the drawing but didn't publish it.

S.

No, I was on a weekly salary.

It was the last cartoon

I did and then I had to get my cards.

There were a

couple I managed to get through •••..••. the Pope as a
raving capitalist •....•. by pinching the original
cartoon just before it went to press.
T.

Is a satire/caricature of a person more threatening
than that of a group?

S.

Dh yes, especially when that person holds power, e.g.
like Hitler or Mussolini.

T.

There have been more cartoonists taken to the Press
Council in the last ten years than in the last fifty.
What do you think this suggests.

S.

:j(

Well in the fifties and sixties there was tremendous
optimism and license to do whatever you wanted •••••..
like the music challenged and changed opinion ••••••..•
but not now •••.•• it's a cul-de-sac of control ••...•
satire is finished ••..

T.

Satire can bite the hand that feeds it.

It's not

always left.
S.

Well it can be just to amuse ••••. as a paid clown.
George Grosz found that when he went to America he fell
in love with it.

People expected the biting satire

produced in Germany but he just took a Professorship.
It was all too far away (culturally) for himo 5J8

*In the early 1960's Britain had a 'satire boom';see the chapter'Private Eye:the
politics of the fool t in Se~TIour -ure, The Political Impact of Y~ss Media,
Constable 1974.

T.

What about production deadlines.

I mean, many many of

your cartoons are not produced on a daily basis from a

publisher~ office but more on a weekly basis from home.
S.

I've done both, but that's a good point as I think the
general style of the cartoon evolved because the work had
to be produced on the spot, and be fairly utility in its
make up.

T.

In the field of comics, production schedules often effected
the look of the final layouts.

S.

There are pressures like those surrounding the book I'm
doing with Hunter S. Thompson, as

we near the printing

deadline.
T.

Many of your cartoons/caricatures operate through the
conventions of book production and that is within the
mainstream tradition of Daumier and Hogarth.

S.

Yes, they were immediate, out on the streets, as widely
distributed as possible,

so that everyone would get the

message, including the illiterates whose only source of
critical news was, often, these pictorial satires.
T.

Like Hogarth made cheaper woodcuts for the Chapbooks/
broadsheets and expensive version for the upper classes.

T.

Have you consciously become involved with the economics,
so that cheaper/different versions were produced to widen
the audience?

S.

Yes, I like doing paper litho plates •.•••• on to the press
right away •••..•• getting them out to the masses ••••. that was
their strength.

T.

Unless the cartoonist is working for D.C. Thomson (Beano)
many cartoonists such as yourself, have the original work
returned to them after publication

but then there is a

shift in context if these works are then sold as high art.
S.

Nothing wrong with that, it~ a game.

T.

It~ a market too, isn't it?

S.

Well, of course, it's a lucrative game, and some cartoons
end up in a gallery.

And yet you can't get much money

because even if i~s a good piece of drawing they don't
want to pay much for it.

Many people who buy 'art' do so

for investment, or to re-affirm a lifestyle already full of
cars, refrigerators, everything.
Does

Politicians often buy caricatures of themselves.
this mean the cartoon has lost its impact:
S.

Yes, but imagine the reverse if, for example, no cartoonist
ever caricatured, say, Harold Wilson.

The indifference could

be just as damning.
S.

Gerry's* drawings are marvelously original but some of his
flights of fancy started to lose their effect because they
went so far it became for his own sake and no longer had
that kind of intense observation.

T.

You mean more abstract, rather less portrait.

S.

You don't make it any stronger just by making the nose a
bit longer

0

It's more for less really

or more makes

less, less in more.
T.

I've brought an example of one of Scarfe's early cartoons
(1971) titled 'Obscenity and the Law'** because it raises
the wider issue of obscenity, or the lack of it, in British

*

Gerald Scarfe

**

An unpublished cartoon, shown earlier in this study (C~pter 5)
A

cartoons.

I mean what about your cartoons on 'cricket

as a blood sport' (for the Radio Times) with Rodney Marsh
drawn as a penis.

But you don't use the penis very much

in your satire. (see Rodney Marsh caricature on the next pa€e)

s.

I have done, some were published,

We are more prudish

here, as compared with French satire:

but they have a

kind of violence.
I go for obscenity in violence, in a way that's a better
reason for it.
T.

I~s often said that visual images (visual ideology) are
not knowledge because they don't tell the truth about
the world, and yet satires in drawings do appear to tell
a type of truth which can be very near to reality.

S.

Yes because they operate in ways which words cannot say.
They can infer/implJ

. suggestions.

You will find a flow of history in cartoons many of which
would not have existed but for the historical event and
critical opinion grounded and formed by the lived culture.
T.

Do you think, for example, David Low's work is good drawing
or good technically.

S.

I think he was beautifully precise, he was able to portray
much more than the average cartoonist with his marvelously
precise wet lines;

he could draw in a very academic way.

He understood how drawing could represent things, attitudes,
postures •....•
T.

--

*

What do you think about his thick lines.*
David Low "My drawings would not flow off the pena
I started to take
this art of comics apart to see what it was made of ••. to piecing together
of a lot of established conventions not far from the ideographs of ancient
Egyptians".
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, 'a prick playing cricket as a blood sport' .'
CARICATUREspunitive satire/obscenity
Pen and ink drawing of Rodney Marsh at
the Centenar,y Test in Melbourne 16.3.11
by Ralph Steadman
\ Published in the Radio Times 11-11 June

..\ 1911.

_'_.~_stration taken from the

catalogue 'Getting them in Line I at the

:'3,~tre for the Study of Cartoons & Caricature,University of Kent,October 1975)
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DAVID LOW:
So

They were just right, because they also were
paper.

Evening Standard

going on to cheap

They were done with that in mind,designed to appear on

cheap newsprint, done quickly but with skill.

T.

Do people today, on either technical or aesthetic grounds, regard
Low's word as not good drawing?

S.

Are they good.?

I would..l'1't have one on the wall because there would

be very little pleasure in the form •..• but I enjoy them for what
they were doingo ... , they were doing the job wonderfully.
Was th lS b ecause th ey h a d good

So

No, it's a combintation of a number of things the idea, the joke,

O

the drawn invention, etco

JOk es

In th em."7

T•

0

0

e.g. the image of the bungling, upper-

class reactionary caught in the spirit of the Tory Blimp.

T.

Is yours a deep spiritual longing to throw some dung at the
whole world?

S.

Yes, because one feels left out, that's all.

T.

Steadman is just an alienated figure from the office.

S.

Yes, most caricaturists are.

I was shocked when I first went

to a cartoonist meeting in 1961 at the Cartoonist Club.

They*

all looked like insurance clerks, so boring, they never became
my friends.
Gerry Scarfe was the only one I was getting on with.
interests came from outside the newspaper world.

Our

Theirs came

from newspaper production.
I started out from Giles

producing Giles type cartoons

which was hardened when I came across George Grosz's work.

I

tried to draw like Giles** but moved towards the hard (Grosz)
edge.

For example, Ronald Searle has considerable skill but

he has none of that critical edge.

His work is rather

decorative.
Interview with Luck and Flaw on 30.10.81
(F=Fluck
L=Law
T=Tomkins)
F.

Now once we stop doing just the magazines, illustrations and
develop other forms.
our postcards.

We've got this guy who goes round selling

Now they're just offshoots from the illustrations

we did but people now actually have to go in a shop

put down twenty-

five pence and buy a Luck and Flaw postcard or you can buy a Thatcher
teapot*** or you can buy a Prince Charles mug now we're getting a
feeling of who actually buys what we do instead of just dealing
with ten art directors spread over in different countries, so now
we get feedback and we've got letters and stuff ••••• and I do think
it's healthy because people they write you letters and they say,
you know, keep up the good work, or
doing so and so'.
*

'~ave

you ever thought of

They try to get in on it.

The daily cartoonists working in a newspaper office

** It is known that many cartoonists for the comic-strips in say the
Beano developed from Giles visual ideology.
*** See photograph
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Photograph of the notice board in the
studio of 'Luck & Flaw' on 29th October
1981. Note the photograph of Thatcher
and the Thatcher and Reagan teapots •••
referred to in the interview.
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L.

Those envelopes there ••• about six hundred, all got addresses on
and they all represent people who've laid out £15 for a teapot ••••

F.

And I think especially now you've got this particular Government
and you've got a really bad recession, whatever the whys and
wherefores of satire is they're really not •••• for some reason
actually doing anything at all, even if it's just a joke.

T.

One of the things that worries me about this is that you said
even if it's just a joke •.•• I mean a lot of people say as soon as
you laugh, as soon as you have a radical image in front of you
mediated through satire, the essence of that experience is that
the act of laughing reaffirms our beliefs, turns us into a sort
of laughing conservative, just convinces us, it lets us out ••. I
mean Freud said that jokes function to reduce anxiety.

Is that

true, do you think?539

L.

Yes, it's true it~ a little safety valve.

Someone like Heseltine

•.•. you can have a few laughs about it.

It takes the edge out

of it.
To

Supposing you could get Heseltine published with something obscene
happening to him •••• do you think •••• I mean because in the past one
of the things I took a lot of time with was to examine many of the
two thousand drawings of the Commune period.

It's interesting

in the V&A catalogue ••• they say it's not art, which anyway is too
vague and general to be at all helpful.

In the Commune period you

actually have a lot of the drawings produced in a short time, but
you've got a •... I mean I looked at what Freud said about this, the
fact that events are portrayed progressively obscene as the
situation gets worse.
Well in fact it went •••. going through the drawings it went the
opposite wayo •. it started off with incredibly obscene

anal things,

peoples' faces drawn like the backsides of pigs ••• all of that.

Then

the middle period where things have started to go bad, you get nonsense*
*

Nonsense themes often ~eveal the separation of syntax (grammar) and
semantics (meaning) i.e. grammatically correct sentences that are nonsensical.
Nonsense themes tend to reflect our misconceptions of reality. Wittgenstein
commented on the sense in nonsense.

like Alice in Wonderland stuff that's got a bit of a cutting
edge but really has a nonsense.

Finally before the capitulation

and destructiom of the barricade you get pornography, outright
pornography and I'm just wondering now what you ••.. in terms of any
impact, I mean as you say, you've added things like ••• that Whitelaw
prick on there ••• I mean that didn't get published. (looking at an
obscene caricature of William Whitelaw).
F.

No, I mean, I can't take it in a wide ••. in the context that you are
taking it as an overall picture of how it goes.

In our experience

in the late sixties, early seventies ••.•.
T.

• •.... you could do that •... i.e. obscene caricature.

F.

Well, you did a lot of prick art and it had a certain shock value
if you got it printed.

It had a sense of shock value in recent

years it hadn't been done.

We're much more interested

in~,

if

you get a job in on a particular person and you really would like to
do it.

The thing to do is to make the simple statement:

we're

still talking in terms of one image, that is true as far as we see
it.

Now if the person laughs and recognises the truth of our

caricature then I think that's about as much as you can do.
1.

Yes, but it doesn't change anything.

F.

It doesn't change the people that agree with you, but there may be
people that ••••.•

1.

You wouldn't last three weeks in India.

F.

I've no intention of going.

10

••.... because you could be taken seriously?

T.

They'd take it literally?

10

•••. and you'd probably change a few peoples minds they'd take it

literally.

Cartoons in India that impersonate India are very powerful

stuff indeed.

You have to watch it if you want to stay out of prison.

T.

(All three looking at the 'Luck & Flaw' caricature produced for the
Sunday Times magazine, September 27, 1981.

Also, the caricature

models for this commission are there in the studio.
Obviously, that cover is going to land on about

See photographs).

It million people's

doormats, so you have a very large target audience •• but again do you
think it just improves their ideologies rather than challenging them.
L.

It probably does.

T.

What's amazing inside the magazine is this sort of almost Renaissancelike photograph of Jenkins, Williams, Owen and Rogers.

L.

By Lord Snowdon ••••• The main point is that the article that is in the
magazine is a lot of rubbish.

It's rubbish.

It's just a wonderful

catalogue of what happened at Lime House and so on.
criticism in it.

There's no

It is now impossible for a magazine like the Sunday

Times to really say something.
F.

I mean you're obviously very interested and you've looked at a lot
of the things, right and we live with it anyway, we don't think these
are in any way odd, that's what we do, what you've got to remember
is that when you are going out to

It

million people and when you

think of doing someone like Nixon I mean if you look at that face I
mean there's no way you'd vote for him just on what you see there, well
obviously most people don't because he was elected in with the biggest
~

majority since George Washington.

So if you actually make people

see the faces, see what's in the faces.

~I

-i

L.

He got in after a lot of caricature and criticism anyway, you know
that's why I said that its been going for some time, and·he still got in.

~

I i

F.

You can't expect too much of what we're doing after all if you pull
people up to see what's there that's not bad.

T.

You know in some way caricatures

~

'realistic', they are within a

realist tradition you know, even though its an illusion in the sense
that it goes into caricature I mean it~ not just ideology there
usually is some sort of recognition of truth.
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Luck and F1m·r's studio.Octobe~ 29,198l.
The caricature models commissioned fo!:'
the Sunday Times Magazine cover of ~7t~
September, 1981, (previous page).

L.

We're hoping to go into a more effective field.

We're going into

television to get the models to move and have them speaking:

to be

able to choose our scriptwriters.
T.

A satirical Muppets.

L.

That's right, we've got the money to start this.

T.

Would you offer this to the existing networks or the new Channel 4.

L.

Channel 4 and BBC 2 are the only people who carry that sort of thing
anyway, but there will be cable TV here soon, like in the U.S.A.

F.

In the States, we are told that cable TV has changed what is/isn't
acceptable ••. and so its certainly possible for us to do what we want
to do in Ameri ca •

L.

Whats been happening is that the networks have been losing so many
tens of thousands of viewers every month because of the growth and the
variety of material that is not controlled and therefore they've been
going out and being watched and therefore the networks have taken a
hammering, so they're going to have to do the same •••• in other words
they are going to have to put up a better showing.
forced into it by the inevitable thing;

T.

They are being

that is competition.

I think, from a lot of things that I've looked at, I've come to the
conclusion that the only critical mileage there is in any type of
imagery is what's left in satire however incorporated it is into
dominant practice.

The thing that always comes to mind is the degree

to which class and race* or racism carried through class antagonism
could be said to be the main ideological themes of satire working
in a downward way.

It's always worked down towards the working class.

I mean I know you say you hate Jak's guts because he's constantly
satirising the workers I mean do you actually take a position on that.
F.

On Jak?

T.

Not so much Jak, but do you see yourselves as left or right or do you

(laughter)

play both.
__ ,
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L.

Any satirist or cartoonist, whether they vote left or right, is
automatically leftish because it's always the left, it's only ever
the left that makes any sort of humanitarian noises anyway, the right
never does.

F.

The left always has its political theories.

The right doesn't have any political philosophy, the left has a long
tradition of one.
Well having said that I mean the good example of this was when Goldsmith
started up 'Now' magazine.

Everybody, I mean Steadman said he would

never work for it and all the rest of it and lots of others, Social
Democrats took this stand right.
So you think this because that looney was on the TV saying I've
started my magazine and no

known leftist is ever going to work on

my magazine.
So we got a phone call to do Jimmy Carter, who we didn't like anyway,
and what we were asked to do was exactly what we would have liked to do
anyway so we went along and slapped in a huge bill ••• we took his bloody
money.
L.

(laughter).

He was paying the left after all that.

But on the other hand I don't think you can be a leftwing cartoonist
or satirist.

It's pointless because the left has got as many weaknesses

and as much hypocrisy as the right, and if you're just a left-wing
satirist then you become a propagandist for one side.

F.

That new magazine what's it called?

It came out about a month ago,

it's a new fubour Party one.
T.

The 'New Socialist'o

F.

New Socialist.

They sent us a directive of what they would like on

the cover and we
L.

No, what they wanted on the cover a

Fa

What they wanted on the cover, not what they would like, what they
wanted on the cover.
We've never had that from Goldsmith.

They said (iae. 'New Socialist')

we would like Healey, Silkin and Benn looking towards the future.
mean come on, you know.

I

S:o Roger rang up and said I'm sorry and all that but it's not on.

L.

I do work for the Labour Party, I do their cartoon every week.

T.

A drawn one in Labour Weekly.

L.

Yes, but I only do it because I'm not held down to any Labour Party
view.

I never have any arguments with them I keep it as mostly anti-

conservative, or its international.

T.

But when you claim that autonomy is this the bourgeois version of
the possessive individualism of the artist as the creative genius;
therefore nobody should dare interfere with your work.

F.

We are pretty elitist, but we don't believe in art.

L.

We don't operate as freelance public relations men, but as a new
socialism.

F.

And you certainly wouldn't do it for anyone.

I once had a job offered

me to do Jimmy Carter as a Jewish Vampire ••. I mean those sort of jobs
get turned down and I don't think (laughter) •.•• I don't think that's
being bourgeois to turn that down but I mean you know we are elitist
but having said that we've a fair idea of the tradition of caricature
just out of interest but quite honestly at this stage of the game all
we're really interested in, all this is just a means to an end, I mean
you've got to do it, you've got to have the skills to do it.
But what you really want is to get it out there you see, so I mean if we
get the television show where we get an even bigger audience and we can
make it more flexible because it becomes like theatre instead of just
a single shot image, tha~s where the fun is, the fun is the idea, we
still get a charge out of the actual skill bit on the faces, but a
lot of it's just hard work so we're not interested in turning out
great pictures that go into a sort of analogue of the best caricature
we can find.
To

No.

You say you get letters now about the postcards, which is really
important because the other day I bought some postcards in a left
bookshop in Grays Inn Road, you see, I thought it was great just to

T...

have access to those and it's obviously a wider form of distribution
like in the past.

~.

But you didn't have to go there, you could have gone to the Royal
Academy

T.

(laughter) ••••••
• .• but what about the letters, do you ever get letters

about the Magazine covers for the Sunday Times, obviously that is
a middle/upper class audience, have you ever had letters of protest.
1.

No.

F.

Yes.

T.

Because you know

Yes I do yes.

some time ago.

your Jimmy Carter one that you did
(All three looking at Sunday Times magazine cover,

dated 4th July 1976)

see reproduction.

1.

That's ages ago, that's a fairly mild example.

F.

Well it's nice and jolly.

10

Well it's not an excuse but the reason it's like that was because we
do the whole series for the New York Times.
They sent us half a page of foolscap on someone they thought was called
John Carter and they said he's Governor of Georgia.

That was the

only information we got, and he's a democrat, and he's a peanut farmer.
That's the only information we had on it.

And that was about the first

caricature of him that came out.

F.

Yes I think we did it before anybody did it, and

that's long

before he became President.
They were all reproduced in the New York Times.
T.

The thing I followed up was the Scarfe caricature of Carter on the
front of the Economist, not the sort of magazine you'd expect to
go for a caricature. on the front cover and it was a pretty grotesque
thing, huge nose, partly with a bent sword sticking it into something,

it was a pretty heavy number and they had a huge postbag of protest
letters from people in the U.K. and U.S.A.

L.

It's a very straight magazine indeed.

I mean we did a few things for

them.

T.

But can you think of an image of yours that has proved that controversial.

Fe

Yes, I tell you where we got into that area of a lot of protest letters
is we did the EEC satire*for the Sunday Times magazine (dated Nov.

7, 1976)

(See reproductions: by Xerox, not accurate colour).
Now when this was published it was first published in the 'National

F.

Lampoon' (U.S.A.) and the person we did it with was the guy you saw
(see reproductions: by Xerox, not accurate colour) and he wrote some
terrific words which as you said are close to that border line between
racism and actually satirising racism.

We were very happy with it in

National Lampoon but the Sunday Times magazine wouldn't reproduce the
words because of the bad language and some of the phraseology and we
weren't around when the Sunday Times had the story captions re-written.
It slipped past us and went out to the readership with a racist message
instead of satirising it, it's almost going along with the prejudices.
As a result we had hundreds of letters and phone calls from the
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Embassies.

L.

Most interesting of all was from the Italian,
then every European embassy •

T.

.. ...... about the image

L

& F.

No.

L

& F.

About the words, the words.

T.

And you didn't see the work before it went to press?

L.

What you need to see is the original version in the National Lampoon
(looking at the Sunday Times Magazine and National Lampoon versions)
compare the difference between the two versions.
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We start off like that you know "Unwanted Foreigners",
(National Lampoon).
T.

It was totally over the top.

Yes, it's odd isn't it, the N.L. example has actually got some
humour in it where as the Sunday Times version becomes quite sick.
That's amazing isn't it.

The words not just captions but the

calligraphy/words in the image have been changed/removed in the
Sunday Times version have turned what was a satire of racism
into a racist satire.

The words now seem to speak from elsewhere

and subvert the original intended meaning.*
T.

And the Sunday Times didn't consult you about altering the original
visual scenes (Notices, blood, entrails are removed in the Sunday
Times version).

L.

Yes, they insisted there had to be two versions, disgusting as
their words are.
(referring to the satire on Germany in this series •.... )
The Sunday Times idea of what is acceptable is someone about to be
beaten up.
The Lampoon version is much better, the violence is so extreme its
ridiculous, perhaps funny.

T.

Well, I was trying to get to this sort of thing;

trying to see the

way meanings are subverted just through the mechanism itself.

* "The calligram makes use of this double property of letters to function as
linear elements which can be arranged in space and as signs which must be
read according to a single chain of phonic substance.
As sign, the letter
permits us to establish words; as line it permits us to establish letters.
Hence the calligram playfully seeks to erase the oldest oppostions of
our alphabetical civilisation: to show and to name; to figure and to
speak; to reproduce and articulate; to look and to read.
Pursuing
twice over the thing of which it speaks, it sets an ideal trap; its
double access guarantees a capture of which mere discourse of our
drawing is not capable. It undermines the invincible absence over which
words never quite prevail by imposing on them •..•• the visible form of
their reference •....•. The signs summon from elsewhere the very thing of
which they speak ••.... A double trap, an inevitable snare •.•....•. "
Foucault540
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F.

But there again you see that's done fairly willingly because we'd
rather not have had it printed in the Sunday Times if we'd known
what their words were:
probably have said no.

to be honest with you, we would have
But assuming the words had been alright

we're quite happy to change the imagery slightly just to get it
out to our readership.

What was interesting is that it was used

in the National Advocate and a special issue of the Sunday Times
done in Holland, Germany and Denmark.
F.

Perhaps? ........ Christ knows what those words were like.

L.

What is interesting about it, is that the satire of prejudice which
is basically that they must stem from our own, I mean we're all
English including the guy that wrote the words, although he lives in
the States, but evidently the caricatures hold true in Germany, in
France and Denmark.

L.

What's also true is that the ones that were objected to most strongly
in each country were the ones about themselves.

So the Germans

objected most to the Germans in the caricature.

But what is interesting

to know is that the Italian one was cut out from National Lampoon
because the Mafia distribute the thing.
L.

And the Italian one just isn't in there and you don't quarrel with
the mafia.

F.

No you don't •••.. or you get your photos broken.

F.

If you were privvy to the truth right, you normally hear months after
the event.

I did some stuff in America for the Sunday Times, 1960

I think it was, and one of the jobs was about the cock-up in Chicago
when they beat

people up, everybody was beaten when the police went

berserk and Mayor Daley virtually condoned ito

And that job went

through and was published and at the same time I did a job on Enoch
Powell and it was about the bloody imigration laws and it was just a
pure visual pun and it was Enoch Powell as a Customs Officer and he's
opened the suitcase up, and there's two naked black people in the
suitcase who were very beautiful to look at •..• this decaying kind

F...

of Powell and it worked and it's r eal effective and it went in the
magazine and then was pulled at the proof stage, it came out.

I was

told at the time it was reasons of space which sometimes happens, but
months and months afterwards I was talking to the advertising manager
and they had a seven page pullout on South Africa advertising for it.
That's why it was pulled , because they wanted the advertising it ' s
much more crude, and this is what's go ing on .

The issue is we've

got a heavy piece on Enoch Powell and his racist views;

can we have

seven pages of advertising please.

J
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